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FLOW CHART OF THE ISSUES

SUMMARY OF ACSEC'S ADVISORY CONCLUSIONS
1.
This issues paper considers accounting issues for options
on fungible items and options settled in cash, such as options on
stock indices.
The issues include consideration of what the
carrying amounts of options should be, whether exchange-traded
and nonexchange-traded options should be accounted for similarly,
whether hedge accounting should be permitted for option transactions and, if permitted, to what kinds of option transactions
it should be applied and how it should be applied.
2.
Options, as well as futures and forward contracts, can be
used to hedge enterprises' exposures to price and interest rate
risks.
Because FASB Statement No. 52, "Foreign Currency
Translation,"
and FASB
Statement No. 80, "Accounting
for
Futures," prescribe methods of accounting for forward contracts
and futures used as hedges, those statements influenced the
development of the issues and AcSEC's advisory conclusions in
this issues paper. In the few ways in which the guidance on hedge
accounting differs in those two statements, AcSEC compared the
one-sided risk and return nature of options to the two-sided risk
and return nature of forwards and futures in deciding on the
method of hedge accounting for options recommended in its
advisory conclusions. Enterprises hedging with purchased options
can let the options expire if exercising them would not be
beneficial, but enterprises hedging with forward contracts or
futures do not have that choice.
Those contracts must be
settled, even if not to the enterprises' advantage.
3.
Paragraphs 4 through 10 summarize AcSEC's advisory conclusions on the method of accounting for options.
4.
Options should be carried at market price. Options not
traded on exchanges should be accounted for the same as options
traded on exchanges. In general, if specified criteria are met,
hedge accounting should be used to account for purchased and
written options used as hedges of assets, liabilities, or firm
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commitments. Exceptions to the general rule are that (1) written
options can qualify for hedge accounting only to the extent of
the amount of premiums received on selling the options and (2)
hedge accounting should not be used if the item being hedged is
an asset carried at cost. As used in this paper, the term hedge
accounting refers to the accounting method described in FASB
Statement Nos. 52 and 80 in which changes in the price of a
position used as a hedge are included in income in the period
changes in the price of the item being hedged are included in
income.
5.
To qualify for hedge accounting in accordance with the
advisory conclusions, an option used as a hedge must meet the
following criteria:
°

The option must reduce the exposure to risk
associated with the transaction being hedged.
(The enterprise test of FASB Statement No. 80
need not be met.)

°

It must be probable that a high correlation
will exist between changes in the market
value of the item underlying the option and
changes in the market value of the item being
hedged.

°

A clear economic relationship must exist between the price of the item underlying the
option and the price of the item being hedged.

°

The option must be designated as a hedge.

6.
Hedge accounting should also be applied in the following
situations:
An option that hedges an anticipated transaction
would qualify for hedge accounting if the above criteria are met,
the significant characteristics and expected terms of the
anticipated transaction are identified, and it is probable
that the anticipated transaction will occur.
Hedge accounting
should be used for groups of options such as synthetic futures.
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bear and bull spreads, and combination options, that meet the
criteria to qualify for hedge accounting.
Those terms are
defined in the terminology section of this paper.
7.
For purchased options, the two components of the option
premium, time value and intrinsic value, should be split and
accounted for separately if the option qualifies for hedge
accounting and the item being hedged is carried at the lower of
cost or market (higher of proceeds or market) or at market with
changes in its carrying amount included in equity.
The time
value portion should be amortized to income using a systematic
and rational method. However, if the item being hedged is a firm
commitment or an anticipated transaction, amortization of the
time value before the transaction occurs may be included in the
measurement of the transaction that results from the commitment
or was anticipated.
8.
The premium should not be split between time value and
intrinsic value for a written option qualifying for hedge
accounting or for a purchased option that both qualifies for
hedge accounting and hedges an item carried at market with
changes in the price of the item going to income.
9.
After an option initially meets the criteria for hedge
accounting, continued use of that accounting should depend on
continuing high correlation between the market price of the item
underlying the option and the market price of the item being
hedged.
Adjustments to the carrying amount of the hedged item
should be limited so that its carrying amount does not exceed its
fair value.
10.
If an option qualifies for hedge accounting and the option
is intended to provide a hedge on an after-tax basis, recognition
of the gain or loss on the portion of the option position
applicable to the tax effect should be deferred and included as
an offset to the related tax effects in the periods in which
those tax effects are recognized.
11.
Certain of the above conclusions of AcSEC differ from
those of the task force. The task force believes the application
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of hedge accounting for written options should not be limited to
the amount of premium received and adjustments to the carrying
amount of a hedged item should not be limited so that that
amount does not exceed the item's fair value.
Also, the task
force believes hedge accounting should be allowed for an option
that hedges an asset carried at cost.
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SCOPE
12.
The scope of the paper includes accounting for all options
traded on exchanges, all options on fungible items not traded on
exchanges, and all options settled in cash only, such as options
on stock indices.
The scope excludes options on land or real
estate and options on large blocks of stock.
The scope also
excludes determining whether a transaction in which a transferor
transfers for cash or other consideration a security or financial
instrument and gives the transferee a put option on it should be
accounted for as a sale, a sale and a written option, or a
financing.
Further, the scope excludes options issued by an
enterprise on its securities, such as stock options granted to
employees or written call options (warrants) allowing the holders
to acquire additional debt securities of the enterprise at a
future date.
Finally, the scope excludes agreements that
obligate enterprises to make or acquire loans under specified
conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
13.
The Accounting Standards Executive Committee's Task Force
on Options has prepared this paper to address issues relating to
accounting for options.
14.
No comprehensive authoritative literature on accounting
for options exists, though some guidance for some types of
options is provided in FASB Statement No. 12, Accounting for
Certain Marketable Equity Securities and AICPA industry audit and
accounting guides.
In addition, other literature on similar
instruments is being used to support various accounting policies
for options.
15.
Businesses in different industries have diverse accounting
practices for investments. Because many of those businesses are
now engaged in options activity, some expect growing diversity in
practice in accounting for options, and they believe early
recognition and resolution of the problem is desirable.
16.
This paper considers broadly the accounting treatment of
options.
It covers options traded on organized exchanges and
options activity other than on an organized exchange, including
options on government debt securities.
It also addresses these
options trading strategies, which are defined in the background
section of this paper:
°

hedges of existing assets or liabilities,

°

hedges related to anticipated transactions, and

°

hedges of firm commitments.
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OPTIONS TERMINOLOGY
17.

The following definitions explain terminology used in this

paper.
Option
An option is a contract allowing, but not requiring,
its holder to buy (call) or sell (put) a specific or
standard commodity or financial or equity instrument
at a specified price during a specified time period.
The

principal

futures

difference

contract

optional

but

between

is that exercise

exercise

of

a

an

option

and

of an option

futures

contract

a
is
is

mandatory.
Types of Options
°

Put - an option contract that gives the holder the
right
to sell the underlying
instrument or
commodity at a specified price during a specified
time period.

°

Call - an option contract that gives the holder
the

right

to

buy

the

underlying

instrument

or

commodity at a specified price during a specified
time period.
Positions in an Option Transaction
°

Holder (long) - the purchaser of an option contract.

The holder has the right to exercise the

option against the option writer.
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°

Writer (short) - the seller of an option.

The

writer must fulfill the obligation of the option
contract should the holder choose to exercise the
option.
°

Naked call option - the writing of a call option
for which the writer does not currently own an
instrument or commodity that could be delivered if
the option is exercised.

°

Naked put option - the writing of a put option for
which the writer does not currently have a short
position in the instrument or commodity underlying
the option.
Covered call option - the writing of a call option
for

which

the

writer

owns

an

instrument

or

commodity that could be delivered if the option is
exercised by its holder.
°

Covered put- option - the writing of a put option
on an instrument or commodity in which the writer
has a short position.

Contract Terms
°

Strike or exercise price - the price at which the
underlying instrument, commodity, or index can be
bought, sold, or settled on exercise of the option
contract.

°

Expiration date -normally the date at which the
option contract becomes void. It is the last day
the option may be exercised.
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Exercise period - the period of time during which
an option may be exercised.
For an exchange
traded American option on an actual instrument,
the
time between
the current date and the
expiration date.
American option - an option that can be exercised
at any time during the exercise period.
°

European option - an option that can be exercised
only on the expiration date.

Value Considerations
°

Option premium - the total price paid or received
for the option contract.

°

An option at the money - an option whose exercise
price

equals

the

current

market

underlying commodity or security.

value

of

the

When an option

is at the money, its holder does not exercise the
option, because there is nothing to gain by its
exercise.
°

An option out of the money - an option whose
exercise price for a call option is greater than
the market

price

of

the underlying

security

or

commodity at that time or, for a put option, is
less

than

the market

value

commodity at that time.
cised

when

option

of

the

security

or

An option is not exer-

it is out of the money, because the

holder

could

acquire

the

security

more

cheaply or sell it for more in the conventional
manner.
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°

An option in the money - a call option whose
exercise price is lower than the market price of
the security or commodity underlying the option or
a put option whose exercise price is higher than
the

market

price

of

the

security

or

commodity

underlying the option.
°

An option deep in the money - an option whose
strike price differs so much from the market price
of the underlying item that exercising the option
is significantly more advantageous to the holder
than buying the underlying item directly.

°

Intrinsic value - the amount of advantage, if any,
that would
rather

be

than

realized

buying

or

by

exercising

selling

the

an option
underlying

security or commodity in the cash market.

Only in

the money options have intrinsic value, which is
equal to the difference between the exercise price
and the market price of the underlying security or
commodity.
°

Time value

-

the

difference

between

the

total

premium for an option and the option's intrinsic
value.

Time value is affected by various factors,

including the length of the exercise period, the
volatility of prices of the underlying instrument,
and

the interest cost of holding the underlying

security.
Option Strategies
°

Delta neutral option ratio - the number of option
positions that must be held so that small changes
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in the price of the hedged position will
exactly offset by changes in the price of
option contracts held, that is, the ratio
changes in the price of the options held
changes in the price of the exposed position
one.

be
the
of
to
is

Combination - a group of options entered into as a
unit that consists of at least one put and one
call.
Bear spread - a purchased call (put) and a written
call (put) on the same underlying item with the
same expiration date, with the purchased option
having a higher strike price than the written
option.
Bull spread - a written call (put) and a purchased
call (put) on the same underlying item with the
same expiration date, with the written option
having a higher strike price than the purchased
option.
Synthetic future - a position equivalent to a
position in a futures contract, created by buying
a put and writing a call at the same strike price
with

the

same

expiration

date

(equivalent

to a

short position in a futures contract) or by buying
a call and writing a put at the same strike price
with

the

same expiration

date

(equivalent

long position in a futures contract).

to a
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°

Hedge accounting - a method of accounting for
changes

in the price

futures

contract

or

of
an

a position, such as a
option,

that

is carried

at market price and qualifies as a hedge of an
existing asset, liability or firm commitment or of
an anticipated transaction.
in

the

market

price

of

If unrealized changes
the

hedged

item

are

included in income, or will be included in income
after the item is acquired or incurred, changes in
the market price of the position qualifying as a
hedge are recognized in income as they occur.
unrealized

If

changes in the market price or other

carrying amount of the hedged item are included in
a

separate

component

policyholders'

equity

of

stockholders'

until

disposition

or

of

the

item, changes in the market price of the position
qualifying
separate

as a hedge are also included
component

of the item.

of

equity

until

in the

disposition

If the hedged item is an existing

asset or liability carried at other than market,
changes

in

qualifying

the

market

price

of

the

as a hedge are recognized

position

as adjust-

ments of the carrying amount of the hedged item.
Amortization

of

the

adjustment

begins

no

later

than the date that a particular option is closed
out, regardless of whether that option is replaced
by a similar option with a later expiration date.
If

a position

qualifies

as

a

hedge

of

a

firm

commitment or anticipated transaction involving an
item to be stated, after its acquisition or incurrence,

at

other

than market,

recognition

of
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changes in the market price of the position is
deferred and included in the measurement of the
transaction; however, recognition of losses is not
deferred if it is estimated that deferral would
lead to recognizing losses in later periods.
Cross hedge - an option bought to hedge an
existing

position

if

the

item

underlying

the

option is not the same as the item being hedged.
Firm commitment - "an agreement, usually legally
enforceable, under which performance
because

of

sufficiently

large

is probable

disincentives

for

nonperformance," (FASB Statement No. 80).
Financial instruments - "instruments usually considered to be securities (such as notes, bonds,
debentures, and equities) as well as other
evidences of indebtedness (such as money market
instruments, certificates of deposit, mortgages,
and commercial paper) that often are not referred
to as securities," (FASB Statement No. 80).
Futures contract - a "legal agreement between a
buyer

and

futures

a

seller

and

the clearinghouse

exchange.... traded

exchanges

in

the

United

on

regulated

States

and

of

a

futures

contracts

having similar characteristics that are traded on
exchanges

in

have

following

the

other

countries....[The
characteristics:

obligate the purchaser

contracts]
(a)

(seller) to accept

They
(make)

delivery of a standardized quantity of a commodity
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or

financial

during
cash

instrument

a specified

settlement

effectively

at a specified

period, or

rather

they provide

than delivery,9

can be canceled

date or

before

for

(b) they

the delivery

date by entering into an offsetting contract for
the same commodity
(c) all changes
settled

on

a

or financial

instrument, and

in value of open contracts
regular

basis,

usually

are

daily."

(FASB Statement No. 80).

9
considered to meet this condition even though
there is no underlying commodity or financial
instrument.
°

Fungible item - an item the units or amount of
which can be used interchangeably for other units
or amounts of the item to satisfy an obligation.

°

Standby commitment - a forward placement commitment with an optional delivery provision.
The
buyer of a standby commitment pays a fee for the
right or option to sell (deliver) to the issuer a
specified security, at a specified price (either
on a guaranteed or yield basis), at a specified
future date. (AICPA Issues Paper, "Accounting for
Forward Placement and Standby Commitments and
Interest Rate Futures Contracts.")
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BACKGROUND
18.
Options are contracts allowing but not requiring holders
of the contracts to buy or sell specific or standard commodities
or financial or equity instruments at specified prices during
specified
periods of
time.
Additionally, certain option
contracts may be settled in cash based on specified indices, such
as stock indices.
They are traded on organized exchanges and
over the counter.
Trading on exchanges began in 1973 when the
first options exchange, the Chicago Board Options Exchange
(CBOE), opened.
Options contracts are now traded on four
exchanges.
Daily volume on those exchanges frequently exceeds
one million contracts.
The volume of options not traded on
exchanges is even greater.
19.
The use of options is expected to increase as new types of
options contracts are developed and as more investors gain
knowledge and experience in option trading.
Obtaining the Right Option
20.
Options traded on exchanges have standard exercise prices,
expiration dates, and numbers of units per contract. Options not
traded on exchanges have custom terms.
21.
If the holder of a security, for example, a U.S. Treasury
bond with a 14% interest rate, due November, 2011, cannot obtain
an option traded on an exchange on the identical security, he
could either buy an option traded on an exchange on a security
the price of which he believes will move parallel to that of his
security, or he could negotiate an option in the over the counter
market on the identical security.
22.
A similar choice is available to an enterprise that has a
foreign currency commitment due the next May. If options on that
foreign currency traded on exchanges do not have May expiration
dates, the enterprise could either buy a contract traded on an
exchange with a June expiration date or negotiate an option with
a May expiration date in the over the counter market.
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23.
Options contracts on certain equity securities, various
stock indices, U.S. Treasury bills, U.S. Treasury notes, U.S.
Treasury bonds, and foreign currencies are now traded on
organized exchanges as are options on futures contracts on U.S.
Treasury bonds, gold, silver, various stock indices, foreign
currencies, and various agricultural products.
Options on most
of those items are also traded over the counter.
Elements of Options
24.
The following are used to illustrate various elements of
options.
°

°

°

A call option to buy 100 shares of IBM at
$125 a share with
°

a premium of $8.50 a share if it expires
in four months or

°

a premium of $11.50 a share if it expires
in seven months.

A put option to sell 100 shares of IBM at
$125 a share with
°

a premium of $3.25 a share if it expires
in four months or

°

a premium of $4.00 a share if it expires
in seven months.

The closing price of IBM stock on the day the
above options were quoted was 128 3/8.

25.
Call Options and Put Options.
Option contracts give
option buyers the right to require option writers to perform
according to the provisions of the contract.
The two types of
options contracts are calls and puts. A buyer of a call pays a
fee, called a premium, for the right to buy the item under
option at a specified price for a specified period.
In the
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illustration,
a call buyer would pay a premium of $8.50 or
$11.50 to have the right to buy IBM stock for $125 for a four or
seven month period. A buyer of a put has the right to sell the
property under option at a specified price for a specified
period. Purchasers of calls and puts have long positions in the
options and option writers have short positions.
26.
An option's exercise period is the period from the date it
is acquired until the date it expires.
An option is exercised
when the buyer uses his right to buy or sell the item under
option.
In the illustration, the owner of the call option
exercises his option by requiring the option seller to sell him
100 shares of IBM at $125 a share, while the owner of the put
option exercises his by requiring the option writer to buy 100
shares of IBM from him at $125 a share.
27.
A covered call option is a a call written by an enterprise
that owns the item underlying the option, which could be
delivered if the option is exercised.
A covered put option is
written by an enterprise that has a short position in the item
underlying the option.
For example, an enterprise sells a
covered put option on IBM stock if it has sold IBM stock short.
28.
An enterprise writes a naked option if it sells a call
without owning the item underlying the option or if it sells a
put without having a short position in the item underlying the
option.
Strike Price
29.
The strike price of a call option is the amount specified
in the contract that the holder of the option would pay for each
unit of the underlying item if he exercises the option.
The
strike price in a put option is the contract amount the holder
would receive for each unit of the underlying item sold on
exercising the put. The exercise price for both the put and call
options in the illustration is $125 a share of IBM stock. Strike
prices of options traded on exchanges are determined by the
exchanges; strike prices of options not traded on exchanges are
determined by negotiation.
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30.
Options are described as being at the money, in the money,
or out of the money.
Those terms refer to the relationship
between the strike price and the market price of the item
underlying the option contract.
31.
At the Money. An option at the money at a particular date
is a put or call that has a strike price equal to the market
price of the item underlying the option at that date.
In the
illustration, the strike price would have to be $128.375 for the
options to be at the money. If an option is at the money, it is
not exercised, because the holder would have nothing to gain.
32.
In the Money. A call option in the money has an exercise
price lower than the market price, permitting the option holder
to buy stock for less than the market price. A put option in the
money has an exercise price higher than the market price,
permitting the option holder to sell his stock for more than the
market price.
The call options in the illustration are in the
money, because the holders of those options have the right to buy
IBM stock at $125 a share when it has a market value of $128.375.
Options in the money are described as deep in the money if the
difference between the strike price and the market price would
make exercising the option significantly more advantageous to the
holder than would buying or selling the underlying item directly.
The call option in the example would be deep in the money if it
had a strike price of $ll5.
33.
Out of the Money. A call option out of the money has an
exercise price higher than the market price. A put option out of
the money has an exercise price lower than the market price.
Calls and puts out of the money are not exercised, because buying
or selling would be better at the market price than at the
exercise price. In the illustration, the put options are out of
the money.
Holders would not exercise those options and sell
stock at $125 a share when they could sell it for $128.375 in the
market.
34.
Whether an option is in the money can be determined at any
time, by comparing the strike price of the option to the market
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price of the underlying item. The holder's carrying amount for
an underlying item or short position does not affect that determination.
35.
Options can be bought and sold when they are in the money
or out of the money, but cash positions, such as equity securities, can be acquired or sold only at the money.
That feature
gives option holders additional flexibility in developing investment and hedging strategies.
36.
Futures contracts require daily settlement but options
contracts and most foreign currency forward contracts do not.
The Option Premium
37.
The amount paid for an option contract, the premium, is
for two values, the intrinsic value and the time value.
The
intrinsic value of a call is the amount the call is in the money,
that is, the excess of the market price of the item underlying
the option contract over the option's strike price.
The
intrinsic value of a put is the amount the put is in the money,
that is, the excess of the option's strike price over the market
price of the item underlying the option.
38.
The intrinsic value cannot be less than zero. In options
at the or out of the money, no excess of market price over strike
price for calls or excess of strike price over market price for
puts exists.
Premiums on such options therefore include no
amounts for intrinsic value.
39.
The other component of an option premium, the time value,
equals the option premium less the option's intrinsic value, if
any.1
The table below shows the intrinsic values, if any, and the
time values of the options in the illustration.

1

Due to market imperfections, the value of an option
occasionally is fractionally less than its intrinsic value,
which results in a negative time value of a minor amount.
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Premium
(1)

Market
Price-Item
Underlying
the Option
(2)

Strike
Price
(3)

Intrinsic
Value
(4)

Time Value
(5)

Column 2
less
Column 3

Column 1
less
Column 4

Call options
4 months to expiration

8.50

128.375

125.00

3.375

5.125

7 months to expiration

11.50

128.375

125.00

3.375

8.125

Column 3
less
Column 2
Put options
4 months to expiration

3.25

128.375

125.00

None

3.25

7 months to expiration

4.00

128.375

125.00

None

4.00

40.
The put options are out of the money and have no intrinsic,
value. Their premiums consist entirely of time value.
41.
An enterprise holding either call option in the illustration would benefit from exercising the option rather than buying
the stock directly, because it could buy the IBM stock for $125
instead of $128.375. The difference between $128.375 and $125 is
the intrinsic value of $3.375.
The time value of the calls is
equal to the premiums less the intrinsic value.
42.
Option premiums should always exceed their intrinsic
values; otherwise, writers would be better off buying or selling
the underlying securities than writing the options. If the four
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month call option sold for a $3 premium, selling the stock for
$128.375 would have been better than selling the option for
$3 with a strike price of $125 for a maximum potential income
of $128.
Factors Affecting Option Pricing
43.
Factors significantly influencing the pricing of options
include
the volatility of the price of the underlying
item,
°

the length of the exercise period,

°

interest rates, and

°

the relationship between the option's strike
price and the market price of the underlying
option.

44.
The more volatile the price of the item underlying the
option, the more likely it is that the price will change
favorably for the option holder.
Options on underlying items
whose prices are expected to be volatile are more valuable to
option holders and riskier for option sellers and, consequently,
cause the option premium to be higher than for options on
underlying items expected to have stable prices.
45.
All other factors remaining the same, the longer an
option's exercise period is, the higher its premium will be.
Increasing the length of time until expiration increases the
period during which the price can change favorably for the option
holder.
The correlation between the length of the exercise
period and the option price is seen in the illustrations.
The
premium for the seven month call is three dollars higher than the
premium for the four month call and the premium for the seven
month put is $0.75 higher than the premium for the four month
put.
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46.
Premiums are also affected by current interest rates.
Increases in the short-term interest rate tend to increase
premiums on calls and decrease premiums on puts, all other
factors remaining the same.
47.
The holder of a call can participate in increases in the
price of the underlying security or commodity without buying the
security or commodity.
The money the option holder avoids
spending on buying the underlying item could, if available, earn
the
short-term
interest
rate during
the exercise
period.
Consequently, the higher the short-term interest rate, the more
valuable the call option is, because the more the cash equivalent
— the price of the underlying item less the option premium —
could earn.
48.
In contrast, the holder of a put defers the receipt of
cash for the sale of the item underlying the option until he
exercises the put. That deferral causes the put holder to forego
more interest income when interest rates are high than when rates
are low. The put is, therefore, less valuable to the holder when
interest rates are high and more valuable when they are low.
49.
The relationship between the market price of the item
underlying the option and the option's strike price also affects
option premiums.
The intrinsic value component of the premium
is, as seen above, determined exclusively by that relationship,
but the time value component is also affected.
The time value
tends to be highest when the option is at the money, that is,
when its strike price is the same as the market price of the
underlying item, and all other factors remaining the same, it
tends to decrease as the option moves either into the money or
out of the money. The time value decreases as the option moves
out of the money because it becomes less likely that the option
will have value when it expires.
It decreases as it moves into
the money in part because the holder's leverage decreases as
larger portions of the premium represent intrinsic value.
That
effect
increases
as
the
intrinsic
value
increases.
To
illustrate:
an option premium is 4 when the option is at the
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money and 10 when the option is in the money $9. The time value
of the at-the-money option is 4 and the time value of the option
in the money $9 is 1.
50.
Another reason that time value decreases as the option
moves into the money is that the holder of the in-the-money
option could lose the amount invested in intrinsic value if
prices move unfavorably.
The more the holder has paid for
intrinsic value, the more it could lose.
Because of the
increased risk of loss, the time value component tends to
decrease as the option moves deeper into the money.
One-Sided Risk and Return
51.
Option contracts give holders the right to buy or sell the
underlying items but do not obligate holders to exercise that
right. For that reason, options contracts have one-sided risk or
return.
Options writers' profits on options transactions are
limited to the premiums received, but their potential losses are
theoretically unlimited on call options and limited only by the
options' strike prices less the premiums received on put options.
Option holders' potential losses are limited to the premiums paid
but their potential gains are theoretically unlimited on call
options and limited only by the options' strike prices less the
premiums paid on put options.
52.
In contrast, most positions such as long or short positions in equity securities or positions in futures contracts
have two-sided risk or return. If a security is owned, potential
losses are limited only by the amount invested in the security
and gains are theoretically unlimited.
If a security is sold
short, gains are limited only to the amount received in the short
sale and losses are theoretically unlimited.
53.
The following graphs illustrate the one-sided
return of various option contracts.

risk or
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Buying a call.

54.
If an enterprise buys a call option on IBM stock with a
strike price of $125 for which it paid a premium of $11.50,
Figure 1 shows that its potential loss, if the price of IBM stock
moves below $125, is limited to the $11.50 premium paid.
The
enterprise would not exercise its option if the stock price was
below $125, because it could buy the stock for less in the
market. If the stock price rises above $125, however, the option
holder's gains are theoretically unlimited, and the holder will
exercise the option, because it can buy the stock for $125 and
hold it or sell it. If that enterprise exercises its option when
IBM stock is $140, its gain is $140 less the strike price of
$125 less the premium price of $11.50, or $3.50.
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55.
Figure 2 represents the one-sided nature of a naked written call contract.
The enterprise writing the option contract
described for Figure 1 receives a premium of $11.50 for assuming
the risk of agreeing to sell IBM stock at $125 even if the price
of the stock increases above $125.
If the price of IBM stock
falls below $125 for the exercise period, the holder will not
exercise the option and the writer's gain is limited to the
premium received.
If the stock price rises above $125 in that
period, however, and the option is exercised, the writer of the
naked call would have a loss if the price rises above the sum of
the strike price and the premium received.
The loss theoretically, could be an unlimited amount. If the holder exercised
the option when IBM stock was at $140, the writer's loss would be
the $140 cost to buy the stock less the $125 strike price
received, less the $11.50 premium received, or $3.50.
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Buying a put.

56.
Figure 3 represents the one-sided nature of a purchased
put option on IBM stock with a strike price of $125 for which
an enterprise paid $4.
If the price of IBM stock falls during
the exercise period, the holder's gain is theoretically limited
only by the $125 received on exercise of the option less the
$4 premium paid. If the put is exercised when the stock price is
$110, the enterprise's gain would be the $125 strike price
received less the $4 premium paid less the $110 market price of
the stock sold, or $11. The option holder's loss is limited to
the premium paid, because the option holder would not exercise
the option if the price of IBM stock increases above $125.
It
could receive more than $125 by selling the stock at the market
price.
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Writing a put.

57.
In Figure 4, the one-sided nature of writing the put
described for Figure 3 can be seen.
If the price of IBM stock
exceeds $125, the option would not be exercised, because the
option holder would be better off selling in the market than
receiving the $125 option strike price.
If the option is not
exercised, the writer's potential gain is limited to the $4
option premium received.
If the price of the stock falls below
$125, the option will be exercised and the writer is obligated to
buy the stock from the option holder for $125. If the price of
IBM stock falls to $110 during the exercise period and the option
is exercised, the put writer must pay the option holder $125 a
share for the stock. The loss is equal to the $125 paid less the
$110 value of the stock less the $4 premium received, or $11.
The maximum potential loss is the $125 strike price less the $4
premium received, which would be incurred if the stock becomes
worthless.
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Because of the optional delivery characteristic of option
contracts, option buyers' potential losses are limited to the
amounts paid for option premiums. If the prices or rates of the
underlying items move in a favorable direction, their gains are
potentially unlimited on call options and limited only by the
strike prices less the premiums paid on put options.
59.
The positions of option writers differ from those of
option buyers, because the writers must make or take delivery at
the discretion of the option buyers.
The writers' potential
gains are limited to the premiums received for writing the
options.
If the prices or rates of the items underlying the
options move in an unfavorable direction for option writers, they
move in a favorable direction for option holders, who will
therefore exercise their options.
Option writers are therefore
exposed to potentially unlimited loss on call options or loss
equal to the strike price less the premium received on put
options.
60.
Option writers do not expect to incur such losses, because
they do not expect large adverse price changes during the
exercise period.
They are exposed to the risk that some large
losses could occur, but they expect that the option premiums
received on a large number of written option contracts will
compensate them for such losses.
Leverage
61.
An advantage of purchased options over many other investment vehicles is the leverage option holders have.
For
relatively small amounts, the option premiums, option holders can
fully participate in any gains of the items underlying the
options.
Option holders are not required to maintain margin
accounts.
Option exchanges require option writers to maintain
margin accounts.
Uses of Options
62.
Option contracts can be used either to speculate or to
hedge other positions enterprises might have or anticipate
having.
63.
If they are using options for speculation, enterprises buy
or sell options because they believe the prices or rates of items
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underlying the options will move in certain directions. They buy
or sell puts or calls or combinations of puts and calls to profit
from the price or rate movements they anticipate.
64.
Options are frequently used to hedge against price or rate
changes of existing positions, commitments, or anticipated transactions.
A farmer who will harvest wheat in three months, for
example, might buy a put option at the money that expires in
three months with a strike price of $7.20 a bushel to hedge
against the risk that the price of wheat will be less than $7.20
a bushel in three months.
The premium paid for options used as
hedges can be compared to an insurance premium. Both are paid to
protect against the risk of future loss. An entity, particularly
a thrift institution, might sell options on debt securities and
consider the premium received as a partial hedge against
unfavorable changes in the value of the debt securities.
A Comparison of Options and Futures Used As Hedges
65.
Options and futures perform similar hedging functions.
They differ, however, in that futures hedge both favorable and
unfavorable price or interest rate changes (two-sided hedging),
but options hedge in only one direction (one-sided hedging),
against the risk of loss. Options can protect their purchasers
from losses in excess of the premiums paid for the options but do
not prevent the purchasers from participating in gains from
favorable price or interest rate changes.
66.
The following illustrates the different risk and reward
characteristics of futures and purchased options. To establish a
wheat price of $7.20 a bushel three months from now, a farmer
could enter a futures contract to sell wheat at that price in
three months or he could buy three month put options on wheat
with a strike price of $7.20. The farmer would be protected from
the risk of a drop in the price of wheat to $6.60 a bushel with
either the futures or the options contract.
With the options
contract he would have paid a nonrefundable premium for the
protection from risk of loss.
If the price of wheat rises
to $7.70 a bushel, the difference between the two-sided risk and
return nature of futures and the one-sided risk and return nature
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of options becomes more evident. A futures contract obliges the
seller to deliver on the contract at $7.20 a bushel or to close
the contract at a loss.
The purchaser of put options is not
obliged to exercise the options at $7.20 a bushel.
He can let
the options expire and sell his wheat for $7.70 a bushel.
His
gain is reduced, however, by the premium he paid for the options.
For the price of a premium, the options provided the farmer with
protection from falling wheat prices, but did not prevent him
from taking advantage of increases in wheat prices. The futures
contract, however, had two-sided risk and return characteristics.
It established the farmer's wheat price regardless of
price
increases or decreases.
67.
Graphic illustrations of the effects of hedging with
options and hedging with futures are presented to help in
understanding the similarities and differences of options and
futures used as hedges. In all the illustrations, the book value
of the asset or liability being hedged, the strike price of the
option, and the contract price of the futures contract are the
same, $72,000.
The option premium is $2,000.
The futures
contract has no premium or discount (basis difference).
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Hedging a Liability With a Purchased Call or a Futures Contract
Profit or loss
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Price of Item Underlying the Option (in Thousands)
Figure 5 - Effects of hedging a liability with a purchased call option.

68.
In Figure 5 an enterprise is hedging a $72,000 liability,
such as a short sale of a treasury bond. If it pays $2,000 for a
call on a similar treasury bond with a strike price of $72,000,
the enterprise will be protected by the option from increases in
the price of the bond.
If the price of the bond falls, the
enterprise can close its short position at a gain by buying a
bond in the market. The $2,000 premium paid for the call reduces
the gain, but any loss is limited to the premium.
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Price of Item Underlying the Futures Contract (in Thousands)
Figure 6 - Effects of hedging a liability with a futures contract.

69.
Figure 6 represents the effect of hedging the short
position with a futures contract. The futures contract hedges
any gain or loss caused by changes in the price of the treasury
bond.
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Figure 7 contract.

Comparison of hedging a liability with a purchased call and a futures

70.
Figure 7 compares the effects of hedging a liability with
an option and with a futures contract. The option limits any
loss from the short position to the premium paid for the option,
but it permits the enterprise to participate in favorable price
changes.
The futures contract eliminates the enterprise's risk
in holding the short position, though it also eliminates the
opportunity to benefit from price changes.
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Hedging an Asset with a Purchased Put or a Short Futures Position.
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Figure 8 - Effects of hedging a bond with a purchased put option

71.
If an enterprise owns a treasury bond, it could be protected from decreases in the bond's price by buying a put on a
similar security or by taking a short position in a futures
contract on a similar security. Figure 8 illustrates the effect
of hedging the bond with a purchased put.
If the price of the
bond increases rather than decreases, the enterprise can participate in the increase in value, though its gain is reduced by the
$2,000 paid for the put.
If the bond price decreases, the put
protects the enterprise from loss on the position in excess of
the amount of premium paid.
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Figure 9 - Effect of hedging bond with a short futures contract

72.
If the bond is hedged with a short position in a futures
contract, the enterprise would have a contract to sell the bond
at 72 at some future time. Figure 9 illustrates that with such a
contract, the enterprise would neither gain nor lose from changes
in the bond's price.
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Figure 10 - Comparison of hedging bond with put option and with short futures
contract.

73.
Figure 10 compares the effect of hedging the bond with a
put option and with a short futures contract. If bond prices
increase, the enterprise would be able to participate in the
increase if it hedged with options but not if it hedged with
futures. If the bond price does not change or if it decreases,
the enterprise would have no gain or loss on the bond if it
hedged with futures. If it hedged with options, its loss would
be limited to the premium paid for the options.
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Hedging a Liability with a Written Put or a Futures Contract
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Figure 11 - Effects of hedging a liability by writing a put option.

74.
Figure 11 illustrates a liability such as a short bond
position hedged with a written put option. If the bond price
increases, the put will not be exercised and there will be a loss
on the short position, reduced by the $2,000 premium received for
the option.
If the bond price decreases, there is a profit on
the short position, but a loss on exercise of the put by the
holder. The option prevents the enterprise from benefiting from
decreases in the bond's price in excess of the $2,000 premium
received for the option. The option provides hedge protection to
the extent of the premium received and limits gains from the
short bond position in excess of the premium received.
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Figure 12 -

Effects of hedging a l i a b i l i t y with a futures contract.

75.
F i g u r e 12 i l l u s t r a t e s t h a t i f t h e e n t e r p r i s e hedges i t s
s h o r t bond p o s i t i o n with a f u t u r e s c o n t r a c t , i t i s p r o t e c t e d from
g a i n s and l o s s e s r e s u l t i n g from changes i n t h e b o n d ' s p r i c e s .
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Figure 13 - Comparison of hedging a l i a b i l i t y with a written put option or with a
futures contract.

76.
F i g u r e 13 i l l u s t r a t e s t h a t with a f u t u r e s c o n t r a c t the
e n t e r p r i s e i s p r o t e c t e d from changes in the bond's p r i c e . I f the
e n t e r p r i s e hedges with a w r i t t e n put o p t i o n , i t can p a r t i c i p a t e
in g a i n s from f a v o r a b l e changes in the bond's p r i c e t o the e x t e n t
of the premium r e c e i v e d , but exposure t o the r i s k of u n f a v o r a b l e
bond p r i c e changes i s l i m i t e d only by the amount of premium
r e c e i v e d , which could be small r e l a t i v e t o the s i z e of the
p o t e n t i a l l o s s exposure, as i n d i c a t e d in F i g u r e 1 3 .
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Hedging an Asset With Written Call Options or Short Futures
Contracts
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Figure 14 - Effect of hedging bond with written call option.

77.
If an enterprise hedges its treasury bond from the risk of
falling prices by writing a call on the bond, its gain is limited
to the option premium received. Further, it receives protection
from unfavorable changes in the bond's price only to the extent
of the premium received, which may be small compared to the
exposure to a potential decline in the bond's price.
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Figure 15 -

Effects of hedging a l i a b i l i t y with a short futures contract.

78.
F i g u r e 15 i l l u s t r a t e s t h a t an e n t e r p r i s e i s hedged a g a i n s t
both g a i n s and l o s s e s from f l u c t u a t i o n s in the p r i c e of i t s bond
i f i t a c q u i r e s a s h o r t p o s i t i o n in a f u t u r e s c o n t r a c t on the
bond.
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Figure 16
contract.

-

Comparison of hedging bond with written call option and short futures

79.
Figure 16 illustrates the difference between hedging the
bond with a written call option and hedging it with a short
futures contract.
The option limits the enterprise's opportunity to benefit from favorable bond price changes to the
premium received, and it only reduces potential losses from
decreases in the bond's price by the amount of the premium. The
enterprise continues to be exposed to losses in excess of the
premium.
The short futures contract provides an effective hedge
against increases and decreases in the bond's price.
Hedging a Commitment With Purchased Call Options or With Futures
Contracts
80.
Both options and futures are used to hedge against unfavorable price or rate changes on exposures resulting from firm
commitments. An enterprise under contract to buy tractors from a
Canadian company, for example, could protect itself from unfavorable changes in the exchange rate by buying call options on
Canadian dollars or entering into futures contracts on Canadian
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dollars.
The effect of the hedge is the same as the effect of
hedging a liability with call options (Figure 5) or futures
(Figure 6).
Figure 5 would illustrate the results with the
commitment hedged with options. The enterprise is protected from
increases in the value of the Canadian dollar and its cost for
that protection is the $2,000 premium paid for the options.
If
the price of the Canadian dollar declines, the enterprise can
benefit from the decline, though its gain is reduced by the
premium paid for the option.
81.
Figure 6 would illustrate the result of hedging the commitment with a futures contract.
The enterprise would purchase
the Canadian dollars at the contract price.
It would not be
exposed to beneficial or detrimental changes in the exchange rate
for Canadian dollars.
82.
Figure 7 compares the results of Figures 5 and 6, in this
case, the results of hedging the commitment using options
compared with such results using futures.
The futures contract
eliminates both the risk from unfavorable price changes and the
possibility of benefiting from favorable price changes.
In
contrast, for the cost of the premium, the call option protects
the enterprise from increases in the price of the Canadian dollar
but permits the enterprise to benefit from price declines.
Hedging a Commitment With Purchased Put Options or With Futures
Contracts
83.
An enterprise that has entered into a contract to sell
tractors to the Canadian government can buy put options on the
Canadian dollar or acquire a short position in a futures contract
on the Canadian dollar for protection from a decline in the price
of the foreign currency. The effect of the hedge is the same as
the effect of hedging an asset with put options (Figure 8) or
short futures positions (Figure 9).
84.
Figure 8 would illustrate that the put protects the company from declines in the price of the Canadian dollar but allows
the company to benefit from increases in the value of the
Canadian dollar.
The company pays a $2,000 premium for that
protection.
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85.
The company would receive the contract price for its
Canadian dollars if it enters a futures contract to sell them.
Figure 9 illustrates that the company would neither benefit nor
suffer from changes in the price of the Canadian dollar.
86.
Figure 10 illustrates the results of hedging with options
(Figure 8) compared with such results with futures (Figure 9).
Both protect the company from the risk of declines in the value
of the foreign currency, but the put option permits the company
to benefit from increases in the value of that currency.
The
option position costs the company the premium of $2,000.
Hedging an Anticipated Transaction With Purchased Options and
With Futures
87.
Both futures contracts and options can be used to hedge
anticipated transactions. Examples of such transactions include
°

a candy manufacturer that buys calls or
enters a futures contract to buy sugar that
may be needed in the next period,

°

a farmer who has wheat in the field and buys
puts or enters a futures contract to sell
wheat in three months,

°

a company that submits a bid to sell equipment to a Japanese company at a fixed price
buys puts or enters a futures contract to
sell yen.

88.
In each example, the enterprise is hedging against the
possibility of unfavorable price or exchange rate changes
affecting its anticipated transaction.
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Profit or loss

$6,000
4,000
2,000
0

Call option
Futures contract

-2,000
-4,000
-6,000
66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80
Price of Item Underlying the Option and the Futures Contract (in Thousands)
Figure 17 - Effect of hedging an anticipated transaction that does occur with call
options and with a futures contract.

89.
Figure 17 illustrates the results of a candy manufacturer
buying call options compared with such results from entering a
futures contract on sugar to hedge its anticipated purchase of
sugar, if the transaction does occur. In computing the profit or
loss, the net realizable value of the sugar after it has been
used to make candy is assumed to be $72,000.
If the price of
sugar increases above the strike price of the contract at the
exercise date, the manufacturer will be protected from increased
costs by both the futures contract and the options contract,
though it paid, a $2,000 premium for the options. The manufacturer can benefit from a decline in sugar prices if it hedged
with options but not if it hedged with futures.
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Profit or loss
$6,000
4,000

2,000

Call option
Futures contract

0
- 2,000
- 4,000
-6,000
66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80
Price of Item Underlying the Option (in Thousands)
Figure 18 - Effect of hedging an anticipated transaction that does not occur with
a call and with a futures contract.

90.
If the transaction does not occur, Figure 18 illustrates
the different exposures the candy manufacturer has if it hedged
the anticipated transaction with futures compared to the exposure
if it hedged with options. If the manufacturer entered into the
options contract or the futures contract and the transaction
requiring the use of sugar does not occur, it will benefit from
increases in the price of sugar, because it can exercise either
contract and then resell the commodity at the higher market
price. If the anticipated transaction was hedged with options, a
gain is reduced by the premium paid for the option. If the price
of sugar falls, the manufacturer is exposed to loss if it hedged
its anticipated transaction with futures, because it must fulfill
the contract, buying sugar at the contract price. A resale would
be at the lower market price. Because a holder of an option is
not obligated to exercise it, if the manufacturer hedged with
options, its loss, if the transaction does not occur and the
price decreases, is limited to the $2,000 premium paid for the
option.
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91.
If the manufacturer hedged its anticipated transaction
with options and the transaction does not occur, it can benefit
from favorable price changes but it is protected from unfavorable
changes.
The option holder pays a premium for that protection.
If the manufacturer hedged with futures and the transaction does
not occur, the company will benefit from favorable price changes
in the commodity and incur losses for unfavorable price changes.
In hedging anticipated transactions, enterprises are protected
from losses from unfavorable price or rate changes if the hedges
are with options but they are exposed to the risk of loss from
those price or rate changes if the hedges are with futures.
Delta Neutral Hedging Strategy
92.
One strategy an enterprise may use to hedge existing
assets, liabilities or firm commitments is delta neutral hedging.
Using that strategy, an enterprise monitors the ratio of the
change in the option price to the change in the price of the
exposed item with which it is highly correlated.
As the ratio
changes, the enterprise changes the number of option contracts
held so that it constantly holds the number of option contracts
required for the change in the price of the option contracts held
to offset exactly the change in the price of the exposed
position.
If for every dollar the exposed item changes the
option price changes $.50, the enterprise would hold two option
contracts on 100 units each for every 100 units of the exposed
item held. If the ratio changes so that the option price changes
$.25 for each dollar change in the exposed item, the enterprise
would need four option contracts for each 100 units of the
exposed position to maintain its delta neutral strategy.
93.
The ratio changes as the option moves into or out of the
money and also as the exercise period decreases. Consequently, a
ratio remains constant only for small changes in the price of the
exposed item and only for short periods of time.
Hedge Accounting
94.
Hedge accounting is explained in the terminology section
of this paper. Illustrations of hedge accounting are included in
the appendix.
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RELEVANT LITERATURE
95.
No authoritative or nonauthoritative accounting literature
provides comprehensive guidance on accounting for options. FASB
Statement No. 12, Accounting for Marketable Equity Securities,
provides some authoritative guidance on accounting for certain
options on marketable equity securities, but no guidance exists
on accounting for options on marketable debt securities or
accounting for options in hedge transactions.
96.
FASB Statement No. 80, Accounting for Futures Contracts,
provides some guidance that may be applied by analogy to options
transactions.
However, the FASB observes in that Statement that
the two types of securities, futures contracts and options, are
different, and as a result, the Board did not include options in
the scope of its futures project.
97.
FASB Statement No. 52, Foreign Currency Translation,
sets requirements for accounting for forward exchange contracts
and foreign currency futures.
Some believe that some of the
principles underlying those requirements should apply to options.
98.
In establishing accounting policies for options, some may
look to the accounting practices of specific industries.
FASB
Statement No. 12 refers to specialized industry accounting
practices of investment companies, brokers and dealers in
securities, stock life insurance companies, and fire and casualty
insurance companies.
Those industries are covered either by
authoritative literature or AICPA industry audit and accounting
guides.
Some of the specific industry standards and guides provide some guidance on options, and they also provide guidance on
accounting for marketable debt and equity securities that may
affect the accounting for options for those industries.
The
following reviews the general standards and specific industry
standards and guides, including some not specifically mentioned
in FASB Statement No. 12.
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FASB Statement No. 12,
Accounting for Marketable Equity Securities
99.
Paragraphs 7a and 7d of FASB Statement No. 12, Accounting
for Marketable Equity Securities, cover these options positions
on equity securities:
°

purchased calls (7a)

°

purchased puts (7a, 7d)

°

written covered calls (7d)

100.
Paragraph 7a of Statement No. 12 states that "equity
security encompasses ... the right to acquire (e.g., warrants,
rights and call options) or dispose of (e.g., put options)
ownership shares in an enterprise at fixed or determinable
prices."
Those options are to be included in the lower of cost
and market (LOCM) calculation of the current and noncurrent portfolios of marketable equity securities.
101.
Paragraph 7d of Statement 12 provides this additional
guidance on options positions on underlying securities that are
included in the same portfolio.
When an entity has taken positions involving
.. . sales of calls .. . and purchases of puts
for marketable equity securities and the same
securities are included in the portfolio, those
contracts shall be taken into consideration in
the determination of market value of the marketable equity securities.
102.
Neither the intent to speculate nor the intent to hedge
is explicitly addressed in Statement No. 12, but it could be
inferred from paragraph 7d that accounting for speculations
should differ from accounting for hedges in certain circumstances.
103.
The Basis for Conclusions section of Statement No. 12
explains a number of important factors considered by the Board in
developing the standard. The urgent need for a timely resolution
of the issues appears to have been most important, and it was a
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factor in the Board's decision to impose severe scope limitations
in developing the standard.
For example, the Board decided not
to consider the practices of specialized industries, because
[t]o do so would expand the scope of the project in that consideration of the fundamental
issues that led to the adoption of those
specialized practices would be required. This,
the Board decided, could not be done in the
limited time available for the completion of
this project.
104.
It also excluded consideration of market value as the sole
determinant of carrying value, because
[c]onsideration of that alternative would raise
pervasive issues concerning the valuation of
other types of assets, including the concept of
historic cost versus current or realizable
value.
The Board concluded that it could not
examine these conceptual issues in a project of
such limited scope.
105.

In Statement No. 12 the Board considered only
when marketable equity securities carried at cost
should be written down below cost,
o

whether under certain circumstances marketable
equity securities that have been written down
should be written back up, and
whether there should be adjustments to conform the
accounting methods of subsidiaries or investees to
those of the parent company in consolidated or
parent company financial statements.

106.
The Board did not consider the larger issue, namely, what
the carrying amount for marketable securities should be. It also
did not address accounting for marketable debt securities or
equity securities that are not marketable.
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107.
FASB Statement No. 80, Accounting for Futures Contracts,
addresses accounting for futures contracts in trading and hedging
activities.
In paragraph 32 of that Statement, the Board
explains that it did not include accounting for options in the
scope of its project on futures, because
[T]he Board believes that options and futures
are different.
Option holders acquire the
right to buy or sell a commodity or financial
instrument but have no obligation to do so;
option writers have an obligation to sell or
to buy the commodity or financial instrument
if the buyer exercises the option.
In
contrast, futures contracts are "two-sided"
in that buyers and sellers of futures both
acquire a right and incur an obligation.
Thus, the risk and return characteristics of
options and futures are different, as is the
system of margins in each market.
Despite the differences in the two securities, FASB Statement No.
80 may still provide some points to consider in accounting for
options.
For example, changes in the market value of futures
contracts should be included in income when they occur unless the
contracts meet the criteria specified in the Statement to qualify
as hedges of exposures to price or interest rate risks.
Paragraph 3 states that

If the hedge criteria are met, the accounting
for the futures contract shall be related to
the accounting for the hedged item so that
changes in the market value of the futures
contract are recognized in income when the
effects of related changes in the price or
interest
rate
of
the
hedged
item
are
recognized.
Because options are used in both trading and hedging activities,
it may be that at least some of the provisions of FASB Statement
No. 80 should apply to options.
108.
FASB Statement No. 80 requires the following criteria to
be met for a futures contract to qualify for hedge accounting:
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The item to be hedged exposes the enterprise to
price (or interest rate) risk. In this Statement,
risk refers to the sensitivity of an enterprise's
income for one or more future periods to changes
in market prices or yields of existing assets,
liabilities, firm commitments, or anticipated
transactions. To meet this condition, the item or
group of items intended to be hedged must contribute to the price or interest rate risk of the
enterprise.4
in determining if this condition is
met, the enterprise shall consider whether other
assets, liabilities, firm commitments, and anticipated transactions already offset or reduce the
exposure.5
An enterprise that cannot assess
risk by considering other relevant positions and
transactions for the enterprise as a whole because
it conducts its risk management activities on a
decentralized basis can meet this condition if the
item intended to be hedged exposes the particular
business unit that enters into the contract.

b.

The futures contract reduces that exposure and is
designated6 as a hedge.
At the inception of the
hedge and throughout the hedge period, high correlation of changes in (1) the market value of the
futures contract(s) and (2) the fair value of, or
interest income or expense associated with, the
hedged item(s) shall be probable7 so that the
results of the futures contract(s) will substantially offset the effects of price or interest
rate changes on the exposed item(s). In addition
to assessing information about the correlation
during relevant past periods, the enterprise also
shall consider the characteristics of the specific
hedge, such as the degree of correlation that can
be expected at various levels of higher or lower
market prices or interest rates.
A futures
contract for a commodity or a financial instrument
different from the item intended to be hedged may
qualify as a hedge provided there is a clear
economic relationship between the prices of the
two commodities or financial instruments, and
provided high correlation is probable.

4

an interest-bearing financial instrument that
an enterprise will retain to maturity does
not, in and of itself, create interest rate
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risk if the instrument's interest rate is
fixed.
The amount of cash inflows or
outflows is certain (assuming no default) and
is not affected by changes in market interest
rates.
Notwithstanding that the cash flows
associated with the instrument are fixed, the
enterprise may be exposed to interest rate
risk if it has funded its assets with instruments having earlier maturities or repricing
dates.
Futures contracts may qualify as a
hedge of a fixed-rate financial instrument
the enterprise intends to hold to maturity if
the maturity or repricing characteristics of
the instrument contribute to the enterprise's
overall asset-liability mismatch.
5

For example, assets held for resale may subject the enterprise to price risk, but that
risk already may be wholly or partially offset by firm fixed-price sales commitments.
Floating-rate debt may result in interest
rate risk for one enterprise but not for
another
because
of
differences
in
the
maturity or repricing characteristics of the
assets owned by each enterprise.
As a
further example, unpriced anticipated raw
material requirements may be a risk in some
industries because finished product and raw
material prices do not move together.
For
other industries, such as commodity trading,
an exposure to risk may exist only when the
commodity is held or when there are firm
fixed-price commitments.

6

One or more futures contracts may be designated as a hedge of either an individual
item or an identifiable group of essentially
similar
items
(for
example,
government
securities that have similar maturities and
coupon rates).
7 Probable is used here and in other parts of
this Statement consistent with its use in
FASB
Statement
No.
5,
"Accounting
for
Contingencies," to mean that a transaction or
event is likely to occur.
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109.
To qualify for hedge accounting, futures that hedge anticipated transactions must meet the criteria in paragraph 9(a) and
(b) of FASB Statement No. 80 in addition to the criteria in
paragraph 4(a) and (b).
9.

A futures contract may relate to transactions
(other than transactions involving existing assets
or liabilities, or transactions necessitated by
existing firm commitments) an enterprise expects,
but is not obligated, to carry out in the normal
course of business. A change in the market value
of a futures contract that hedges the price or
interest rate of such an anticipated transaction
shall be included in the measurement of the subsequent transaction if the two conditions in
paragraph 4 and both of the following conditions
are met:
a. The significant characteristics and expected
terms of the anticipated transaction are
identified.
The significant characteristics
and expected terms include the expected date of
the transaction, the commodity or type of
financial instrument involved, and the expected
quantity to be purchased or sold.
For transactions involving interest-bearing financial
instruments, the expected maturity of the
instrument is also a significant term.
b. It is probable that the anticipated transaction
will occur.
Considerations in assessing the
likelihood
that a transaction
will occur
include the frequency of similar transactions
in the past; the financial and operational
ability of the enterprise to carry out the
transaction; substantial commitments of resources to a particular activity (for example,
a manufacturing facility that can be used in
the short run only to process a particular type
of commodity); the length of time to the anticipated transaction date; the extent of loss or
disruption of operations that could result if
the transaction does not occur; and the likelihood that transactions with substantially different characteristics might be used to achieve
the same business purpose (for example, an
enterprise that intends to raise cash may have
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several ways of doing so, ranging from shortterm bank loans to common stock offerings).
Enterprises sometimes may determine that two or
more approximately similar alternative transactions are equally likely to occur.
For
example, a financial institution that plans to
issue short-term obligations at a particular
future date may have the choice of issuing
various types of such obligations in domestic
or foreign markets.
In such cases, futures
contracts are not precluded from qualifying as
a hedge if all hedge criteria are met regardless of which transaction will be undertaken.
FASB Statement No. 52,
Foreign Currency Translation
110.
FASB Statement No. 52, Foreign Currency Translation,
requires the following accounting for foreign currency transactions involving forward exchange contracts:
17.
A forward exchange contract (forward
contract) is an agreement to exchange different currencies at a specified future date
and at a specified rate (the forward rate).
A forward contract is a foreign currency
transaction.
A gain or loss on a forward
contract that does not meet the conditions
described in paragraph 20 or 21 shall be
included
in
determining
net
income
in
accordance with the requirements for other
foreign currency transactions (paragraph 15).
Agreements that are, in substance, essentially the same as forward contracts, for
example, currency swaps, shall be accounted
for in a manner similar to the accounting for
forward contracts.
18. A gain or loss (whether or not deferred)
on a forward contract, except a forward
contract of the type discussed in paragraph
19. shall be computed by multiplying the
foreign
currency
amount
of
the
forward
contract by the difference between the spot
rate at the balance sheet date and the spot
rate at the date of inception of the forward
contract (or the spot rate last used to
measure a gain or loss on that contract for
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an earlier period). The discount or premium
on a forward contract (that is, the foreign
currency amount of the contract multiplied by
the difference between the contracted forward
rate and the spot rate at the date of inception of the contract) shall be accounted for
separately from the gain or loss on the
contract and shall be included in determining
net income over the life of the forward
contract.
However, if a gain or loss is
deferred under paragraph 21, the forward
contract's discount or premium that relates
to the commitment period may be included in
the measurement of the basis of the related
foreign currency transaction when recorded.
If a gain or loss is accounted for as a hedge
of a net investment under paragraph 20, the
forward contract's discount or premium may be
included with translation adjustments in the
separate component of equity.
19. A gain or loss on a speculative forward
contract (that is, a contract that does not
hedge an exposure) shall be computed by
multiplying the foreign currency amount of
the
forward
contract
by
the difference
between the forward rate available for the
remaining maturity of the contract and the
contracted forward rate (or the forward rate
last used to measure a gain or loss on that
contract for an earlier period). No separate
accounting
recognition
is given
to the
discount or premium on a speculative forward
contract.
Transaction Gains and Losses to be Excluded from
Determination of Net Income
20.
Gains and losses on the following
foreign currency transactions shall not be
included in determining net income but shall
be reported in the same manner as translation
adjustments (paragraph 13):
a.

Foreign currency transactions that are
designated as, and are effective as, economic hedges of a net investment in a
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foreign entity,
designation date
b.

commencing

as

of

the

Intercompany foreign currency transactions
that are of a long-term-investment nature
(that is, settlement is not planned or
anticipated in the foreseeable future),
when the entities to the transaction are
consolidated, combined, or accounted for
by the equity method in the reporting
enterprise's financial statements.

21. A gain or loss on a forward contract or
other foreign currency transaction that is
intended to hedge an identifiable foreign
currency commitment (for example, an agreement to purchase or sell equipment) shall be
deferred and included in the measurement of
the related foreign currency transaction (for
example, the purchase or the sale of the
equipment).
Losses shall, not be deferred,
however, if it is estimated that deferral
would lead to recognizing losses in later
periods.
A foreign currency transaction
shall be considered a hedge of an identifiable foreign currency commitment provided
both of the following conditions are met:
a.

The foreign currency transaction is
designated as, and is effective as, a
hedge of a foreign currency commitment.

b.

The foreign currency commitment is firm.

The required accounting shall commence as of
the designation date.
The portion of a
hedging transaction that shall be accounted
for pursuant to this paragraph is limited to
the amount of the related commitment.
If a
hedging transaction that meets conditions (a)
and (b) above exceeds the amount of the
related commitment, the gain or loss pertaining to the portion of the hedging transaction in excess of the commitment shall be
deferred to the extent that the transaction
is intended to provide a hedge on an aftertax basis. A gain or loss so deferred shall
be included as an offset to the related tax
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effects in the period in which such tax
effects are recognized; consequently, it
shall not be included in the aggregate transaction gain or loss disclosures required by
paragraph 30.
A gain or loss pertaining to
the portion of a hedging transaction in
excess of the amount that provides a hedge on
a after-tax basis shall not be deferred.
Likewise, a gain or loss pertaining to a
period after the transaction date of the
related commitment shall not be deferred. If
a foreign currency transaction previously
considered a hedge of a foreign currency commitment is terminated before the transaction
date of the related commitment, any deferred
gain or loss shall continue to be deferred
and accounted for in accordance with the
requirements of this paragraph.
Specialized Industries
111.
FASB Statement No. 12 refers to specialized industry
accounting practices for marketable securities. Those industries
include investment companies, brokers and dealers in securities,
stock life insurance companies, and fire and casualty insurance
companies.
The following reviews the practices of those
industries and of defined benefit pension plans, banks, savings
and loan associations, and agricultural producers and cooperatives.
Insurance companies and defined benefits pension plans
are covered by authoritative literature, so practices of those
are reviewed first.
Insurance Companies
112.
FASB Statement No. 60, Accounting and Reporting by
Insurance Enterprises, require the following accounting for bonds
and common and nonredeemable preferred stocks.
Bonds shall be reported at amortized cost if
the insurance enterprise has both the ability
and the intent to hold the bonds until
maturity and there is no decline in the
market value of the bonds other than a
temporary decline.
If an insurance enterprise is a trader in bonds and does not
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intend to hold the bonds until maturity,
bonds
shall be reported
at market and
temporary changes in the market value of the
bonds shall be recognized as unrealized gains
or losses...
Common and nonredeemable preferred stocks
shall be reported at market and temporary
changes
in
the
market
value
of
those
securities shall be recognized as unrealized
gains or losses... Preferred stocks that by
their provisions must be redeemed by the
issuer shall be reported at amortized cost if
the insurance enterprise has both the ability
and the intent to hold the stocks until
redemption and there is no decline in the
market value of the stocks other than a
temporary decline.
Paragraph 50 states that "unrealized investment gains and losses,
net of applicable income taxes, shall be reported as a separate
component of stockholders' (policyholders') equity."
Gains and
losses that are due to temporary changes in the value of the
security "shall not be recognized in income until the sale,
maturity, or other disposition of the investment."
For other
than temporary declines,
the investment shall be reduced to its net
realizable value, which becomes the new cost
basis. The amount of the reduction shall be
reported as a realized loss. A recovery from
the new cost basis shall be recognized as a
realized gain only at the sale, maturity, or
other disposition of the investment.
Defined Benefit Pension Plans
113.
FASB Statement No. 35, Accounting and Reporting by Defined
Benefit Pension Plans, requires that
plan investments, whether equity or debt
securities, real estate, or other (excluding
contracts with insurance companies) shall be
presented
at
their
fair
value
at
the
reporting date. The fair value of an investment is the amount that the plan could
reasonably expect to receive for it in a
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current sale between a willing buyer and a
willing seller, that is other than a forced
or liquidation sale.
Fair value shall be
measured by the market price if there is an
active market for an investment. If there is
not an active market for an investment but
there is such a market for similar investments, selling prices in that market may be
helpful in estimating fair value.
If a
market price is not available, a forecast of
expected cash flows may aid in estimating
fair value, provided the expected cash flows
are discounted at a rate commensurate with
the risk involved.
Investment Companies
114.
The AICPA's proposed "Audit and Accounting Guide on
Investment Companies" addresses accounting for options and provides the following guidance:
Put and Call Options
2.62
An investment company may buy or write put
and call options, if permitted, as disclosed in
the prospectus.
As consideration for an option,
the buyer pays the writer a premium, the amount of
which is determined in the exchanges' option
markets based on supply and demand.
That amount
is influenced by such factors as the duration of
the option, the difference between the exercise
price and the market price of the underlying
securities, price volatility, and other characteristics of the underlying securities.
In return
for the premium —
°

a covered writer of a call option, a writer who
owns the underlying securities, gives up the
opportunity to profit from an increase in the
price of the underlying securities to a point
higher than the exercise price as long as the
option obligation continues, but retains the
risk of loss if the price of the securities
declines.

°

an uncovered writer of a call option, a writer
who does not own the underlying securities,
assumes
the
obligation
to
deliver
the
underlying
securities
on
exercise
of
the
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option; an uncovered writer is exposed to the
risk of loss if the price of the underlying
securities increases but has no risk of loss if
the price of the securities decreases to a
point lower than the option exercise price.
°

A writer of a put option is exposed to the risk
of loss if the market price of the underlying
securities declines but cannot profit from an
increase in the market price, because the
holder of the option will not exercise as long
as he can obtain a greater price elsewhere; he
is covered only if he buys a put option on the
same underlying securities with identical terms
and an exercise price equal to or greater than
the option written.

2.63
Premiums from writing put and call options
should be accounted for as liabilities and subsequently adjusted to the current market value of
the option written, that is, marked to market.
For example, if the current market value of an
option exceeds the premium, received, the excess is
an unrealized loss and conversely, if the premium
exceeds the current market value, the excess, to
the extent of premiums received, is an unrealized
gain.
2.64
After an option is written, the writer's
obligation may be discharged in one of these ways:
a. the option expires on its stipulated expiration
date.
b. The writer enters into a closing transaction.
c. The option holder exercises his right to call
(buy) or put (sell) the security.
If it is discharged by a, the investment company
option writer reports a realized gain.
If it is
discharged by b, the investment company option
writer reports a realized gain or loss. A loss is
reported if the cost of the closing transaction
exceeds the premium received. If it is discharged
by c, a covered call writer sells the underlying
securities the writer had previously instructed
its custodian to place in escrow; an uncovered
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call writer must buy or borrow securities for
delivery to the exercising holder. For a covered
writer, the difference between the proceeds of
the sale plus the amount of the premium and
the cost of the security should be accounted for
as a realized gain or loss.
For an uncovered
writer, a realized loss from the simultaneous
purchase and sale of the securities should be
reduced by the premium.
If the holder of a put
option written by an investment company exercises
his option, the cost basis should be the exercise
price plus commissions, reduced by the premium
received.
2.65 The cost of portfolio securities acquired by
exercising call options should be increased by the
premium paid to buy the call.
The proceeds from
securities sold by exercising put options should
be decreased by the premium paid to buy the put.
2.66
The writer or buyer of an option traded on
an exchange can liquidate his position before the
exercise of the option by entering into a closing
transaction.
Such a transaction, in effect,
cancels the existing position.
The cost of a
liquidating purchase, however, may be higher than
the premium received for the original option.
2.67 Because the writer or buyer can enter into a
closing transaction, the option originally written
may never be exercised.
An option traded on an
exchange is exercised only through the Options
Clearing Corporation (OCC), the obligor on every
option, by the timely submission of an exercise
notice by the clearing broker acting on behalf of
the exercising holder.
The exercise notice is
assigned by the OCC to a clearing broker acting on
behalf of a writer of an option of the same series
as the exercised option.
The clearing broker is
obligated
to deliver
the underlying
security
against payment of the exercise price.
The
assigned broker is randomly selected from clearing
members having accounts with the OCC with options
outstanding of the same series as the option being
exercised.
2.68 Most investment companies deposit securities
underlying the options written with a broker to
guarantee delivery if the options are exercised.
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2.69 Portfolio securities underlying call options
should continue to be reported at value determined
in
a manner
appropriate
to
the
underlying
security.
2.70
Actively traded put and call options owned
by an investment company should be accounted for
in the
same manner
as marketable
portfolio
securities.
2.71
The fair value of options not listed on a
national exchange or not actively traded should be
estimated
in
good
faith
by
the
investment
company's board of directors.
In estimating
value, the board should consider factors such as
the prices, volatility, and liquidity of the
underlying securities, and the time remaining to
the expiration date.
Brokers and Dealers in Securities
115.
The revised AICPA "Audit and Accounting Guide for Brokers
and Dealers in Securities" explains that
[b]rokers and dealers carry all securities at
market or fair value, and it is appropriate
that options positions also be reflected at
market or fair value.
The cost or proceeds
from sales of options are subsequently adjusted
to the current market (marked-to-market) or
fair value of the options, and as in the case
of other securities, any gain or loss is
included in the results of operations.
The
current market value of exchange-traded options
generally should be based on the quoted bid and
offer prices.
The fair value of unlisted
options should be determined by the broker's or
dealer's management which considers the price
of the underlying securities, the liquidity of
the market, and the time remaining to expiration date.
The process of adjusting option
positions to market or fair value gives appropriate accounting recognition to the option
premium.
116.
The conceptual
described in the guide:

basis

for mark-to-market

accounting

is
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The current market and fair value concept recognizes that investment securities and other
investments that are marketable or have no
ready market, appreciate or depreciate depending upon the earnings record of the companies
themselves or as the market or other economic
conditions dictate. Accordingly, the broker or
dealer should account for its decision to
purchase, hold, or sell a particular investment
during the period under review.
The current
market and fair value concept provides the most
effective means of measuring the investment
decisions of the management of the broker or
dealer.
Banks
117.
The AICPA industry audit guide, "Audits of Banks," does
not address accounting for options.
However, it does provide
guidance on accounting for investment and trading securities.
118.
Investment Securities.
The most common types of securities in which banks invest are (1) U.S. treasury securities, (2)
obligations of the federal government agencies, (3) obligations
of states, municipalities, and their political subdivisions, and
(4) corporate bonds. The audit guide states that
If the debt obligations of others are held to
maturity, they will generally be redeemed at
face value; therefore they are carried at
cost. If they have the ability and intent to
hold these securities on a long term basis,
banks
do
not
customarily
provide
for
unrealized declines in their value resulting
from interest rate fluctuations.
However,
adjustments may be required to the carrying
amount
of
marketable
equity
securities
pursuant to FASB Statement No. 12.
119.
Writedowns may occur "if the bank management intends to
dispose of a part of its investment securities portfolio in the
foreseeable future or the bank is unable to hold a significant
portion of its investment portfolio."
120.
The guide also recommends providing an allowance "if there
is a market decline that is attributable to specific adverse
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conditions for a particular security unless persuasive evidence
exists to support the carrying amount."
121.
The guide observes that the premiums and discounts related
to the acquisition of investment securities are amortized or
accreted systematically to adjust the carrying amount of the
security to the amount expected to be realized at maturity.
122.
In general, securities gains and losses are recognized
when they are realized, on the completed transaction basis,
except for adjustments of allowances for losses.
Trading Securities.

The audit guide observes that

The market value concept is based on the
recognition that trading securities appreciate or depreciate as market or other
economic conditions dictate.
The market
value concept provides the most effective
means
of
measuring
management's
trading
decisions;
therefore,
trading
securities
should be accounted for at market value.
Therefore the resultant unrealized appreciation or depreciation should be recognized
in income in the current accounting period.
123.
The guide also recommends that obligations incurred in
short sales be recorded as liabilities that are "adjusted to
market value at external reporting dates."
Savings and Loan Associations
124.
The audit and accounting guide "Savings and Loan
Associations" does not address options, but it does provide
guidance on accounting for investments by savings and loan
associations (S&Ls).
125.
Though S&Ls may be permitted to invest in equity securities covered by FASB Statement No. 12 in some jurisdictions, the
majority of S&Ls invest only in debt securities (primarily those
of the United States government).
126.
The audit and accounting guide recommends that securities
be recorded at cost and that premiums and discounts be amortized
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against investment income until maturity or earlier call date.
The guide recommends parenthetical disclosure of market values
in the financial statements or the notes.
Estimated losses
should be recognized
if permanent impairment is probable.
Otherwise, gains and losses should be recorded in the period in
which the securities are sold or otherwise disposed of.
127.
For short sales, losses should be recorded if the securities that must be acquired to cover the short position have a
market price greater than the proceeds of the short sale. Gains
should not be recorded until the short positions are covered.
Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives
128.
Chapter 12 of the proposed audit and accounting guide
"Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives" addresses
accounting for hedging transactions of agricultural producers and
agricultural cooperatives.
Those transactions may involve the
use of forward sales contracts, forward purchase contracts, and
commodity futures contracts and options. Paragraph 238 states
The use of options provides a method for
reducing the risk of loss from unfavorable
price changes while the possibility of gain
from favorable price changes is retained
subject to the costs incurred to acquire the
options.
Though the guide discusses the purpose and mechanics of hedging
and types of hedges, it does not provide guidance on hedging with
options.
The following guidance is provided on accounting for
forward contracts.
Agricultural Producers
243.
During the periods in which forward
contracts remain open, there are accounting
decisions to be made concerning the nature of
the asset represented by the product, the
manner in which it should be valued, the
recognition of related liabilities, and the
circumstances under which gain or loss should
be recognized.
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244.
If the producer retains control over
the future economic benefits relating to the
product, it should be accounted for as inventory.
The contract price should be considered in determining net realizable value
for a lower of cost or market comparison.
245.
Once control over the future economic
benefits has passed, the producer should
record
the
transaction
as
a
sale
and
establish the related receivable.
If the
price has not been fixed but will be determined at a future date, based on a defined
relationship to a regularly quoted market
price (as in sell now-price later contracts),
the sale should be recorded at estimated net
realizable value based on the most reliable
evidence available at the balance sheet date.
If a material variation from that amount
exists at the date of the accountant's
report, section 560 of SAS No. 1 should be
consulted
regarding
type
II
subsequent
events.
246.
When accumulated costs of a commodity
exceed
the
contracted
sales price, the
inventory should be reduced to net realizable
value. The producer should also recognize a
loss when (a) the physical quantity of a
commodity produced or reasonably expected to
be produced is less than the physical quantity specified by the forward sales contract,
and (b) the existing cash market is higher
than the sales price stipulated
in the
forward contract. In this situation the loss
is the difference between the cash market
price and the contract price for the actual
or expected production shortage.
Losses on
forward sales contracts should be recognized
in the current period.
247. Losses on forward purchase contracts of
goods for inventory should be measured in the
same way as inventory losses, as described by
statement 10 in Chapter 4 of Accounting
Research Bulletin No. 43 .... Accounting for
forward contracts is covered under statement
6 in chapter 4 of ARB No. 43, which indicates
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that such contracts should be taken into
account to calculate market price in determining the lower of cost or market.
248.
If a producer enters into forward
contracts with a cooperative, the transactions should be accounted for in accordance
with the provisions in the section entitled
"Investments
in
and
Transactions
With
Cooperatives" in chapter 6.
Accounting for Forward Placement and Standby Commitments
and Interest Rate Futures Contracts
129.
In FASB Statement No. 80, the FASB considered the issues
addressed in the 1980 AICPA issues paper, "Accounting for Forward
Placement and Standby Commitments and Interest Rate Futures
Contracts." The scope of that issues paper is limited to forward
commitments and standby commitments on securities and interest
rate futures contracts.
It includes the following advisory
conclusions:
50a.

The accounting treatment for financial futures and
forward placement transactions should be consistent.
They
are
alternative
transactions
similar to foreign exchange futures and forward
transactions.
However, in forward transactions
under which a standby commitment is sold, the
transaction should be accounted for as a "put"
option.
The premium received (standby commitment
fee) on the sale of the option should be recorded
as a liability representing the market value of
the
standby
commitment
on
the
trade
date.
Thereafter, the liability should be accounted for
on a market value basis.
The writer (seller) of
the option should report the option in the
liability section of the balance sheet and subsequently adjust it to its current market value
(payment required to close out the open standby
commitment). Unrealized gains or losses should be
credited or charged to current income.
For
example, if the current market value of the option
exceeds the premium received, the excess is a
loss; if the premium exceeds the current market
value of the option, the excess (limited to the
amount of the premium received) is a gain.
The
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higher of cost and market valuation for standby
commitments should be followed rather than the
mark-to-market method when an entity uses the
lower of cost and market method for similar types
of
short
term
or
other
trading
positions.
Obtaining the market value of a standby commitment
may sometimes be difficult thereby necessitating a
fair value determination.
Among the many factors
to be considered in determining the fair value of
a
standby
commitment
are the price of the
underlying security, the liquidity of the market,
and the time remaining to the settlement date.
In contrast, the purchase of a standby commitment
is a transaction similar to a purchase of a
forward placement contract (except for the premium
paid), and the buyer should account for the
transaction as a forward placement contract.
Standby commitments not purchased for hedging
should be accounted for on a market value basis
(see paragraph (c) below).
Premiums paid on
standby commitments purchased as a hedge of an
asset should be deferred and included in the
determination of the gain or loss on the standby
commitment (see paragraph 53 (d)).
Assets and liabilities underlying a forward and
futures contract should not be recorded in the
balance sheet on a trade date basis, except as
prescribed for investment companies and municipal
bond funds. The accounting treatment recommended
in this paper is consistent with the accounting
treatment
for
other
types
of
commitments,
including foreign exchange forward commitments.
Changes in market values of forward and futures
contracts should generally be recognized currently
in the income statement. This basis of accounting
(commonly referred to as "mark-to-market") should
be used when (1) the forward and futures contracts
are entered into for speculation, (2) forward and
futures contracts represent hedges of asset positions, contemplated asset purchases or short positions, all of which are, or will be, carried at
market value, or (3) the criteria for hedge
accounting
for
specific
hedging
transactions
discussed
in
paragraph
53(a)
are
not
met.
However the aggregate lower of cost and market
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valuation for forward and futures contracts should
be followed rather than the mark-to-market method
when an entity uses the lower of cost and market
method for similar types of short term or other
trading positions.
51. An entity should use hedge accounting rather than the
mark-to-market approach for forward and futures contracts
that meet the criteria for hedges discussed in paragraph
53(a).
Hedge accounting is based on the concept of
symmetry between the accounting for the forward or futures
contract and that of the asset or liability being hedged.
52.
Following are the accounting principles that should
be followed in various specific hedging situations:
a.

Anticipatory hedge of an asset or liability to be
carried at cost. Gains and losses on forward and
futures contracts should be deferred and included
in measurement of the dollar basis of the asset
acquired or the liability incurred for which the
hedge was intended.
The gains and losses would
then be amortized to income over the asset or
liability holding period as an adjustment to
interest income or interest expense.

b.

Hedge of an asset carried at cost. Gains and
losses on forward and futures contracts sold to
hedge against market declines for existing assets
carried at cost should be deferred and recognized
in income when the hedged asset is sold or
recorded as an adjustment to the carrying value of
the asset if the futures or forward contract is
closed out before the hedged asset is sold (see
paragraphs 53(d) and (e)).

c.

Hedge of assets carried at lower of cost and
market or hedge of liabilities carried at higher
of cost and market.
Gains and losses on forward
and futures contracts bought or sold to hedge
against market declines in existing assets positions carried at the lower of cost and market or
short positions carried at the higher of cost and
market should be deferred and considered in determining the lower of cost and market or higher of
cost and market adjustment at the end of each
reporting period. Deferred gains and losses from
those hedges should be recognized in income when
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the hedged commitment or position is honored or
sold.
If a hedged asset continues to be held
after the forward or future contract is closed
out, the deferred gain or loss should be included
in the carrying amount of the asset being hedged;
the asset (at its adjusted cost) will be subject
to the lower of cost and market test at each subsequent reporting date.
Paragraph 53 included these advisory conclusions:
a.

Criteria should be established to distinguish hedge
from non-hedge situations.
The following are the
recommended criteria:
°

At the time the forward commitment or futures
contract is entered into, its purpose should be
specifically identified and documented as part
of the accounting records.
The dollar amount
and description of the asset or liability for
which the hedge is intended should be specified.

°

The price of the forward commitment or futures
contract and the hedged assets or liabilities
should have a high degree of positive correlation, that is, the tendency to move in the same
direction with similar magnitude.

°

For an anticipatory hedge, the anticipated
transaction should reasonably be expected to be
fulfilled in the ordinary course of business.

If these criteria are met, a specific hedge is entered
into and hedge accounting should be followed.
b.

A forward or futures contract entered into as an
anticipatory hedge should extend at least to the
anticipated transaction date.
The intended use of
successive futures contracts satisfies this condition
if the futures market precludes a single contract
covering the entire period. However, if a forward or
futures contract previously considered as a hedge of
an anticipatory transaction is closed out, paired off,
or otherwise terminated before the cash transaction
date, the deferred gain or loss, if any, should continue to be deferred and included in the measurement
of the dollar basis of the asset acquired or the
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liability incurred.
If it becomes known that the
anticipated cash market transaction will not occur,
the deferred gain or loss on the forward or futures
contract should be recognized immediately in income.
c.

If an anticipatory hedge is extended or rolled over
and such extension or rollover was not previously
contemplated
in
the original
anticipatory
hedge
transaction (see paragraph 53(b)), the extension or
rollover should be accounted for as a completed
transaction.
The deferred gain or loss, if any,
should
be recognized immediately in income.
For
example,
if
a
forward
commitment
to
purchase
securities is entered into as an anticipatory hedge
with the anticipated
transaction date being the
maturity of the forward commitment and it is extended
or rolled over, any unrealized gain or loss on the
forward commitment should be recognized in income on
the extension or rollover date.

d.

The deferred gain or loss on a forward or future
contract hedging an asset accounted for on a cost
basis should be recognized when the hedged asset is
sold.
However, if the short forward or futures
position is closed out before the hedged asset is
sold, the carrying amount of the asset should be
adjusted for deferred gains or losses.
The carrying
amount of the asset, however, should not be adjusted
to an amount in excess of the fair market value of the
asset at the date the hedge position is closed out. A
premium or discount resulting from the adjustment to
the carrying amount should be amortized over the
remaining life of the asset as interest income.

e.

If a hedged security is deliverable under a forward or
futures contract used as a hedge, and if a loss is
attributable
to the hedge, the loss should be
amortized to income over the life of the forward or
futures contract; a gain attributable to the hedge
should not be recognized until the forward or future
contract is closed out or the hedged asset is sold.
(Paragraphs 52(b) and 53(d))

f.

A futures strip should be viewed as one security
transaction bearing a composite yield to be recognized
ratably over the life of the strip.

g.

In specific hedging situations meeting the criteria
set forth in paragraph 53(a), the amount of long and
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short forward and futures positions as well as the
nature of the hedging activity should be disclosed in
an enterprise's financial statements.
Further, gains
and losses deferred under hedge accounting for open
positions should also be disclosed.
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DIVERSITY IN PRACTICE
130.
The task force neither has surveyed annual reports to
determine how companies account for options nor is it aware of
such a survey.
The task force considered the feasibility of
undertaking a survey and concluded that it would probably be
difficult and costly. Disclosures regarding accounting policies
for options are not readily available in the NAARS or other data
bases, because companies generally do not separately disclose
accounting policies for options.
Nevertheless, it was apparent
to the task force members that diversity was highly probable,
given existing diverse guidance or lack of guidance.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE ADVISORY CONCLUSIONS
131.
In reaching their advisory conclusions on options, AcSEC
and the task force were influenced by FASB Statement No. 52,
"Foreign Currency Translation," and FASB Statement No. 80,
"Accounting for Futures."
Those statements are the primary
authoritative accounting pronouncements that address financial
instruments often used for hedging.
Most of the advisory
conclusions reached by AcSEC and the task force are consistent
with both FASB Statement Nos. 52 and 80.
However, in areas in
which the two statements are not consistent, AcSEC and the task
force had to choose.
They were influenced by the one-sided
nature of options, which causes the risk and return of options to
differ from those of futures and forward contracts.
132.
The FASB concluded in FASB Statement Nos. 52 and 80 that
the method of accounting for futures and foreign currency forward
contracts that qualify as hedges should differ from the method of
accounting for those that do not; AcSEC and the task force
reached the same conclusion for options.
AcSEC and the task
force recommend carrying options that do not qualify for hedge
accounting at market.
That recommendation is consistent with
FASB Statement Nos. 52 and 80 and FASB Statement of Financial
Concepts No. 5, as well as what appears to be the current trend
in accounting for financial instruments.
AcSEC and the task
force recommend market value accounting for options though the
FASB's support for market value accounting for futures was based
in part on the daily settlement of gains and losses and there is
no daily settlement of gains and losses for options. AcSEC and
the task force were influenced by the guidance provided in FASB
Statement No. 52 for nonhedge foreign currency forwards, which
also do not have daily settlements of gains and losses, and FASB
Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 5.
133.
AcSEC and the task force recognize that the earnings of
enterprises that invest or speculate in options may fluctuate
between periods as a result of applying market value accounting
to options that do not qualify for hedge accounting.
They
believe those reported results would provide relevant and
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understandable
information
to the users of the
financial
statements and will best present the economic effects of the
transactions.
In recommending that gains and losses on options
that do not qualify for hedge accounting be recognized currently,
AcSEC and the task force are not advocating changing present
practice for other investments or other kinds of assets or for
liabilities.
134.
AcSEC and the task force selected from the criteria in
FASB Statement Nos. 52 and 80 for the criteria for hedge
accounting for purchased options.
While the criteria in FASB
Statement No.
52 reflect a transactional approach to assessing
risk, the criteria in FASB Statement No. 80 are based on an
enterprise approach.
Those statements also differ in that FASB
Statement No. 80 provides for hedge accounting for hedges of
probable anticipated transactions, while FASB Statement No. 52
does not.
A majority of AcSEC and task force members were
influenced by the one-sided nature of purchased options, which
limits losses and concluded that the hedge accounting criteria
for options should follow the transactional approach used in FASB
Statement No. 52.
Also, because of the one-sided nature of
purchased options and the guidance set forth in FASB Statement
No. 80, AcSEC and the task force concluded that purchased options
that hedge anticipated transactions should be allowed to qualify
for hedge accounting.
135.
AcSEC and the task force again had to choose between
alternative guidance in FASB Statement Nos. 52 and 80 to conclude
concerning the method of accounting for premiums paid for a
purchased option designated as a hedge.
FASB Statement No. 52
states that the discount or premium on a forward contract (the
foreign currency amount of the contract multiplied by the
difference between the contracted forward rate and the spot rate
at the date of inception of the contract) is to be accounted for
separately from the gain or loss on the contract and is to be
included in determining net income over the life of the forward
contract.
Further, under FASB Statement No. 52, if a forward
contract hedges a firm commitment, the contract's discount or
premium may be included in the measurement of the related foreign
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currency transactions when it is recorded.
In contrast, FASB
Statement No. 80 does not provide for a separate method of
accounting for basis (the difference at acquisition between the
futures price and the market price of the underlying commodity or
financial instrument) except in limited circumstances.
136.
Because the premium paid for an option contains an insurance element not included in the basis difference of futures,
AcSEC and the task force were more influenced by FASB Statement
No. 52 than FASB Statement No. 80. Also, they were influenced by
the simplicity of determining the effectiveness of a hedge by
comparing changes in the value of the hedged item with changes in
only the intrinsic value of purchased options.
Finally, a
majority of AcSEC and task force members believe that options
not traded on exchanges should be accounted for the same as
options traded on exchanges, because similar items should be
accounted for similarly. Splitting the time and intrinsic value
facilitates accounting for those options similarly.
137.
Consequently, AcSEC and the task force concluded that the
premium paid for a purchased option that qualifies for hedge
accounting should be split between the portion of the premium
paid for time value and the portion paid for intrinsic value,
with separate accounting for each.
The accounting method
recommended by AcSEC and the task force for , the time value
parallels the method in FASB Statement No. 52 for the discount or
premium on a forward contract. The accounting method recommended
for changes in the intrinsic value parallels the method in FASB
Statement No. 80 for futures contracts.
138.
AcSEC and the task force were influenced by the unfavorable one-sided nature of written options, the same as they were
influenced by the favorable one-sided nature of purchased
options.
AcSEC concluded that a written option can qualify for
hedge accounting only to the extent of the amount of the premium
received.
The task force was divided on whether written options
should qualify in general for hedge accounting, but concluded
that deep-in-the-money written options that are, in substance,
economically similar to forwards and futures should qualify for
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hedge accounting.
AcSEC and the task force were unanimous,
however, in concluding that if written options can qualify for
hedge accounting, their time and intrinsic values should not be
split, making changes in the entire market value of the option
subject to hedge accounting.
That approach is based on the
guidance provided in FASB Statement No. 80.
It also reflects
AcSEC's and the task force's belief that splitting the time and
intrinsic values of written options and amortizing the time value
to income is inconsistent with applying hedge accounting to
changes in the intrinsic value, because amortizing time value
implies that the transaction's purpose was to earn income, not to
hedge.
139.
AcSEC and the task force recognize that new option trading
techniques are continually being developed.
They believe that
the accounting standards for options should be sufficiently broad
to accommodate new techniques as they are developed without
requiring the standards to be amended.
Thus, for example, the
accounting for new techniques that can be demonstrated as being
effective as hedges should be similar to that for present
techniques that qualify for hedge accounting.
140.
The factors set forth above also influenced AcSEC and the
task force's recommendations on the other accounting issues they
addressed.

Should hedge accounting be permitted for options?

Should hedge accounting be permitted for options that hedge
an asset stated at cost or a
liability stated at proceeds?

How should options that do not
qualify for hedge accounting
be accounted for?

What should the criteria be
for purchased options to
qualify for hedge accounting?

Should hedge accounting be
permitted for purchased
out-of-the-money options?

Should the time and intrinsic values of purchased
options qualifying for hedge
accounting be split?

1

1A

2

3

3A

4

Issues

o should be split if the item to
be hedged is carried at other
than market or is carried at
market and changes in the
intrinsic value of the option
are included in a separate
component of shareholders' or
policyholders' equity.

In accounting for purchased options
qualifying for hedge accounting,
time and intrinsic value

Hedge accounting should be permitted for out-of-the-money purchased options (paragraph 202).

Determine exposure to risk on a
transactional basis (paragraph 196).

Use criteria similar to that in
paragraph 4(b) of FASB Statement
No. 80 (paragraph 195).

Such options should be marked to
market (paragraph 180).

Hedge accounting should not be
permitted for options used to hedge
an asset stated at cost or a liability stated at proceeds (paragraph 161).

Hedge accounting should be permitted for options (paragraph 148).

Advisory Conclusion
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18

20, 21

20, 21

17

20, 21

6

4(b)

4(a)

4(b)

2

4, 6

3, 6

Similar Issues In
FASB Statement
No. 52
No. 80
(Paragraph References)

yes

yes

yes

yes

—

yes

generally
no

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

AcSEC's
Advisory
Conclusion
Consistent
With Statement
No. 52 No. 80

Should hedge accounting be
permitted for written options?

What criteria should be met
for written options to qualify
for hedge accounting?

Should the time and intrinsic
values of written options
qualifying for hedge accountting be split?

How should the time value be
accounted for if the time and
intrinsic values are split in
accounting for options that
qualify for hedge accounting?

5

6

7

8

Issues

6

6

18

18
If the item being hedged is carried
at market and changes in the intrinsic value are included in income,
the time value should be stated at
market.

Time and intrinsic values of written options qualifying for hedge
accounting should not be split
(paragraph 267).
If the item being hedged is carried at other than market or at
market and changes in the intrinsic
value of the option are included
in a separate component of shareholders' or policyholders' equity,
the time value should be amortized
by a systematic and rational method.

6

6

18

Similar Issues In
FASB Statement
No. 52
No. 80
(Paragraph References)

18

Written options should meet the
same criteria that purchased
options should meet to qualify for
hedge accounting (paragraph 253).

Hedge accounting should be permitted for written options only
to the extent of the amount of
premium received (paragraph 242).

o should not be split if the item
to be hedged is carried at market and changes in the intrinsic
value of the option are included
in income (paragraph 218).

Advisory Conclusion
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no

yes

no

no

no

yes

generally
yes

generally
yes

AcSEC's
Advisory
Conclusion
Consistent
With Statement
No. 52 No. 80

How should the cumulative
gain or loss on an option
closed out before the anticipated transaction occurs
whose recognition in income
has been deferred be subsequently accounted for?

What accounting method should
be used if the amount of the
hedged item required for the
anticipated transaction is
less than that originally
hedged by options?

10A

10B

A pro rata portion of the cumulative gain or loss whose recognition
in income has been deferred should
be recognized in income immediately
(paragraph 304).

The cumulative gain or loss should
be included in the measurement of
the related transaction (paragraph
301).

Hedge accounting should be applied
to anticipated transactions meeting specified criteria (paragraph
297).

Hedge accounting should have a
fair value limitation (paragraph
291).

Should hedge accounting have
a fair value limitation?

Should hedge accounting be
applied to anticipated transactions that meet specified
criteria?

Use of hedge accounting should be
contingent on continuing high correlation (paragraph 290).

Should use of hedge accounting be contingent on continuing high correlation?

9

10

The net time value should be recognized immediately in income (paragraph 283).

Advisory Conclusion

8A In closing out an option
qualified for hedge accounting, should recognition in
income of the net time value
be immediate or deferred?

Issues
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10

10

9(a)
9(b)

52

20, 21

21

11

20, 21

Similar Issues In
FASB Statement
No. 52
No. 80
(Paragraph References)

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

AcSECs
Advisory
Conclusion
Consistent
With Statement
Ho. 52 No. 80

Should changes in time value
that occur before the commitment or anticipated transaction occurs be included in
the measurement of the transaction?

Should amortization or changes
in market value of time value
be included directly in a
separate component of equity
if changes in intrinsic value
are so included?

Should hedge accounting be
permitted to be applied to an
option hedging a possible
transaction?

Should the method of accounting for a futures contract be
used to account for a synthetic
future that qualifies for hedge
accounting as a unit?

If hedge accounting should be
applied to a call bull spread
or a put bear spread, should
it be applied as a unit?

10C

11

12

13

14A

Issues

The spread should be accounted for
as a unit following guidance for
purchased options (paragraph 344).

The method of accounting for a
futures contract should be used to
account for a synthetic future
(paragraph 337).

Hedge accounting should not be
permitted to be applied to an
option hedging a possible transaction (paragraph 326).

Amortization or changes in the market value of time value should be
included in income (paragraph 314).

Changes that occur before the commitment or transaction occur may be
included in the measurement of the
transaction (paragraph 308).

Advisory Conclusion
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21

18

18

9(b)

Similar Issues In
FASB Statement
No. 52
No. 80
(Paragraph References)

yes

no

yes

yes

AcSEC's
Advisory
Conclusion
Consistent
With Statement
No. 52 No. 80

Should hedge accounting be
applied to a combination
option as a unit?

Should hedge accounting be
applied to an option position that provides a hedge
on an after-tax-basis?

Should accounting for options
not traded on exchanges be the
same as that for options traded
on exchanges?

15

16

Can a call bear spread or a
put bull spread qualify for
hedge accounting?

14C

14B

issues

The method of accounting for options
traded on exchanges and options not
traded on exchanges should be the
same (paragraph 373).

Hedge accounting should be applied
to an option qualifying for hedge
accounting that provides a hedge
on an after-tax-basis (paragraph
361).

Hedge accounting should be applied
to a combination option as a unit
if appropriate criteria are met
(paragraph 358).

The spread can qualify for hedge
accounting only to the extent of the
amount of the net premium received
(paragraph 350).

Advisory Conclusion
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ISSUE 1:

Should the method of accounting for options that
qualify as hedges be different from the method of
accounting for options that do not?

141.
Many enterprises enter into options contracts because they
expect changes in the value of the item underlying the option to
offset opposite changes in the value of the item hedged by the
option.
Some believe reporting the offsetting effects in income
in the same period is desirable.
Reporting the offsetting
effects in income in different periods would cause net income to
show greater variability than occurs and greater exposure to risk
than exists, because
the hedging
transaction
reduces the
variability and the exposure. To reflect the economic effects of
hedging transactions, they agree that gains or losses on the
options should be reported in income in the same periods the
opposite effects of price or interest rate changes on the hedged
items are reported in income.
142.
The results of price or interest rate changes on many
assets, liabilities, or commitments are reported when they are
realized rather than when the changes occur.
To achieve the
desirable offsetting in income reporting without violating the
realization rule, the gains and losses on the options hedging
those items have to be reported in income when the realizations
occur rather than when the gains and losses on the options occur.
143.
For that reason, some believe that the method of accounting for options that qualify as hedges should not be the same as
the method required for options that do not.
They believe
changes in the value of options that hedge should be deferred and
reported in income in the same periods that changes in the value
of the items they hedge are reported in income.
144.
FASB Statement No. 80 requires accounting for futures used
as hedges different from the accounting for futures not used as
hedges.
Some believe that, for that reason, the method of
accounting for options used as hedges should differ from the
method of accounting for options not used as hedges.
They also
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believe that accounting for options that qualify as hedges should
be the same as for futures contracts that qualify as hedges,
because either can be used to hedge exposures.
Paragraph 6 of
FASB Statement No. 80 states that
A change in the market value of a futures
contract that qualifies as a hedge of an
existing
asset
or
liability
shall
be
recognized as an adjustment of the carrying
amount of the hedged item.
A change in the
market value of a futures contract that is a
hedge of a firm commitment shall be included
in the measurement of the transaction that
satisfies the commitment.
145.
Proponents of accounting for options used as hedges
different from accounting for options not used as hedges, note
that deferral of changes in the value of options that qualify as
hedges is also consistent with the special accounting specified
in FASB Statement No. 52 for a gain or loss on a foreign currency
forward contract that hedges an identifiable foreign currency
commitment.
Some also note that in FASB Statement No. 12, the
method of accounting for a written call option or a purchased put
option differs depending on whether the underlying security is
held.
146.
Some who oppose permitting accounting for options that
hedge to differ from that for options that do not hedge point out
that arbitrary criteria would have to be developed to distinguish
hedge from nonhedge options.
They believe that could lead to
accounting abuses. They also point out that having one method of
accounting for options is easy to implement and practical and
that it prevents incurrence of additional cost to determine if
hedge accounting criteria are met.
147.
Also, some believe that hedging anticipated transactions
is always speculative and, therefore, should not qualify for
deferral (hedge) accounting under any circumstances.
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*

*

*

*

148.
Advisory Conclusion. The method of accounting for options
that qualify as hedges should differ from the method of accounting for options that do not (AcSEC 13 yes, 2 absent and the task
force 8 yes).
FASB Statement Nos. 52 and 80 prescribe hedge
accounting
for
foreign
currency
transactions
and
futures
contracts that meet specified criteria. AcSEC and the task force
believe that method of accounting should also apply to options
that meet specified criteria. The description in FASB Statement
No. 80, paragraph 40, of the need for hedge accounting for
futures applies to option transactions as well.
Financial
statements reflect the economic effects of a hedging transaction
using forward exchange contracts, futures, or options only if the
results of the hedging transaction and changes in the price of
the hedged item are reported in income in the same periods.
*
*
*
*
*

ISSUE 1A:

Can an option that hedges an asset stated at cost
or a liability stated at proceeds qualify for hedge
accounting?

149.
Under the present accounting system, the rationale for
stating at cost assets that could be hedged by options included
in the scope of this issues paper is that the assets will be held
to maturity and redeemed at face value and, therefore, temporary
changes in the market values of those assets are not relevant.
150.
Proponents of applying hedge accounting for options that
hedge assets carried at cost or liabilities carried at proceeds
note that FASB Statement No. 80 permits hedge accounting for
futures contracts that hedge such assets or liabilities.
The
last sentence in footnote 4 states that

futures contracts may qualify as a hedge of a
fixed-rate financial instrument the enterprise intends to hold to maturity if the
maturity or repricing characteristics of the
instrument contribute to the enterprise's
overall asset-liability mismatch.
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151.

Paragraph 61-62 states:
A financial institution may be exposed to
interest rate risk when its assets and
liabilities
have
different
repricing
or
maturity characteristics.
For example, a
bank that owns primarily long-term fixed-rate
loans
receivable
and
that
has
issued
primarily
short-term
obligations
may
be
exposed to the risk of rising interest rates.
Financial
institutions
that
use
futures
contracts to reduce that risk may sell
interest rate futures contracts.
There are
several different views about how such an
institution
should
account
for
those
contracts.
One view is that the short
futures positions are hedges of a portion of
the loans receivable (assuming the necessary
degree of price correlation is probable).
Another view is that the futures contracts
relate to the rollover or replacement of some
of the short-term obligations (again assuming
the
necessary
correlation
is
probable).
Others maintain that the contracts need not
necessarily be related to identifiable assets
or obligations but instead should be considered "general" or "macro" hedges of the
enterprise's net exposure.
Comment letters
from some financial institutions expressed a
variation of those views; they consider the
futures contracts to be a hedge of the
interest margin ("spread") for a particular
period
determined
by
reference
to
the
repricing characteristics of specified assets
and liabilities.
This Statement permits futures contracts that
reduce
interest rate risks of financial
institutions to qualify as hedges of either
existing positions (the loans in the example
in the preceding paragraph) or anticipated
repricings
or
replacement
of
particular
instruments (the short-term obligations in
the preceding paragraph) provided the hedge
criteria are met for the strategy selected.
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Proponents believe that, because hedge accounting can be

applied to futures contracts that hedge assets carried at cost or
liabilities carried at proceeds, hedge accounting is also
appropriate for options that hedge such items.
153.
Proponents believe the following illustrates the reason
hedge accounting should be used for options that hedge assets
carried at cost.
154.
An enterprise owns a $1,000,000, 11 1/4%, U.S. Treasury
note with a remaining period to maturity of 2 1/2 years.
The
enterprise bought the note a few years ago at par.
Interest
rates subsequently declined, and the note now sells at 107.25.
Because the enterprise has the intention and the ability to hold
the note to maturity, it accounts for the note at cost. Because
all the enterprise's borrowings (which exceed $1,000,000) float
with the prime interest rate, it is subject to the risk of rising
interest rates, which will increase interest expense without
increasing interest income on the note.
155.
The enterprise wants to hedge against the risk of rising
interest rates.
However, no futures contracts or options
presently exist that could meet a high correlation test and thus
qualify as a hedge of the anticipated repricing of the borrowings
that float with the prime rate. Therefore, the enterprise buys
six month, at-the-money put options with a strike price of 106
on $1,000,000 of two-year U.S. Treasury notes, paying a premium
of $1,000.
156.
The options hedge the existing spread between the 11 1/4%
yield based on cost and the market yield of 7.993%.
At the
options' expiration date changes in the options' intrinsic value
have the effect of changing the carrying value of the note so
that if interest rates rise during that period, the note would
thereafter bear a higher rate.
157.
During its term, the option protects the enterprise
against the risk of rising interest rates while allowing it to
retain upside potential if interest rates decline. If at the end
of the exercise period the market yield on two-year U.S. Treasury
notes is below 7.946% (which is the rate for two-year notes and,
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because of the yield curve, is less than the 7.993% rate for
2 1/2 year notes), the options will expire worthless? however,
the enterprise would have benefited had the prime interest rate
declined.
If the market yield on two-year U.S. Treasury notes
exceeds 7.946% at the end of the exercise period, the options
will be in the money and the enterprise can sell them.
Under
hedge accounting, the proceeds would be recorded as a discount on
the note. The discount would increase the yield on the note over
its remaining two-year life, thus offsetting the effects of any
increase in the interest expense on the borrowings resulting from
any increase in the prime rate.
158.
The following table shows the accounting yields over the
remaining two-year life of the U.S. Treasury notes that would
result under hedge accounting at various assumed market yields at
the expiration of the options' exercise period when the options
are sold or expire worthless.
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Market Yield for
Two-Year U.S.
Treasury Notes
at Expiration
of Options

Accounting Yield on
the 11 1/4% U.S.
Treasury Note
over its Remaining
Two-Year Life

12.00%
11.00
10.00
9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00

15.64%
14.55
13.47
12.39
11.31
11.25
11.25
11.25

159.
When the options were acquired, the accounting yield of
11 1/4% on the note exceeded its market yield of 7.993% by 326
basis points.
The table indicates that, if interest rates rise
during the options' exercise period, the accounting yield under
hedge accounting when the options are sold would exceed the then
market yield by 331 to 364 basis points. Thus the options hedge
against a decline in that spread. The increased accounting yield
that will result if interest rates rise would presumably offset
the negative effect of the increased financing costs on the
floating rate borrowings.
160.
Opponents believe' that hedge accounting is inconsistent
with the rationale for stating financial instruments at cost.
Because temporary changes in the market value of those assets are
not relevant, no price risk exists in the absence of a nontemporary decline in market value and hedge accounting, therefore, is not appropriate.
*

*

*

*

*

161.
Advisory Conclusion.
An option that hedges an asset
stated at cost or a liability stated at proceeds can not qualify
for hedge accounting (AcSEC 8 yes, 4 no, 1 abstain, 2 absent).
The method of accounting recommended by AcSEC's advisory conclusion is illustrated in the appendix under the subheading "A
Put Purchased to Hedge a Bond Carried at Cost."
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162.
[The task force voted 8 no against the advisory conclusion
in paragraph 161 ] .
*

ISSUE 2:

*

*

*

*

Should options 2 that do not qualify for hedge
accounting be carried at

°

market,

°

lower of cost or market (higher of proceeds
or market),

°

cost (proceeds),

°

cost less amortization of the time value
portion of the premium (proceeds less the
amount of the time value portion of the
premium amortized to income), or

°

be stated on one of the above bases determined
based on industry practice.

163.
Market.
FASB Statement No. 80 requires a change in the
market value of a futures contract that does not qualify as a
hedge to be recognized as a gain or loss in the period of the
change.
FASB Statement No. 52 requires a change in the market
value of a "speculative forward contract (that is, a contract
that does not hedge an exposure)" to be recognized as a gain or
loss in the period of the change. Those who believe options that
do not qualify for hedge accounting should be stated at market
value believe that the accounting for options should be consistent with those requirements for futures contracts and for
foreign currency forward contracts, because options contracts
have many characteristics in common with futures and forward
exchange contracts.

2 In Issues 2 through 15, the term option refers to options
traded on exchanges.
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Proponents of stating at market options that do not
qualify for hedge accounting contend that the absence of daily
settlements
is not a substantive reason for accounting
for
options in a manner that differs from the method used for futures
contracts.
Proponents note that options are traded through a
clearing house.
The clearing house has margin requirements for
option writers and provides protection from default.

165.
Paragraph 90 of Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts
No. 5 states that
information based on current prices should
be
recognized if it is sufficiently
relevant and reliable to justify the costs
involved and more relevant than alternative
information.
The merits of recognizing
changes in prices may be clear in
certain
cases, and, as already noted, some price
changes are recognized in present practice.
In other cases, the relative merits of
information based on current prices and
alternative information may be unclear or may
be a matter of dispute.
In considering the
application of the fundamental recognition
criteria, those relative merits must be
evaluated in the light of the circumstances
of each case.
166.
The FASB concluded that futures contracts should be stated
at market value and, unless the contracts meet specified criteria
to qualify for hedge accounting, changes in their market value
should be recognized as gains or losses in the periods of change.
The FASB adopted market value accounting for futures contracts in
part because of "the relevance and reliability of changes in the
market value of futures contracts."
Proponents of the use of
market value for options not qualifying for hedge accounting note
that the same measurement attribute, the quoted price, is
available for options on a daily basis.
167.
Because options prices tend to be volatile, some hold that
cost information may not be relevant.
Proponents believe that
information based on the current prices of options that do not
qualify as hedges is more relevant than alternative information,
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especially because information on current prices is reliable, the
cost involved in obtaining it is nominal, and the option
contracts are relatively liquid.
Therefore, they conclude that
stating such options at market is the only method of accounting
that is consistent with the guidance in paragraph 90 of Statement
of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 5.
168.
FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 2,
paragraph 62, states that "accounting information is reliable to
the extent that users can depend on it to represent the economic
conditions or events that it purports to represent."
Some
believe options not qualifying as hedges should be recorded at
market value because market value best conforms to that description of reliability for options positions.
169.
Some opponents of the use of market value for options that
do not qualify as hedges note that FASB Statement No. 12 includes
purchased options on ownership shares in its definition of equity
securities but does not allow mark to market accounting for them.
170.
Other opponents believe the immediate recognition of
changes in the value of options contracts departs from present
financial reporting.
171.
Lower of Cost or Market.
Proponents of lower of cost or
market (higher of proceeds or market) note that under present
financial
reporting, gains generally are recognized only after
(1) the earnings process is complete or virtually complete and
(2) an exchange has taken place (APB Statement 4, paragraph 150).
They believe the earnings process is not complete for an option
until the option is sold or closed out or it expires and gains
should therefore not be recognized until then.
172.
FASB Statement No. 12 specifies that the general method
of accounting for marketable equity securities in industries
without specialized accounting principles should be at lower of
cost or market. Proponents of using lower of cost or market for
options believe that under current realization concepts, no sound
basis exists for gain recognition standards for options different
from those for actively traded equity securities.
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173.
Proponents of lower of cost or market accounting point out
that though daily settlements made in connection with futures
contracts justify the use of market values for futures contracts,
options do not involve daily settlements (except for margin
requirements on written options) and market value changes in
options contracts are not realized until the option is closed or
exercised or it expires.
Consequently, the justification for
using market values for futures contracts does not apply to
options.
They also note that its use is consistent with the
position in Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 5
that probable, estimable losses should be recorded but gain
contingencies should not be recorded because to do so might be to
recognize revenue before it is realized.
174.
Though FASB Statement No. 12 requires lower of cost or
market accounting for purchased options except in certain
specialized industries, the scope of that statement was limited.
When Statement No. 12 was issued, the FASB felt that a
consideration of market value accounting for equity securities would
involve broad conceptual issues such as the valuation of assets
at realizable value versus acquisition cost. The Board felt such
issues were beyond the scope of its project and, consequently,
market value was not one of the methods seriously considered.
175.
Since FASB Statement No. 12 was issued, however, the FASB
has completed conceptual projects dealing with valuation and
recognition.
Also, statements subsequent to FASB Statement
No. 12 have called for market value accounting in certain
situations. The opponents of the lower of cost or market method
believe the scope limitation of FASB Statement No. 12 no longer
applies.
They believe market value should be considered, using
more recent conceptual guidance and considering other FASB
statements that specify the use of market value accounting.
176.
Cost. Proponents of reporting options at acquisition cost
also hold that the absence of daily settlements requires
accounting for options different from accounting for futures
contracts.
They believe that neither unrealized losses nor
unrealized gains should be recognized on option positions, con-
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sistent with the accounting generally applied
investments.

to nonmarketable

177.
Cost Less Amortization of the Time Value Portion of the
Premium.
Proponents of stating options that do not qualify as
hedges at cost less amortization of the time value portion of the
premium believe that the intrinsic value of an option should be
stated at acquisition cost. They believe that the time value of
an option has a finite life and declines in value as the end of
the exercise period
approaches and, therefore, should be
amortized over the exercise period.
178.
Some opponents of using the lower of cost or market method
and the method based on acquisition costs believe those methods
do not reflect the economic effects of holding or selling
options and consequently do not satisfy the FASB Statements of
Financial Accounting Concepts. Further, they believe the methods
based on cost are not sufficiently conservative, because they do
not necessarily recognize deterioration in the value of options.
179.
Method Determined by Industry Practice.
Some believe
options that do not qualify as hedges should be stated at market
or the lower of cost or market (higher of proceeds or market),
depending on the practice of the industry for stating marketable
securities.
That method corresponds to the guidance in FASB
Statement No. 12.
*

*

*

*

*

180.
Advisory Conclusion.
Options that do not qualify for
hedge accounting should be carried at market (AcSEC 11 yes, 2 no,
2 absent and the task force 8 yes).
AcSEC and the task force
arrived at that conclusion so that the method of accounting for
options that do not qualify for hedge accounting would be consistent with the guidance in FASB Concepts Statement No. 5, the
method of accounting for futures in FASB Statement No. 80, and
the method of accounting for futures and forwards in FASB
Statement No. 52.
181.
The method of accounting recommended in that advisory
conclusion is illustrated in the appendix under the subheading
"A Nonhedge Transaction."

*

*

*

*

*
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ISSUE 3:

Should any or all of the following criteria be required
for a purchased (as opposed to a written) option to
qualify for hedge accounting?
°

The criterion in paragraph 4(a) of FASB
Statement No. 80 is met.

°

The option reduces the exposure to risk.
— When the option is designated as a
hedge, it is probable that changes in
the item underlying the option will
correlate highly with changes in the
market value of the item being hedged
and
a
clear
economic
relationship
exists between the prices of the two
items.

°

The option is designated as a hedge.

182.
Paragraph 4(a) of FASB Statement No. 80.
Because an
enterprise can hedge an exposure with either options or futures
contracts, some believe the criteria in paragraph 4(a) of FASB
Statement No. 80 and the rationale in paragraph 43 of that statement should apply to options as well as to futures contracts.
Paragraph 43 states that

some exposures already are hedged effectively
by other positions of an enterprise. It [an
individual
item or transaction
approach]
could result in accounting for a futures
contract as a hedge when the contract in fact
increases, rather than reduces, the enterprise's exposure.
For example, futures
contracts used to "fix" the interest rate on
variable-rate obligations could be considered
a hedge if other positions of the enterprise
are ignored.
However, if the financial
assets of the enterprise also have variable
interest rates, the enterprise may expose
itself to greater interest rate risk by
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entering into the futures contracts.
If an
enterprise chooses to assume greater risk via
the futures markets, the Board believes that
immediate
recognition
in
income
of
the
results of those futures transactions would
provide relevant information for assessing
the enterprise's performance.
183.
Proponents of applying the criterion in paragraph 4(a) of
FASB Statement No. 80 to options note that the paragraph can be
applied on a business unit basis if management cannot assess the
effects of the risk on the enterprise as a whole.
184.
Some disagree that the criterion in paragraph 4(a) of FASB
Statement No. 80 should be required as a condition for futures
contracts to qualify for hedge accounting, and they believe that
those criteria should not be applied to options.
They believe
that as long as an option or futures contract offsets the risk
associated with the item being hedged, hedge accounting should be
used. Thus, they advocate a transactional rather than enterprise
approach.
They point out that FASB Statement No. 52 applies a
transactional rather than an enterprise approach and that the
1980 AICPA issues paper on "Accounting for Forward Placement and
Standby
Commitments
and
Interest
Rate
Futures
Contracts"
recommended
a transactional
approach.
They contend
that
evaluating risk exposure on an enterprise approach is complex and
costly and that requiring an enterprise rather than a transactional approach costs more than it is worth. Some also believe
that the concept of enterprise risk should not be extended beyond
futures contracts, because it implies that any transaction that
increases enterprise risk should be accounted for at current
value, which is inconsistent with present generally accepted
accounting principles.
185.
Others, while agreeing that the criterion in paragraph
4(a) of FASB Statement No. 80 should be required as a condition
for futures contracts to qualify for hedge accounting, nevertheless believe that that criterion should not be extended to apply
to purchased options.
They believe that the difference in the
risk and reward characteristics between purchased options and
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futures contracts justifies less demanding criteria for an option
to qualify for hedge accounting. As discussed in paragraph 43 of
FASB Statement No. 80, an enterprise that enters into futures
contracts to hedge an exposure that is already effectively
hedged by other positions of the enterprise is assuming greater
exposure to loss and, consequently, the futures contracts would
not qualify for hedge accounting. If the enterprise buys options
in those circumstances rather than enters into futures contracts,
the increase in the exposure to loss it assumes is limited to the
premiums paid, which would normally be much smaller than the
exposure to loss incurred by entering into futures contracts.
Therefore, an enterprise approach is worth its cost for futures
contracts but not for purchased options.
186.
In addition to the practical problems of assessing risk
for an enterprise as a whole, using options as substitutes for
other transactions leads to further practical problems.
Based
on interest rate projections, an enterprise may want to issue 90
day commercial paper.
However, in studying the market, the
enterprise may find it desirable to issue 180 day commercial
paper and use options to, in effect, change the interest rate
characteristics of the 180 day paper to 90 day paper.
In doing
so, the enterprise may or may not be reducing its interest rate
exposure in the manner specified in paragraph 4(a) of FASB
Statement No. 80.
187.
Reduced exposure to risk. Deferral or hedge accounting is
sometimes proposed for options transactions if the options were
acquired to offset possible adverse effects of price or interest
rate changes on hedged items. Some believe that hedge accounting
should be permitted only if the options reduce exposure to those
risks.
Consequently, they believe that the following criteria,
which are similar to those in FASB Statement No. 80, paragraph
4(b), should apply to options.
°

It is probable that there will be a high
correlation between changes in the market
value of the items being hedged and changes
in the market value of the items underlying
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the options and that the changes
substantially offsetting and
°

will

be

a clear economic relationship exists between
the
items
being
hedged
and
the
items
underlying the options if cross hedging is
used.

188.
Proponents of the above criteria note that, even if a
cross hedge is not involved, changes in the entire value of an
option often are not highly correlated with changes in the fair
value of the item being hedged, because (1) the time value is a
wasting asset whose value tends to decline as the end of the
option period approaches and (2) the time value changes when the
difference between the strike price and the market value of the
underlying item increases or decreases.
They believe that,
because of the possible volatility of the time value component
and. because the time value component represents an insurance
premium, a high correlation test for options should compare
changes in the market value of the item being hedged with changes
in the market value of the item underlying the option, not with
changes in the market value of the option.
189.
Some note that the SOP on
"Accounting by Agricultural
Producers
and
Agricultural
Cooperatives"
recommends
hedge
accounting for cross hedges, but only if "the price of the
futures contract and the spot price of the hedged assets...move
reasonably parallel."
190.
Others believe cross hedging should be permitted only if
an option on the item or transaction being hedged cannot be
purchased or cannot be economically purchased in quantities large
enough to achieve a hedge.
191.
Still others note that FASB Statement No. 80 bases the
high correlation test on changes in the market value of the item
being hedged with changes in the market value of the futures
contract. To be consistent with FASB Statement No. 80, the test
for options should compare changes in the market value of the
item being hedged with changes in the market value of the option,
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rather than with changes
underlying the option.

in

the

market

value

of

the

item

192.
Designation.
FASB Statement No. 80 and FASB Statement
No. 52 require and the 1980 AICPA issues paper on "Accounting
for Forward Placement and Standby Commitments and Interest Rate
Futures
Contracts"
recommends
that
futures
contracts
be
designated as hedges as a condition for the use of hedge
accounting.
Because an enterprise can hedge an exposure with
either options or futures contracts, some believe a condition
similar to the condition in FASB Statement No. 80 should apply to
options used as hedges.
193.
Others believe that as long as management buys options
with the intent to hedge, hedge accounting should be used
regardless of whether the options are designated as hedges of
particular items.
They contend that designating options as
hedges of particular items is inconsistent with the enterprise
approach to risk exposure adopted in paragraph 4(a) of FASB
Statement No. 80.
194.
Some believe if other criteria for hedge accounting are
met, hedge accounting should be applied and management should not
be able to choose whether to use hedge accounting.
*

*

*

195.
Advisory Conclusion.
purchased option should
°

*

*

To qualify for hedge accounting a

reduce exposure to risk because
- at the time the option is designated as a hedge,
it is probable that high correlation will exist
between changes in the market value of the
item underlying the option and changes in
the market value of the item being hedged (AcSEC 13
yes, 2 absent and the task force 8 yes) and
- a clear economic relationship exists
between the price of the item underlying
the option and the price of the item
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being hedged (AcSEC 13 yes, 2 absent and the
task force 8 yes) and
°

be designated as a hedge (AcSEC 13 yes,
2 absent and the task force 8 yes).

AcSEC and the task force believe those criteria are consistent
with the criteria in FASB Statement Nos. 52 and 80 for forward
exchange contracts and futures to qualify for hedge accounting.
AcSEC and the task force believe the criteria required for
options to qualify for hedge accounting should be similar to
the criteria applied to forward exchange contracts and futures.
196.
Also, whether the item to be hedged exposes the enterprise
to price or interest rate risk should be determined on
°

an enterprise basis (that is the criterion
in paragraph 4(a) of FASB Statement No. 80)
(AcSEC 5 yes and the task force 2 yes) or

°

a transaction basis (AcSEC 8 yes and the task
force 6 yes).

Two AcSEC members were absent. Because of the one-sided risk or
reward feature of options, AcSEC and the task force believe a
determination of a reduction in exposure to risk made on a
transaction basis is sufficient to qualify options for hedge
accounting.
They note that conclusion is consistent with the
criterion in FASB Statement No. 52.
*

ISSUE 3A:

*

*

*

*

Can an out-of-the-money purchased (as opposed to
written) option qualify for hedge accounting under
the correlation criterion?

197.
As long as a purchased option is out of the money it
provides no protection to the hedged item because the intrinsic
value does not increase.
The option provides protection only
after it goes into the money.
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198.
Some believe an out-of-money purchased option is similar
to an insurance policy with a deductible. The premium paid, for
time value only, is similar to an insurance premium paid for
protection from risk of loss.
The option owner is willing to
incur some loss, equal to the out-of-the-money spread, but wants
protection from greater loss.
They believe that if the option
becomes in-the-money, it would hedge against further loss, and
gains should be deferred by hedge accounting.
The purchased
option, unlike a futures contract, has only one sided correlation
with the hedged item, but that correlation protects against the
risk of loss.
It does not prevent the holder from benefiting
from beneficial changes.
199.
To illustrate: a company needs 10,000,000 yen six months
from now to pay for equipment on order. If the exchange rate is
250 yen to the dollar at the inception of the contract, the
company could pay a premium for out-of-the-money call options
with a strike price of 240 yen to the dollar.
The company can
absorb an increased equipment cost of 10 yen per dollar but would
like to be protected from further increases in cost.
If the
exchange rate is 235 yen to the dollar at the exercise date, the
options have effectively hedged against increased equipment cost.
If the exchange rate increased to 260 yen to the dollar, the
options would go unexercised (cost an insurance cost), and the
company could reduce its equipment cost by taking advantage of
the favorable exchange rate.
200.
The hedge is one
option is in the money.
accounted for as a hedge
when the option is in the

sided, with correlation only when the
Nonetheless, some believe it should be
when it functions as a hedge, that is,
money.

201.
Others note that to qualify for hedge accounting, FASB
Statement No. 80 requires that
at the inception of the hedge and throughout
the hedge period, high correlation of changes
in (1) the market value of the futures
contract(s) and (2) the fair value of, or
interest income or expense associated with,
the hedged item(s) shall be probable so that
the results of the futures contract(s) will
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substantially offset the effects of price or
interest rate changes on the exposed item(s).
Because market values of options and hedged items are correlated
only if out-of-the-money options become in the money, they
believe out-of-the-money options should not qualify for hedge
accounting.
*

*

*

*

*

202.
Advisory Conclusion. An out-of-the-money purchased option
can qualify for hedge accounting under the correlation criterion
(AcSEC 13 yes, 2 absent and the task force 8 yes). AcSEC and the
task force believe an out-of-the-money purchased option can
provide protection from risk of loss just as an insurance policy
with a deductible can.
In both cases the holder is willing to
assume some risk of loss but is obtaining protection against risk
of loss greater than a certain limited amount.
*

ISSUE 4:

*

*

*

*

Should the time and intrinsic values be split in
accounting for purchased (as opposed to written)
options that qualify for hedge accounting if the
item being hedged is an asset, liability, or firm
commitment carried at
°

other than market 3 or

°

market?

203.
Some believe the decrease in the time value of an option
should be recognized over the life of the option. They realize,

3 As used here and throughout the remainder of this issues paper
other than market means an asset carried at cost or at the
lower of cost or market, a liability at proceeds or at the
higher of proceeds or market, or a firm commitment for such an
item.
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however, that though the time value is decreasing the intrinsic
value may not be decreasing and may even be increasing.
To
account satisfactorily for those dissimilar components of the
premium paid for an option used as a hedge, proponents believe
the time value and the intrinsic value should be split and
separate accounting treatments developed and used for each.
204.
Other than market. Some proponents of splitting time and
intrinsic values of purchased options that hedge items carried at
cost or the lower of cost or market (higher of proceeds or
market) view the time value as being equivalent to an insurance
premium.
In their view, the time value is the cost to the
purchaser of obtaining protection against the risk of loss over
the option's exercise period.
They believe that cost should be
charged to income over the period the option provides protection
from loss and, therefore, should be treated separately from the
intrinsic value, if any.
205.
The exercise periods for options on long-term financial
instruments are for only small portions of the instruments'
lives. An owner of a long-term financial instrument may elect to
hedge by using successive options. Proponents of splitting note
that if the time and intrinsic values are not split and if
changes in the value of the options are deferred as adjustments
of the carrying amount of the financial instrument, the time
values of all the successive options will be deferred. That may
increase the carrying amount above fair value and may cause the
reported yield on the financial instrument to progressively
decline.
Splitting the time and intrinsic values and charging
the time value over the exercise period of each option avoid that
problem.
206.
Some proponents argue that accounting for purchased
options can be simplified by splitting the time and intrinsic
values and amortizing the time value to income by a systematic
and rational method that would eliminate the need to determine
the option's market value at financial reporting dates during its
exercise period.
The only information that would be needed is
the option's intrinsic value, which is readily determinable from
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the market value of the item underlying the option and the
option's strike price. Market value and changes in market value
are also needed to apply a correlation test if the item being
hedged is the same as the item underlying the option, that is,
the hedge is not a cross hedge.
207.
Some note that the economic effects of a deep-in-the money
option are substantially
identical to those of a futures
contract.
The time value of such an option is similar to the
premium or discount on a futures contract. FASB Statement No. 80
states that
an enterprise may recognize the premium or
discount on a hedge contract in income over
the life of the contract if the commodity or
financial
instrument
being
hedged
is
deliverable under the terms of the futures
contract, and if it is probable that both the
hedged item and the futures contract will be
retained to the delivery date specified in
the contract.
208.
Others note that FASB Statement No. 52 requires that the
discount or premium on a foreign currency forward contract that
hedges an exposure be accounted for separately from the gain or
loss on the contract.
209.
Those opposed to the split of option premiums into time
value and intrinsic value note that FASB Statement No. 80 permits
amortization of premium or discount on a futures contract only if
the item underlying the contract is deliverable, if it is
probable that the contract and the hedged item will be held until
delivery date, and if the hedge is not a cross hedge. They point
out that under those criteria, many if not most option contracts
would not qualify for amortization of premium or discount.
210.
Market Value.
Some note that the decision whether to
split the time and intrinsic values of an option that hedges an
item stated at market may affect the accounting for the option
less than the decision for an item carried at acquisition cost or
the lower of cost or market (higher of proceeds or market).
If
mark-to-market accounting is followed for the entire value of the
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option as well as the item being hedged and the option is held
throughout the exercise period, the cost of the time value will
be charged to income over the exercise period, because the time
value at the end of that period will always be zero.
211.
Some proponents of splitting
of options that hedge items carried
or market (higher of proceeds or
consistent, the time and intrinsic
items carried at market also should

the time and intrinsic values
at cost or the lower of cost
market) believe that, to be
values of options that hedge
be split.

212.
Others note that if the time and intrinsic values are not
split and mark-to-market accounting is used for the entire option
premium, the charge, or possibly the credit, to income during a
portion of the exercise period applicable to the option's time
value is based on changes in the market value of the time value.
They view the time value as equivalent to an insurance premium
and believe it should be amortized to income by a systematic and
rational method and not accounted for based on changes in its
market value.
They therefore believe the time and intrinsic
values should be split.
213.
Some who oppose splitting the time and intrinsic values of
option contracts that hedge items carried at market believe the
economic value of the option is best determined by marking the
entire option premium to market. An attempt to split the premium
and amortize the time value would in their view be a less
accurate presentation of the option's value.
214.
Some note that a requirement to split the premium into
time value and intrinsic value and to account for those two
components differently would change the method of accounting used
by enterprises in some specialized industries that presently
carry options at market value, such as brokers and dealers in
securities and investment companies.
Others note that enterprises
in
those
industries
could
continue
their
present
accounting method for options if they do not designate the
options as hedges.
215.
Some oppose the use of a method of accounting for option
contracts that would state the time value at other than market
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value for enterprises in specialized industries that follow markto-market accounting for their investments.
They believe those
enterprises should account for all their security, futures, and
option positions at market.
Others note that enterprises in
those
industries
state
certain
assets
including
exchange
memberships, which are a form of investment, and prepaid
insurance, which is analogous to time value, at cost, not market.
They contend that consistency with the treatment followed in
accounting for other assets does not require the time value of an
option to be stated at market.
216.
Some oppose a method of accounting for option contracts
that splits the time and intrinsic values regardless of whether
the contracts hedge items carried at market or at other than
market.
They believe splitting the premium is unnecessary and
would require overly complicated and burdensome recordkeeping.
Other opponents note that time and intrinsic values are derived
amounts.
Only one amount, the option premium, is quoted in the
market place.
Any splitting of the premium into components is
arbitrary and therefore not helpful in accounting.
217.
Others oppose splitting time and intrinsic values and
accounting for them separately regardless of whether the hedged
item is carried at market or at other than market, because that
would not permit hedge accounting to be applied to the entire
value of options if a delta neutral strategy is used.
Others
believe that because of the need under a delta neutral strategy
to change the number of options constantly, it is impractical to
show at the inception of the strategy that high correlation is
probable between changes in the market value of the options and
the fair value of the hedge items.
Consequently they do not
believe a delta neutral strategy could qualify for hedge
accounting and therefore it is not a valid argument against
splitting time and intrinsic values in accounting for purchased
options that qualify for hedge accounting.
*

*

*

*

*

218.
Advisory Conclusion. In accounting for purchased options
that qualify for hedge accounting, time and intrinsic values
should be split if the item to be hedged is carried at
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°

other than market (AcSEC 12 yes, 1 no,
2 absent and the task force 7 yes, 1 absent)

°

market and changes in the intrinsic value of
the option are included in income (AcSEC 13 no,
2 absent and the task force 7 no, 1 absent)

the option are included in a separate component
of shareholders' or policyholders' equity (AcSEC
11 yes, 2 no, 2 absent and the task force 6 yes,
1 no, 1 absent)
AcSEC and the task force believe time and intrinsic values should
be split in accounting for purchased options that qualify for
hedge accounting if the hedged item is carried at other than
market or at market and changes in the intrinsic value of the
options are included in a separate component of shareholders' or
policyholders' equity. They view the time value as an insurance
premium whose cost should be charged to income over the exercise
period of the option.
They believe splitting time value and
intrinsic value and deferring only changes in intrinsic value is
consistent with basing the correlation criterion on the relationship between changes in the intrinsic value and changes in the
price of the underlying item. Splitting the time and intrinsic
values is consistent with the separate accounting treatment for
the discount or premium on a forward contract required by FASB
Statement No. 52 and permitted by FASB Statement No. 80 for
certain futures.
Finally, AcSEC and the task force believe
splitting the time and intrinsic values of purchased options used
as hedges and amortizing the time value on a systematic and
rational basis would simplify the valuation of options not traded
on exchanges.
Consistency between the method of accounting for
options traded on exchanges and options not traded on exchanges
would therefore be easier.
219.
AcSEC and the task force believe time and intrinsic values
of a purchased option should not be split if the option hedges an
item carried at market if changes in the intrinsic value of the
option are included in income, because that accounting would
change present practice.
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220.
The method of accounting resulting from that advisory conclusion is illustrated in the appendix under the subheadings "A
Purchased Put as a Hedge of an Asset Carried at Other than Market"
and "A Purchased Put as a Hedge of an Asset Carried at Market."
*
*
*
*
*

ISSUE 5:

Can a written (as opposed to a purchased) option
qualify for hedge accounting?

221.
It is generally recognized that the purchase of a put
option can hedge against a decline in the value of an asset.
Similarly, the purchase of a call option can hedge a liability
exposure or an anticipated transaction.
222.
It is much less clear that the writing of a put or a call
option constitutes a hedge. Option writing appears superficially
to be akin to insurance underwriting, an exposure rather than
hedging an existing asset or liability.
Even if option writing
is. clearly associated with an existing asset or liability, the
premium received for writing the option, as a rule, provides only
limited protection against an exposure compared to the protection
afforded by an option bought. For example, the premium received
for writing a call option that is covered by an asset can be
viewed as a cushion against a decline in the asset's value. But
the call writer is not protected against a decline in the asset's
value greater than the premium received, whereas the purchaser of
a put is fully protected against a decline below the option's
strike price.
223.
The following illustrates how a written option functions
as a hedge.
An enterprise has an inventory of corn carried at
the lower of cost or market when the market price of corn is
$2.50 a bushel. The enterprise writes two options on the corn,
each for one half of the quantity of the corn in inventory, an
option deep in the money with a strike price of $2.00 for a
premium of $.51 and an option at the money with a $.10 premium.
If the price of corn falls to $2.10 a bushel, the enterprise has
a $.40 loss in value on the inventory offset by the excess of the
$.51 premium the enterprise received on the option deep in the
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money over the amount, $.12, the enterprise paid to buy back the
option.
The enterprise suffered a net loss of $.30 on the corn
hedged with the option at the money, the $.40 loss on the
inventory partially offset by the $.10 premium received. Written
options function as hedges to the extent of the premium received.
Consequently, the enterprise received more hedge protection from
the $.51 option deep in the money than from the option at the
money.
224.
Some believe a written option should be able to qualify
for hedge accounting if certain criteria are met because the
alternative of applying the accounting for options that do not
qualify for hedge accounting, which they believe should be mark
to market, does not report the economic effects of some option
strategies. The following illustrates the process by which those
proponents of hedge accounting arrive at that conclusion.
A
manager of a portfolio carried at cost buys a bond at par and
writes a call against it.
Three call-writing alternatives are
considered: at the money, in the money, and out of the money.
225.
At the Money. An at-the-money call at a strike price of
100 is written for a premium of 4 points.
That is all time
value.
If the market value of the underlying bond has risen to
110 by the option's expiration, the short (written) call then has
a market value of 10, all of which is intrinsic value.
If the
entire value of the option is marked to market, a loss of six
points would have been recognized by the option's expiration
date. There are two possibilities at expiration.
°

If the option is exercised and the bond is
delivered, a $10 gain would be recognized.
If the loss from marking to market and the
gain from exercise are recorded in different
accounting periods, net income would show
greater
variability
than exists, because
increases in the value of the bond were
offset by decreases in the option position.

°

If the writer of the option closes out his
position, for which he may have good reason,

-
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he would have to pay a $10 premium but would
recognize no further gain or loss.
The
carrying amount of the bond remains its cost
of $100, though its value has increased to
$110.
No economic loss occurred, though a
$6 loss was recognized when the option was
marked to market.
226.
Some believe the results of the two possibilities,
exercise and close-out, would be recorded dissimilarly in the
financial statements if hedge accounting is not followed, though
both netted to a net economic gain of $4.
If the option is
exercised, the option writer would receive $100, his cost for
the bond, plus $4 from writing the option.
If the position is
closed out, the writer would have paid $100 for the bond and $10
to close out the option for a total of $110, equal to the market
value of the bond held, and would have received $4 from writing
the option. Though a gain of $4 resulted, if deferral accounting
is not used the option writer's financial statements will present
a loss, if he closes out the position, and a loss followed by a
gain if he lets the option be exercised.
Thus, under any
approach other than hedge accounting, the covered call writer who
closes his short option reports results different from those
reported by the writer whose option is exercised.
Some believe
that is undesirable and that deferral of the adverse change in
the short call's intrinsic value through an adjustment to the
bond's basis is desirable.
227.
In the Money. An in-the-money call at a strike price of
90 is written against the same bond bought at par and carried at
cost for a premium of 11 points.
All but 1 point constitutes
intrinsic value, and substantial protection is obtained against a
decline in the bond's value.
If the market value of the bond
declined to 90 or below and the short call expired worthless,
under a mark-to-market approach the writer of the call would
recognize 10 points of intrinsic value gain in addition to the 1
point time value. The 10 point loss in the bond's value would go
unrecognized. Some believe hedge deferral of the short call gain
through adjustment to the bond's carrying value is preferable to
such a result.
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228.
Out of the Money. Writing an out-of-the-money call is a
variant of writing an at-the-money call, in that the premium
consists entirely of time value for both. While the premium does
not include any intrinsic value to hedge against a bond price
decline, the issues posed by changes in intrinsic value if the
option moves in the money are the same as for the option at the
money.
229.
Some believe that only deep-in-the-money written options
should qualify for hedge accounting and believe they should
qualify because they are economically equivalent to futures
contracts.
230.
Others believe written options used as hedges provide protection against unfavorable price or rate changes only to the
extent of the premium received for writing the option, as
illustrated in paragraph 224.
Consequently, they believe the
correlation criterion required for futures in FASB Statement No.
80 can be met by written options only to the extent the effects
of unfavorable price or rate changes do not exceed the amount of
premium received. Further, they note that option writers give up
the right to benefit from favorable price or rate changes.
231.
If in the illustration in paragraph 224 the price of corn
had increased to $2.75 a bushel, both written options would have
been either exercised or closed out by the writer. If exercised,
the enterprise would receive only the exercise price of the
option plus the option premium previously received, a total of
$2.51 for the option in the money or $2.60 for the option at the
money.
If the enterprise had closed out the option instead of
delivering the item underlying it, it would have incurred losses
on the option transactions equal to the difference between the
market price at the exercise date and the exercise price of the
option less the premium received for the option, or $.24 for the
option in the money and $.15 for the option at the money.
232.
Proponents of limiting hedge accounting to the premium
received believe that the correlation criterion in FASB Statement
No. 80 requires correlation for both favorable and unfavorable
price or rate changes.
Because the writer of an option can
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offset unfavorable changes in the hedged items only to the extent
of the premium received, that is the maximum correlation that can
be demonstrated. They agree that favorable changes in the hedged
items will be offset by losses on the option, but that one-way
correlation does not meet the objective of the correlation test,
particularly because hedging is normally entered into with the
primary objective of avoiding losses, not of avoiding gains.
233.
Others do not agree that hedge accounting for written
options should be limited to the premium received.
If such a
limitations is in effect, the item being hedged is carried at
other than market, and the current market value of the option
exceeds the premium received, a loss must be reported in income
while the increase in the market value of the hedged item is not
recognized as a gain. They note that that defeats the objective
of hedge accounting.
They believe that if hedge accounting for
written options is limited to the premium received, enterprises
writing options as hedges would be unlikely to designate them as
hedges because that would require them to defer recognition of
net gains and recognize net losses currently.
Not designating
the written options as hedges would permit option writers to
recognize currently both net gains and net losses on options
transactions.
234.
Opponents of permitting written options to qualify for
hedge accounting believe that the risks and rewards of a written
option differ so substantially from those of a purchased option
that a written option should not be able to qualify as a hedge.
235.
For example, when an enterprise that owns a security buys
a put option for that security, the maximum amount the enterprise
can lose from the combined position, the security and the option,
if the security becomes worthless is the sum of the option
premium and the amount, if any, by which the carrying amount of
the security at the date the option was acquired exceeded the
strike price.
236.
In contrast, if an enterprise that owns a security writes
a call option on the security, the maximum amount the enterprise
can lose from the combined position if the security becomes
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worthless is the carrying amount of the security less the option
premium received.
237.
Thus, under a worst case assumption, a purchased option
provides substantial protection and should be able to qualify as
a hedge, while a written option provides little protection and
should not be able to qualify as a hedge.
In any case, the
protection provided by a written option is limited to the premium
received, which, particularly for an out-of-the-money or at-themoney option, is usually a relatively small portion of the
exposure to the risk of loss resulting from holding the position
against which the option is written.
238.
Opponents also believe that the intent of a writer of an
option written against an existing position, for example, a
covered call, usually differs from the intent of a purchaser of
an option that provides a hedge.
The intent of the writer
usually is to increase current yield, while the intent of the
purchaser is to hedge.
Because a writer's usual intent is to
increase yield, not to hedge, hedge accounting should not be
used.
239.
Opponents note that the 1980 AICPA issues paper,
"Accounting for Forward Placement and Standby Commitments and
Interest
Rate
Futures
Contracts,"
includes
the
following
advisory conclusions regarding accounting for standby commitments, which, in substance, are put options sold:

in forward transactions under which a standby
commitment is sold, the transaction should be
accounted for as a "put" option. The premium
received (standby commitment fee) on the sale
of the option should be recorded as a
liability representing the market value of
the standby commitment on the trade date.
Thereafter, the liability should be accounted
for on a market value basis.
The writer
(seller) of the option should report the
option in the liability section of the
balance sheet and subsequently adjust it to
its current market value (payment required to
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close out the open standby
commitment).
Unrealized gains or losses should be credited
or charged to current income.
For example,
if the current market value of the option
exceeds the premium received, the excess is a
loss;
if the premium exceeds the current
market value of the option, the excess
(limited
to the amount of
the premium
received) is a gain. The higher of cost and
market valuation for standby
commitments
should be followed rather than the mark-tomarket method when an entity uses the lower
of cost and market method for similar types
of short term or other trading positions.
They also note that the issues paper states that
[t]hey hold that a seller of a standby
commitment is an issuer of a "put" option,
receiving a fee for assuming all the market
risks of ownership but sharing in none of the
rewards. In other words, settlement of the
standby commitment depends on market price
movements and results in delivery only if the
contract price exceeds the market price of
the underlying security on settlement date.
Those holding this view argue that sales of
standby commitments are made for speculation,
since
they
provide
only
downside
risk.
Therefore,
sales
of
standbys
should
be
accounted for as a trading activity.
240.
Some believe that written options should qualify for hedge
accounting only if they are so deep in the money when written
that it is at least probable that the options will remain in the
money throughout their term.
They believe that applying that
criterion would be difficult and that attempting to do so would
be costly.
They therefore conclude that, based on cost benefit
considerations, written options should not qualify for hedge
accounting.
241.
Finally, opponents point out that the economic exposure to
the writer of a covered call is identical to that of the writer
of a naked put. The loss exposure is equal to the strike price
of the put option or the carrying value of the long position
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covered by the written call less the premium received.
The
position of the writer of a naked put clearly is speculative and
should not be able to qualify for hedge accounting.
Neither
should covered calls be able to qualify.
*

*

*

*

*

242.
Advisory Conclusion.
A written option can qualify for
hedge accounting only to the extent of the amount of the premium
received (AcSEC 10 yes, 1 no, 1 abstain, 3 absent).
243.
That method of accounting is illustrated in the appendix
under the subheading, "A Written Call as a Hedge of an Asset
Carried at Other than Market."
*

*

*

*

*

244. [The task force voted (7 no, 1 absent) against the advisory
conclusion in paragraph 242 and it voted that (1) a written
option that is deep in the money can qualify for hedge accounting
(7 yes, 1 no) and (2) a written option that is not deep in the
money can qualify for hedge accounting (4 yes, 4 no) ].
*

ISSUE 6;

*

*

*

*

In addition to the criteria required for a purchased
option to qualify for hedge accounting, should any of
the following criteria regarding the extent to which
the option is in the money on the date it is written
be required for a written option to qualify for hedge
accounting?
°

The option is so deep in the money that it is
reasonably assured that the option will remain
in the money throughout its term.

°

The option is so deep in the money that it is
probable that the option will remain in the
money throughout its term.
The option is in the money.
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245.
The following describes two types of transactions covered
by the issue. If an enterprise has a diversified portfolio and,
to hedge adverse changes in the value of its portfolio, writes an
in-the-money call option on a stock index for a premium that
includes ten points of intrinsic value and high correlation
exists between changes in the stock index and the value of the
portfolio, the intrinsic value will protect the enterprise from a
fall of ten points or less in its portfolio's value, but will not
hedge adverse changes in the value of the portfolio in excess of
ten points.
If another enterprise enters a futures contract to
deliver wheat and, to hedge adverse changes in the price of
wheat, it writes an in-the-money put option on wheat for a
premium that includes ten points of intrinsic value, the
intrinsic value will protect the enterprise from an increase in
the price of wheat of ten points or less.
246.
To qualify for hedge accounting some believe written
options should meet the criteria required for purchased options
to qualify for hedge accounting discussed in paragraphs 182 to
194.
FASB Statement No. 80 requires the same criteria for long
and short futures positions to qualify for hedge accounting and
consistent treatment of long and short option positions is also
desirable. Because of the one-sided feature of options, however,
some believe that in addition to the criteria required for
purchased options, written options should qualify for hedge
accounting treatment only if they are in the money because if
they are out of the money or at the money, they provide little
hedge protection.
247.
Extent to Which Option Is In the Money on the Date
Written.
Some believe a written option must be in the money
throughout its term to be effective as a hedge, that is, so that
adverse changes in the market value of the position against which
the option is written will be offset by favorable changes in the
intrinsic value of the option.
If the option is out of the
money, adverse changes in the market value of the position
against which the option is written will not be offset by
favorable changes in the intrinsic value of the option.
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248.
Some believe that a criterion for a written option to
qualify for hedge accounting should be that the option is in the
money on the date it is written deeply enough for the writer to
be reasonably assured that the option will remain in the money
throughout its term.
They believe that in view of the risk
and reward characteristics of a written option, the arguments
against a written option qualifying as a hedge can be overcome
only if it is reasonably assured that the option will be
effective as a hedge, which requires that the option remains
in the money.
If it will, the option will behave as if it were
a futures contract. They point out that if the criterion is that
it need only be probable that the option will remain in the
money,
a
substantial
number
of written
options will
be
ineffective as hedges, because adverse changes in the market
value
of the positions against which the options are written
will not be offset by changes in the intrinsic value of the
options.
They also believe that in view of the risk and reward
characteristics of written options, the correlation criterion for
written options should be higher than that for futures contracts.
249.
Others believe that a sufficient criterion for a written
option to qualify for hedge accounting should be that the option
is in the money on the date it is written deeply enough that it
is probable that it will remain in the money throughout its term.
They note that FASB Statement No. 80 requires high correlation to
be probable, not the more stringent test of being reasonably
assured, and they believe the same criterion should be applied to
written options.
250.
Still others believe that a sufficient criterion for a
written option to qualify for hedge accounting should be that the
option is in the money on the date it is written. They believe
that as long as the option is in the money on that date, it
provides some protection against an adverse change in the market
value of the position against which the option is written, and
that justifies hedge accounting.
251.
will

They note that assessing the probability that an option
stay in the money during its term requires forecasting
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future interest rates or market prices. They do not believe that
determination can be done reliably.
Consequently, they believe
an accounting principle based on such forecasting could lead to
diversity and inconsistency in the treatment of written options.
They note that FASB Statement No. 80, paragraph 11, provides
that if a futures contract and a hedged item are not highly
correlated, the enterprise should stop accounting for the futures
contract as a hedge. They believe the same accounting should be
followed for in-the-money written options used as hedges, that
is, hedge accounting should be permitted while the option is
in the money and it should stop if the option becomes out of the
money, because the hedged item and the option will stop being
correlated then.
252.
Some believe a written option need not be in the money to
qualify for hedge accounting.
They believe out—of—the money
purchased options should qualify for hedge accounting and, for
symmetry, out-of-the-money written options should also qualify.
Others believe a written option need not be in the money to
qualify for hedge accounting for the reasons discussed in
paragraphs 224 through 228.

*

*

*

*

*

253.
Advisory Conclusion. For a written option to qualify for
hedge accounting it should meet the criteria required for
purchased
options to qualify for hedge accounting (AcSEC 12
yes, 1 abstain, 2 absent).
*

*

*

*

*

254.
[The task force voted that, in addition to meeting the
criteria required for purchased options to qualify for hedge
accounting, the option
°

°

should be so deep in the money that it is
reasonably assured that it will remain in the
money throughout its term (3 yes),
should be so deep in the money that it is
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°
°

probable that it will remain in the money
throughout its term (0 yes),
should be in the money (1 yes), or
need not be in the money (4 yes) ].
*

ISSUE 7:

*

*

*

*

Should the time and intrinsic values be split in
accounting for written (as opposed to purchased)
options that qualify for hedge accounting if the
item being hedged is an asset, liability, or firm
commitment for an item carried at
°

other than market or

°

market.

255.
Other than Market.
Some who believe that the time and
intrinsic values of purchased options should be split for
accounting purposes believe that the time and intrinsic values of
written options also should be split so that the treatment of
both purchased and written options will be the same.
256.
Others believe that the time and intrinsic values of
written options that hedge items carried at cost or the lower of
cost or market should be split because
°

the time value represents a fee for assuming
limited risk of adverse price changes while
giving up the benefit of favorable price
changes, which is earned over the option's
term and should be included in income over
that period,

°

the intrinsic value represents a hedge
against the risk of adverse changes in the
market value of the position against which
the option is written, and changes in the
intrinsic value should be deferred as adjustments of the carrying amount of that position.
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257.
Some note that the economic effects of a deep-in-the-money
written option are substantially identical to those of a futures
contract.
The time value of such an option is similar to the
premium or discount on a futures contract. FASB Statement No. 80
states that
[a]n enterprise may recognize the premium or
discount on a hedge contract in income over
the life of the contract if the commodity or
financial
instrument
being
hedged
is
deliverable under the terms of the futures
contract, and if it is probable that both the
hedged item and the futures contract will be
retained to the delivery date specified in
the contract.
258.
Some believe the time and intrinsic values of a purchased
option should be split and the time value should be expensed over
the option's term, because the time value is similar to an
insurance premium paid to avoid the risk of adverse price changes
during the option's term.
They note that an option writer
receives the time value, he does not pay for it.
Because the
analogy to an insurance premium paid to avoid risk does not apply
to a written option, they believe the time and intrinsic values
should not be split for written options.
259.
Others believe the idea that an enterprise, by writing an
option, is entering into a single transaction that results both
in current income and, through hedge accounting, in the deferral
of gains and losses is not sensible. If the intent of writing an
option is to hedge an exposure, no income should be recognized
during the option period, because the transaction's purpose is to
avoid loss, not earn income. If the intent of writing an option
is to earn current income, hedge accounting should not be used,
because the transaction's purpose is to speculate, to try to earn
income, not to avoid loss. They hold that splitting the time and
intrinsic values of written options and amortizing the time value
to income is inconsistent with hedge accounting, because it
implies that the transaction's purpose was to earn income, not to
hedge.
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260.
After an option written in the money has moved out of the
money or if an option is written out of the money, its effectiveness as a hedge is limited to its time value.
Some believe
that if the option qualifies as a hedge, hedge accounting should
be applied to the time value, because that is the only amount
that provides a hedge to the writer.
They believe hedge
accounting should be applied to both the time and intrinsic
values and they should not be split.
261.
Some argue that time and intrinsic values are derived
amounts.
Only one amount, the option premium, is quoted in the
market place.
Any splitting of the premium into components is
arbitrary and therefore not helpful in accounting.
262.
Market Value. Some who believe that the time and intrinsic values of purchased options that hedge items carried at
market should be split believe that the time and intrinsic values
of written options should also be split so that the treatment of
purchased options and the treatment of written options will be
the same.
263.
Others believe that the time and intrinsic values of
written options that hedge items carried at market should be
split for accounting purposes because
°

the time value represents a fee for assuming
risk, which is earned over the option's term
and should be included in income over that
period,

°

the intrinsic value represents a hedge
against the risk of adverse changes in the
market value of the position against which
the option is written, and changes in the
intrinsic value should be reflected in income
as they occur to offset the effect of marking
the hedged item to market.

264.
Some believe the rationale in paragraph 257 also applies
to deep-in—the—money written options that hedge items stated at
market.
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265.
Some opponents of splitting the time and intrinsic value
of written options that hedge items stated at market do so for
the reasons set forth in paragraphs 214, 258, and 261.
266.
Others believe that a company that marks to market an
asset or liability hedged by a written option should also mark
the option to market. Both the time and intrinsic values should
be marked to market and thus, they should not be split, they
hold.
*

*

*

*

*

267.
Advisory Conclusion.
In accounting for written options
that qualify for hedge accounting, time and intrinsic values
should not be split regardless of whether the item to be hedged
is carried at market or other than market (AcSEC 11 yes, 4 absent
and the task force 8 yes). AcSEC and the task force believe time
and intrinsic values should not be split in accounting for a
written option that qualifies for hedge accounting, because, if
the intent of writing an option is to hedge an exposure, no
income should be recognized during the option period.
The
transaction's purpose is to avoid loss, not earn income.
*

ISSUE 8:

*

*

*

*

If the time and intrinsic values of purchased or
written options are split in accounting for options
that qualify for hedge accounting, should the time
value be amortized by a systematic and rational method,
such as the straight-line method, or be stated at
market.

268.
Systematic and Rational Amortization.
If the time and
intrinsic values of the premium are to be split in accounting for
options that qualify as hedges, some believe the time value
portion should be amortized by a systematic and rational method
over the life of the option. Proponents of that method note that
the premium and discount of forward and futures contracts are
identified in FASB Statements Nos. 52 and 80 as contract carrying
values.
Those premiums and discounts, they believe, are similar
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to the time value component of options contracts. They note that
FASB Statement No. 52 and, in certain circumstances, FASB
Statement No. 80 provide for amortization of those amounts over
the life of the contract and they conclude the time value should
be amortized similarly.
269.
Some believe the time value of purchased options provides
hedge protection ratably over the contract period. They compare
time value to an insurance premium and believe it should be
amortized by a systematic and rational method, consistent with
accounting for insurance premiums.
270.
If the time and intrinsic values of option premiums are
split in accounting for written options that qualify as hedges,
some believe that the time value represents a fee for assuming
risk, earned over the option's term.
They believe that
amortizing the time value over that period by a systematic and
rational method, such as the straight-line method, is the best
way to recognize a fee for assuming risk.
Insurance companies
use that method to recognize premium income on property and
liability insurance contracts if the amount of the insurance
protection provided is constant.
271.
Others believe the time value should be amortized by a
systematic and rational method because that is the easiest way to
account separately for the time value.
272.
Amortization of the time value is opposed by those who
believe that method results in a carrying amount of the time
value that does not reflect its economic value:
the carrying
amount could be more or less than the amount of time value that
would be received or paid by liquidating the option position.
273.
Others note that FASB Statement No. 80 permits amortization of premium or discount only if the commodity is deliverable
under the terms of the contract and it is probable that both the
futures contract and the hedged item will be held until the
contract delivery date.
They believe that because those conditions are unlikely to be met by option contracts, amortization
is not suitable for accounting for time value.
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274.
Market Value Method.
Some support the use of market
value to record the time value of options qualifying for hedge
accounting.
They believe that method reflects the economic
effects of the transaction. It results in a carrying amount for
a purchased option that is realizable and could be recovered if
the option position is liquidated. That method would not result
in a charge to expense unless the option's time value decreased.
275.
Market value results in a carrying amount for a written
option equivalent to the market's evaluation of the risk assumed
by the writer of an option. The extent of the risk assumed by a
writer of a covered option is a function in part, of the
relationship between the option's strike price and the market
value of the item underlying the option.
The risk is greatest
when the strike price equals the market value. At that time, the
market value of the time value is greatest, assuming other
factors remain constant.
276.
Some oppose that method because it results in irregular
credits or charges over the life of the contract. The amount of
the credits or charges would be greater as the option exercise
date approached.
277.
Some opponents believe recognition of expense for
purchased options or income for written options should be based
on the amount of protection provided. That would normally result
in recognizing the income or expense evenly over the contract
period.
Others object to the market value method because it is
difficult to apply.
Market value must be determined at each
reporting date.
That is particularly difficult if it is
desirable to account the same for options traded on exchanges and
options not traded on exchanges.
*

*

*

*

*

278.
Advisory Conclusion. If the time and intrinsic values are
split in accounting for options that qualify for hedge accounting
and
° if the item being hedged is carried at other
than market, the time value should
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be amortized by a systematic and rational
method (AcSEC 12 yes and the task force
7 yes),
be stated at market (AcSEC 0 yes and the
task force 0 yes), or
either be amortized by a systematic and
rational method or be stated at market at
the holder's (writer's) election (AcSEC
1 yes and the task force 1 yes),
if the item being hedged is carried at
market and changes in the intrinsic value of
the option are included in income, the time
value should
-

be amortized by a systematic and rational
method (AcSEC 0 yes and the task force 0 yes
be stated at market (AcSEC 12 yes and the
task force 6 yes), or
either be amortized by a systematic and
rational method or stated at market at the
holder's (writer's) election (AcSEC 1 yes
and the task force 1 yes).

if the item being hedged is carried at market
and changes in the intrinsic value of the
option are included in a separate component
of shareholders' or policyholders' equity,
the time value should
be amortized by a systematic and rational
method (AcSEC 6 yes and the task force
5 yes),
be stated at market (AcSEC 5 yes and the
task force 1 yes),
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-

either be amortized by a systematic and
rational method or stated at market at the
holder's (writer's) election (AcSEC 1 yes
and the task force 1 yes).

Two AcSEC members were absent and one AcSEC member abstained from
the vote on the third bullet. One task force member was absent.
A majority of AcSEC and the task force members believe that the
time value of an option qualifying as a hedge of an item carried
at other than market is similar to an insurance premium and
should be accounted for similarly.
279.
The method of accounting recommended in the first bullet
of that advisory conclusion is illustrated in the appendix under
the subheading "A Purchased Put as Hedge of an Asset Carried at
Other than Market."
*

ISSUE 8A:

*

*

*

*

If (1) a purchased or written option that qualifies
for hedge accounting is closed out, (2) its time
value was being amortized by a systematic and rational
method, and (3) the time value received or paid on
closing out the option differs from the unamortized
balance of the time value, should the difference be
°

recognized in income when the option is
closed out or

°

deferred as an adjustment of the carrying
amount of the hedged item.

280.
Systematic amortization of time value is used to estimate
the cost of hedge protection over the period the option is held.
The exact cost of hedge protection can be computed only after the
option is closed out by adjusting the amount of time value
amortized by the difference between the time value received or
paid when the option is closed out and the unamortized balance of
time value.
Some believe the adjustment required to determine
the cost of hedge protection should be treated the same as the
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amortization of time value. If the amortization was included in
the income statement, the adjustment should be included in the
income statement.
281.
Others agree that the difference between time value paid
or received and the unamortized cost of time value is the
difference between the estimated cost and the cost to hedge an
item.
They believe, however, that the carrying amount of the
hedged item should be adjusted for the adjustment to the cost of
hedging.
282.
Others oppose adjusting the carrying amount of the item
being hedged for the difference between the estimated and the
actual cost of hedging, because they believe such an adjustment
could result in overstating an asset or understating a liability.
*

*

*

*

*

283.
Advisory Conclusion. If (1) an option that qualifies for
hedge accounting is closed out, (2) its time value was being
amortized by a systematic and rational method, and (3) the time
value received or paid on closing out the option differs from the
unamortized balance of the time value, the difference should be
recognized in income when the option is closed out (AcSEC 12
yes, 1 no, 2 absent and the task force 8 yes).
AcSEC and the
task force reached that conclusion because they believe the
transaction is comparable to the cancellation of an insurance
policy. Any refund or premium due on the cancelled policy would
be included in income.
Further, they believe the adjustment to
time value at exercise or close out should be included in income
if the amortization of the time value had been included in
income.
284.
The method of accounting recommended in that advisory
conclusion is illustrated in the appendix under the subheading
"A Purchased Put as Hedge of an Asset Carried at Other than
Market."
*

*

*

*

*
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ISSUE 9;

In accounting for purchased or written options that
qualify for hedge accounting as hedges of assets, liabilities or firm commitments, should the application
of hedge accounting be contingent on continuing high
correlation between the market value of the item
underlying the option and the market value of the item
being hedged or be limited, if the hedged item is
carried at cost (proceeds), so that the resulting
carrying amount of the hedged asset does not exceed
(liability is not less than) its fair value?

285.
Correlation.
Some believe the application of hedge
accounting should be contingent on continuing high correlation
because they believe accounting for options that qualify as
hedges should be similar to accounting for futures contracts that
qualify as hedges. Paragraph 11 of FASB Statement No. 80 states
that an
enterprise regularly shall assess the results
of a futures contract designated as a hedge
to determine if the high correlation required
by paragraph 4(b) is being achieved. If that
assessment indicates high correlation has not
occurred, the enterprise shall cease to
account for the futures contract as a hedge
and shall recognize a gain or loss to the
extent the futures results have not been
offset by the effects of price or interest
rate changes on the hedged item since inception of the hedge.
286.
Proponents believe that the application of hedge accounting should be justified by what happened rather than merely on
what was expected to happen when the option position was
acquired. They believe that a requirement of continuing correlation will accomplish that objective.
287.
Those who disagree that the application of hedge accounting should be contingent on continuing high correlation believe
that

- 130 the justification for hedge accounting should
be established solely at the inception of a
hedge when the criteria for hedge accounting
are met,
°

the continual assessing of correlation adds
complexity and cost to the accounting without
adding commensurate benefits — for example,
continually
valuing hedged items may be
burdensome
and may
require
the use of
formulas to estimate the market value changes
of many financial instruments such as loans
for which market quotations are not available,
and

°

the accounting for all gains and losses
related to a hedged position, that is, the
underlying item and the option that hedges
it, should be the same regardless of which
half of the hedge combination has the greater
price fluctuation.

288.
Fair Value Limitations.
Some advocate limiting the
deferral of recognition of the amount of the loss on an option
that qualifies as a hedge of an item carried at cost so the
amount of the hedged item does not exceed (liability is not less
than) its fair value. They believe assets should not be written
above their fair value or liabilities reduced below their fair
value.
They note that their position is consistent with the
applicable advisory conclusion in the 1980 AICPA Issues Paper on
"Accounting for Forward Placement and Standby Commitments and
Interest Rate Futures Contracts."
289.
Opponents of a fair value limitation agree with the position expressed in paragraph 52 of FASB Statement No. 80, which
states that a
few respondents stated that a loss should
be recognized on a futures contract that
hedges an asset reported at cost if the
adjusted carrying amount of the asset would
be in excess of its fair value.
If the
carrying amount and fair value of the hedged
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asset are approximately equal at the inception of the hedge, the Board believes that
the provisions of paragraph 11 of this
Statement are adequate to ensure that the
adjusted carrying amount and fair value of
the
hedged
item
will
continue
to
be
approximately the same. However, if the fair
value is less than the carrying amount of the
asset at the inception of the hedge, a fair
value
limitation
on
hedge
adjustments
effectively
would
preclude
deferral
of
unfavorable futures results even when the
hedge is fully effective.
In the Board's
view, the existence of the initial difference
between the fair value and the carrying
amount of the asset has no bearing on whether
a hedge has been effective and should not
influence
the accounting for the hedge.
Therefore, the Board decided that the fair
value
limitation
suggested
by
some
respondents
was
either
unnecessary
or
inappropriate.
This Statement does not,
however,
change
any
existing
accounting
requirements to report assets at the lower of
cost or market.
*

*

*

*

*

290.
Advisory Conclusion.
In accounting for purchased or
written options that qualify for hedge accounting as hedges of
assets, liabilities, or firm commitments, application of hedge
accounting should be contingent on continuing high correlation
between the market price of the item underlying the option and
the market price of the item being hedged (AcSEC 13 yes, 2 absent
and the task force 7 yes, 1 no).
AcSEC and the task force
believe that for an option to be effective as a hedge, a continuing high correlation must exist between the market price of
the item underlying the option and the market price of the item
being hedged. The continuing correlation criterion is consistent
with one of the criteria required by FASB Statement No. 80 for a
futures contract to qualify for hedge accounting.
291.
Adjustments should be limited so that the resulting
carrying amount of the hedged asset does not exceed (liability is
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not less than) its fair value (AcSEC 10 yes, 2 no, 1 abstain,
2 absent). [The task force 2 yes, 6 no ].
*

ISSUE 10:

*

*

*

*

Should hedge accounting be applied to a purchased
or written option4 that hedges an anticipated
transaction that meets the criteria set forth above
for an option to qualify for hedge accounting
and the criteria in paragraphs 9(a) and 9(b) of
FASB Statement No. 80?

292.
Because anticipated transactions can be hedged by either
futures or options, some believe the accounting for futures and
for options that are used similarly should be symmetrical and
that the criteria contained in paragraphs 9(a) and 9(b) of FASB
Statement No. 80 should apply to options as well. They believe
options should be accounted for as hedges of anticipated transactions only if the options meet the usual hedge criteria and the
transaction
has
known
characteristics
and
terms
and
its
occurrence is probable.
If those conditions are not met, they
believe enterprises could be deferring gains or losses on options
that are not effectively hedging or that are not hedging if the
transactions do not occur.
Proponents believe that using the
criteria in paragraphs 9(a) and 9(b) of FASB Statement No. 80
would minimize improper deferrals.
293.
Some agree that applying the criteria in paragraphs 9(a)
and 9(b) of FASB Statement No. 80 to options would make the
accounting for options and futures that hedge anticipated
transactions consistent. They note, however, that FASB Statement
No. 52 does not permit hedge accounting for forward contracts
that hedge anticipated transactions and they believe hedge
accounting should therefore not be permitted for options that
hedge anticipated transactions.
294.
Proponents of allowing hedge accounting for foreign
currency options that hedge anticipatory transactions note that

4The scope of the issue includes foreign currency options.
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though FASB Statement No. 80 does not apply to foreign currency
futures, paragraph 50 of the exposure draft of that statement
stated that
The Board acknowledges that the accounting
specified in this Statement for 'anticipatory
hedges'
is presently
not permitted
for
similar transactions in foreign currencies.
Those provisions of FASB Statement No. 52,
Foreign Currency Translation, are not being
reexamined at this time.
The Board may
undertake such a review when the provisions
of this Statement have been in effect for a
reasonable period.
295.
Some oppose applying the criteria in FASB Statement No. 80
to options because they believe all options used to hedge anticipated transactions are speculative and none should qualify for
hedge accounting.
296.
Others observe that because of the two-sided risk and
reward feature of futures, the risk of loss, if the anticipated
transaction does not occur, is greater if the transaction is
hedged with futures rather than with purchased options. For that
reason, they believe the criteria for determining if purchased
options that hedge anticipated transactions qualify for hedge
accounting should be less stringent than the criteria for futures
contracts.
*

*

*

*

*

297.
Advisory Conclusion.
Hedge accounting should be applied
to an option that hedges an anticipated transaction that meets
the criteria set forth above for an option to qualify for hedge
accounting and the criteria of paragraphs 9(a) and 9(b) of FASB
Statement No. 80 (AcSEC 13 yes, 2 absent and the task force
8 yes). AcSEC and the task force reached that conclusion because
it is consistent with the objectives of hedge accounting as well
as with the additional criteria prescribed in FASB Statement
No. 80 for hedging anticipated transactions.
298.
The method of accounting recommended in that advisory
conclusion is illustrated in the appendix under the subheading
"A Purchased Put as a Hedge of an Anticipated Transaction."
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*

*

*

*

*

ISSUE 10A: If an option that has been accounted for as a hedge of
an anticipated transaction is closed out before the
transaction occurs, should the cumulative gain or loss
on the option
°

be included in the measurement of the
related transaction or

°

be taken to income when the option is closed
out?

299.
Included in the Measurement of the Related Transaction.
Some believe that if an option accounted for as a hedge of an
anticipated transaction is closed out before the transaction
occurs, a gain or loss on the option should be included in the
measurement of the related transaction.
They note that FASB
Statement No. 80 prescribes and the SOP on "Accounting by
Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives" and the
issues paper on "Accounting for Forward Placement and Standby
Commitments and Interest Rate Futures Contracts" recommend that
treatment for futures contracts qualifying as hedges.
Some
believe that if options used as hedges are closed out, that
should not affect the accounting treatment. The results of the
hedge should be carried forward and included in the measurement
of the transaction whether the options are closed out before or
when the transaction occurs.
300.
Taken to Income.
Others believe a gain or loss on an
option qualifying as a hedge of an anticipated transaction closed
out before the transaction occurs should be taken into income
immediately.
They believe the option ceases to qualify as a
hedge when it is closed out and, consequently, no gain or loss
should be deferred.
*

301.
hedge

*

*

*

*

Advisory Conclusion.
If an option accounted for as a
of an anticipated transaction is closed out before the
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transaction occurs, the cumulative gain or loss on the option
should be included in the measurement of the related transaction
(AcSEC 14 yes, 1 absent and the task force 8 yes). AcSEC and the
task force reached that conclusion because it is consistent with
the objectives of hedge accounting and the method of accounting
for futures qualifying for hedge accounting in FASB Statement
No. 80.
*

ISSUE 10B:

*

*

*

*

When it becomes probable that the amount of an item
required for an anticipated transaction will be less
than that originally hedged by options, should
°

a pro rata portion of the cumulative gain or
loss on the options that would otherwise
be included in the measurement of the
subsequent transaction be recognized in income
or

°

the entire cumulative gain or loss on the options
included in the measurement of the related
transaction?

302.
When it becomes probable that the anticipated transaction
will require less than the amount of the underlying item hedged
by options, some believe a pro rata portion of the cumulative
gain or loss on the options that represents the excess of the
amount under option over the probable amount of the anticipated
transaction should be recognized in income immediately.
They
believe that method is necessary for symmetry between the
anticipated transaction and the hedge.
They also note that
recognition of the pro rata portion of the cumulative gain or
loss on the options is necessary for changes in prices or rates
of the options qualifying as hedges to correlate with changes in
prices or rates of the anticipated transaction.
They also note
that the practice would be consistent with the requirements of
FASB Statement No. 80 in accounting for futures contracts.
303.
Others believe that the enterprise hedging the anticipated
transaction considered the gain or loss on all options acquired
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as a hedge of the anticipated transaction as part of the cost of
the transaction.
Consequently, some believe the enterprise
should continue that accounting even if the results of the option
position now exceed the amount required for the reduced quantity
of the transaction.
*

*

*

*

*

30 4.
Advisory Conclusion.
When it becomes probable that the
amount of an anticipated transaction will be less than that
originally hedged by options, a pro rata portion of the
cumulative gain or loss on the options that would otherwise be
included in the measurement of the subsequent transaction should
be recognized in income (AcSEC 14 yes, 1 absent and the task
8 yes). AcSEC and the task force reached that conclusion because
it is consistent with the objectives of hedge accounting and the
method of accounting for futures qualifying for hedge accounting
in FASB Statement No. 80.
*

ISSUE

10C:

*

*

*

*

If (1) the time and intrinsic values of options that
hedge assets and liabilities are split, (2) amortization or changes in the market value of the time value
of those options are recognized in income, and
(3) hedge accounting is applied to the intrinsic
value of options that hedge firm commitments or
anticipated transactions, in accounting for changes
in the time value of an option that hedges a firm
commitment or an anticipated transaction
°

should the method of accounting applied to the
time value of an option that hedges an asset or
liability also be applied here or

°

should changes that occur before the transaction
occurs be included in the measurement of the
transaction?

305.
Some believe the method of accounting for the time value
of an option that hedges a firm commitment or an anticipated
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transaction should be the same as the method of accounting for
the time value of an option that hedges an asset or liability if
the time value of an option that hedges an asset or liability is
amortized or if changes in the market price of its time value are
recognized in income.
Some support that method because they
believe time value is similar to an insurance cost and insurance
costs can normally be expensed in the periods over which
insurance coverage is provided. Others support the amortization
or recognition of changes in the market price of time value
because they note that time value is a wasting asset with no
value at expiration and should therefore be expensed over the
exercise period of the option.
306.
Others believe that changes in the amount of time value
arising before the transaction occurs should be deferred and
included in the carrying amount of the subsequent transaction.
They believe the time value is a cost of the anticipated
transaction and to match the cost of the anticipated transaction
with related revenue, the time value should be deferred as part
of the transaction cost. Some believe the cost of the time value
is analogous to an insurance premium on equipment in transit,
which is properly capitalized as part of the equipment.
307.
Others believe changes in the amount of time value arising
before the transaction occurs may be deferred and included in the
carrying amount of the subsequent transaction because that is
consistent with the accounting permitted by FASB Statement No. 52
for the difference at the date of inception between the forward
and spot prices of a forward contract that hedges a firm commitment.
*

*

*

*

*

308.
Advisory Conclusion. If (1) the time and intrinsic values
of options that hedge assets and liabilities are split, (2)
amortization or changes in the market value of the time value of
those options are recognized in income, and (3) hedge accounting
is applied to the intrinsic value of options that hedge firm
commitments or anticipated transactions, in accounting for
changes in the time value of an option that hedges a firm commit-
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ment or an anticipated transaction, changes in the time value of
the option that occur before the transaction occurs
°

may be included in the measurement of the
transaction (AcSEC 14 yes and the task force
7 yes) or

°

should be included in the measurement of the
transaction (the task force 1 yes).

One AcSEC member was absent.
AcSEC and the task force believe
changes in the time value of the option that occur before the
transaction occurs may be included in the measurement of the
transaction because that treatment is consistent with the
treatment prescribed in FASB Statement No. 52 for the premium or
discount on a forward exchange contract that hedges a firm
commitment.
309.
The method of accounting recommended in that advisory
conclusion is illustrated in the appendix under the subheading
"A Purchased Put as a Hedge of an Anticipated Transaction."

ISSUE 11:

If the time and intrinsic values of a purchased or
written option that qualifies for hedge accounting are
split, should amortization or changes in the market
value of the time value portion of the option premium
be included in determining net income if changes in
the intrinsic value of the option are included in a
separate component of shareholders' or policyholders'
equity?

310.
If an option qualifies for hedge accounting, some believe
that the time value portion of the option premium should be
included in determining net income even if changes in the
intrinsic value of the option are included in shareholders' or
policyholders' equity.
Some believe the time value should be
included in determining net income because they believe time
value is similar to an insurance premium and the cost of
insurance coverage should be included in determining net income.
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311.
Others believe the amortization or changes in time value
should be included in determining net income because they believe
time value should be accounted for similarly for all options
qualifying for hedge accounting, regardless of whether changes in
intrinsic value are included in shareholders' or policyholders'
equity or in income.
312.
Some, though aware that FASB Statement No. 52 states that
"if a gain or loss is accounted for as a hedge of a net investment under paragraph 20 (a net investment in a foreign entity),
the forward contract's discount or premium may be included with
translation adjustments in the separate component of equity," do
not believe that accounting is satisfactory for the time value of
options.
They believe the discount or premium of a forward
foreign exchange contract is primarily affected by the difference
in interest rates between the two countries while the time value
portion of an option premium is affected by the factors discussed
in paragraphs 42 through 49.
Consequently, they believe the
premium or discount of forward foreign exchange contracts and the
time value portion of option premiums are not sufficiently
similar to require similar accounting treatment.
313.
Others disagree because they believe the discount or
premium on a forward contract is similar to the time value of an
option. As the discount or premium of forward exchange contracts
may be included in the separate component of equity, those who
believe forward exchange contracts and foreign currency options
should be accounted for similarly if they are used for similar
purposes believe that changes in the time value may be included
with the changes in the intrinsic value in the separate component
of equity.
*

*

*

*

*

314.
Advisory Conclusion. If the time and intrinsic values of
a purchased or written option that qualifies for hedge accounting
are split and changes in the intrinsic value of the option are
included in a separate component of shareholders' or policyholders' equity, the amortization or changes in the market value
of the time value portion of the option premium
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°

should be included in income (AcSEC 10 yes
and the task force 6 yes),

°

should be included in a separate component
of equity (AcSEC 2 yes and the task force
1 yes), or

°

may be included in a separate component of
equity (AcSEC 1 yes and the task force 1 yes).

One AcSEC member abstained and one was absent.
Some AcSEC and
task force members believe amortization or changes in the market
value of the time value portion of the option premium should be
included in income because they believe the time value is similar
to an insurance premium and should be accounted for similarly.
*
*
*
*
*

ISSUE 12:

Should hedge accounting be applied to a purchased
option that is not in the money when purchased and
meets the usual criteria for hedge accounting except
that it hedges a possible but not probable exposure
and the characteristics of that exposure can be
identified?

315.
Enterprises sometimes buy options to establish minimum
(maximum) exchange rates, costs, or selling prices for items
connected with transactions or other exposures that do not meet
the firm commitment or anticipatory criteria in FASB Statement
Nos. 52 and 80.
The possible exposures may be contingent on
future events beyond the control of the enterprise, such as
competitive bidding, contracts under negotiation, and contemplated acquisitions and divestitures.
To illustrate:
An
enterprise that has submitted a bid to sell a product at a fixed
price may have to buy certain commodities to produce the product
if the bid is accepted. The enterprise could buy call options on
those commodities to lock in the cost and hedge the risk that the
prices of the commodities may rise by the time the bid is
accepted.
Possible exposures may also result from the expected
business operations of an enterprise, such as budgeted gross
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foreign currency revenues or planned foreign currency dividend
remittances.
For example, an enterprise that anticipates
receiving dividends in a foreign currency from its foreign subsidiary at year end may buy put options on the foreign currency
to hedge the risk that the foreign currency will decline in value
by the end of the year.
316.
Some note that the risk of hedging expected transactions
and exposures with purchased options is less than the risk of
hedging them with futures because of the one-sided feature of
options. If only options not in the money are used, the premiums
paid would pertain solely to time value, limiting the cost of the
hedge.
In contrast, futures contracts entered into as hedges of
possible exposures could accrue substantial losses, which would
be incurred regardless of whether the expected exposure being
hedged occurs.
317. To illustrate: An enterprise that submits a bid to sell a
product for a fixed price in a foreign currency could lock in the
U.S. dollar equivalent of the selling price by buying an at-themoney put to sell the foreign currency. The premium paid would
consist solely of time value. If the time value is expensed over
the exercise period of the option and if the bid is not accepted,
the option exposes the enterprise to no additional loss.
The
enterprise would have no losses to defer and any deferred gains
would be recognized when the bid is not awarded to the enterprise.
In contrast, if the enterprise had entered futures
contracts to sell the currency and losses had been realized and
deferred on the contracts, the losses would be recognized when
the bid is not awarded to the enterprise.
318.
Because the loss on an option purchased out of the money
is limited to the time value paid and because changes in the
option's intrinsic value can result only in gains, some believe
criteria to qualify for hedge accounting should be less stringent
for options than for futures contracts.
If the method of
accounting for options that qualify as hedges defers changes in
only an option's intrinsic value until the possible exposure
occurs, gains but not losses would be deferred.
If futures
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contracts are used to hedge the possible exposures, losses as
well as gains could be incurred and deferred until the possible
exposure occurs.
They believe because only gains would be
deferred on an out-of-the money purchased option used as a hedge
of a possible exposure, it is reasonable to apply hedge
accounting to such an option to reflect the economic effect of
the transaction.
319.
Some note that applying hedge accounting to changes in the
value of options that hedge possible exposures is similar to
deferring costs in anticipation of future contract sales in the
construction industry. Paragraph 73 of SOP 81-1, "Accounting for
Performance of Construction-Type and Certain Production-Type
Contracts," states that in practice, costs are deferred in a
variety of circumstances and that deferred "costs may consist of
... costs incurred in anticipation of a specific contract that
will result in no future benefit unless the contract is
obtained...."
320.
Others note that because options and futures are both used
to hedge exposures that may possibly occur, they should be
accounted for in similar ways.
They believe hedge accounting
should not be used for options that hedge possible, but not
probable, exposures, because FASB Statement No. 80 does not
permit deferral accounting for futures used for that purpose.
321.
Some also believe that the hedging criteria should require
identification of specific transactions and that options intended
to hedge an overall expected exposure, such as a foreign exchange
exposure, related to possible future earnings or dividends,
should not qualify for hedge accounting because they do not
involve hedging transactions and the strategy is therefore not
consistent with FASB Statements Nos. 52 and 80.
322.
Others believe the economic results of current activities
should be recognized currently unless they are integrally related
to probable future events.
The existence of exposures that are
less than probable is a normal part of business and should not be
used as a basis for special accounting procedures.
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323.
Others note that FASB Statement No. 52 does not permit
hedge accounting for anticipated transactions. They believe that
to be consistent with that statement, hedge accounting should not
be permitted for options used to hedge either anticipated foreign
currency exposures or possible transactions.
324.
that

Others observe that SOP 81-1, paragraph 75(a), recommends
[c]osts that are incurred for a specific
anticipated contract and that will result in
no future benefits unless the contract is
obtained should not be included in contract
costs ....
However,
such
costs
may
be
otherwise
deferred, subject to evaluation of their
probable recoverability, but only if the
costs can be directly associated with a
specific anticipated contract and if their
recoverability
from
that
contract
is
probable.

325.
Still others note that if the exposures are not probable,
the liabilities created by deferring recognition of gains on
options acquired as hedges of risks associated with those
possible exposures would not fulfill the requirements of the
definition of a liability in Statement of Financial Accounting
Concepts No. 3, because no probable future sacrifice of economic
benefits would exist.
*

*

*

*

*

326.
Advisory Conclusion.
Hedge accounting should not be
applied to an option that meets the usual criteria for hedge
accounting except that it hedges a possible exposure, even if the
characteristics of the exposure can be identified and the option
was not in the money when acquired (AcSEC 12 yes, 2 abstain,
1 absent and the task force 6 yes, 2 no).
The accounting for
options that do not qualify for hedge accounting should be
applied to such options (AcSEC 13 yes, 1 abstain, 1 absent and
the task force 6 yes, 2 no).
AcSEC and the task force believe
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hedge accounting should be limited to probable rather than
possible transactions.
That position is consistent with the
requirements for hedge accounting in FASB Statement No. 80.
AcSEC and the task force also believe that a deferred gain
resulting from applying hedge accounting would not qualify as a
liability under Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 3
and is not related to any existing asset or liability.
*

ISSUE 13:

*

*

*

*

Should the method of accounting for futures contracts
be used to account for a synthetic future that
qualifies for hedge accounting?

327.
Buying a put and writing a call on the same underlying
item at the same strike price with the same expiration date
creates the risks and rewards of a short futures contract.
Similarly, buying a call and writing a put creates the risks and
rewards of a long futures contract.
Those pairs of options are
sometimes called synthetic futures.
To illustrate:
An enterprise protects its long position in a security with a market
price of $100 by buying a put on the security with an exercise
price of $100 and selling a call on the security with the same
exercise price and expiration date.
The enterprise has hedged
its security position against both increases and decreases in the
security's price. If the security's price goes to $105, the put
would be worthless, the call would be exercised, and the
enterprise would receive the $100 exercise price.
If the
security's price dropped to $95, the call would be worthless and
the enterprise would exercise its put, receiving $100 for the
security.
The synthetic future provides a hedge against both
increases and decreases in the security's price, just as a future
would.
The synthetic future differs from a futures contract
because of the premium paid and received. If the enterprise paid
a premium of $3 for the put and received a premium of $2 for the
call, it paid a net premium of $1 for the synthetic future.
Premiums are not paid for futures contracts though the contract
price may reflect a premium or discount to the fair value of the
item underlying the contract.
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328.
Some believe the option contracts making up a synthetic
future should be accounted for as a unit if as a unit they meet
the criteria for a purchased option to qualify for hedge
accounting.
They believe accounting for the synthetic future as
a unit is necessary to reflect the economic effect of the
transaction.
If the synthetic future is not accounted for as a
unit, hedge accounting is applied to the purchased option, and
the written option is marked to market, the financial statements
would not reflect the intended hedging strategy or its result.
329.
Others believe written options should not qualify for
hedge accounting for the reasons given in paragraphs 215 to 222.
They believe the method of accounting for written options should
not change because the written options are part of synthetic
futures.
330.
Some believe accounting for synthetic futures as a unit
would not be practical and would unnecessarily complicate
accounting for options.
Others oppose accounting for synthetic
futures as a unit because they believe accounting for options
should be based on transactions rather than based on the
relationship between transactions.
331.
Some who believe a synthetic future that qualifies for
hedge accounting should be accounted for as a unit believe that
the method of accounting for futures contracts should be applied
to the unit.
They note that a synthetic future has two-sided
risk and reward features similar to futures rather than the
one-sided risk or reward features of options and for that reason
it should be accounted for similarly.
332.
Some note that synthetic futures differ from futures
contracts because of the net premium paid or received.
Some
compare that to a premium or discount on a futures contract.
They note that FASB Statement No. 80, paragraph 6, states that
an enterprise may recognize the premium or
discount on a hedge contract in income over
the life of the contract if the commodity or
financial
instrument
being
hedged
is
deliverable under the terms of the futures
contract, and if it is probable that both the
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hedged item and the futures contract will be
retained to the delivery date specified in
the contract.
The premium or discount is
computed at the inception of the hedge by
reference to the contracted futures price and
the fair value of the hedged item.
Further, they note that paragraph 50 of that statement states that
paragraph 6 requires that the commodity or
financial instrument involved be deliverable
under the futures contract and that retention
of both the spot and futures positions to the
delivery date of the contract be probable.
Relatively few hedges are likely to meet
those
conditions
because
most
futures
contracts are not held open to the specified
delivery date and because "cross hedges" will
not qualify.
333.
Some believe that if the method of accounting for futures
contracts is used for synthetic futures, the net time value of
the synthetic future should not be accounted for separately from
the intrinsic value unless the transaction meets the criteria of
FASB Statement No. 80 for recognizing the premium or discount on
a hedge contract in income over the life of the contract.
They
believe that the net change in the market value of the put and
call making up the synthetic future should be an adjustment to
the carrying value of the item being hedged.
334.
Others believe synthetic futures should not be accounted
for like futures because they are options and should not be
accounted for like something they are not.
They believe
synthetic futures should be accounted for as a unit using the
method of accounting for option contracts, treating the net time
value paid or received the way it would be treated on purchased
options, if net time value is paid, or written options, if net
time value is received.
335.
Some object to accounting for synthetic futures like
futures contracts because options do not have daily settlements.
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*

*

*

*

336.
Advisory Conclusion.
A synthetic future that qualifies
for hedge accounting should be accounted for
°

as a unit using the method of accounting for
futures contracts (AcSEC 13 yes and the task
force 6 yes),

°

as a unit using the method of accounting for
options contracts (AcSEC 1 yes and the task
force 2 yes), or

°

using the method of accounting for options
contracts with each option accounted for
separately (AcSEC 0 yes and the task force
0 yes).

One AcSEC member was absent. Most AcSEC and task force members
believe synthetic futures have the same economic effects as
futures contracts and should therefore be accounted for similarly.
337.
The method of accounting recommended in that advisory
conclusion is illustrated in the appendix under the subheading "A
Synthetic Future as a Hedge of a Firm Commitment."
*

*

*

*

*

338.
Option strategies include using spreads and combinations
as hedges.
The method of accounting for such spreads and
combinations is discussed in the next three issues.

ISSUE 14A: If a call bull spread or a put bear spread meets the
criteria for a purchased option to qualify for hedge
accounting, should hedge accounting be applied to the
spread as a unit?
339.
A bull or bear spread is composed of two puts or two
calls, one written and one purchased, on the same underlying item
with the same expiration date but different strike prices. In a
call bull spread the purchased option has a lower strike price
than the written option.
In a put bear spread, the purchased
option has a higher strike price then the written option.
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340.
Call bull spreads and put bear spreads can provide limited
hedge protection similar to limited insurance coverage.
To
illustrate:
An enterprise with a short position in a security
with a market price of $100 buys a call on the security with a
exercise price of $100 for a premium of $3 and writes a call on
the security with an exercise price of $110 for a premium of $1.
The options have the same expiration date.
The spread, a call
bull spread, protects the enterprise against price increases on
its short position up to $110, but provides no protection on
price increases above $110.
The cost of the limited protection
is the net premium of $2 ($3-$l) paid for the spread.
341.
Similarly, an enterprise holding a security with a market
price of $100 can obtain limited protection from a decline in the
security's price by buying a put with an exercise price of $100
for a premium of $3 and writing a put on the same underlying item
with the same expiration date but with an exercise price of $90
for a premium of $1.
For a net cost of $2 ($3-$l), the
enterprise would have acquired protection on its long position if
the price of the security falls to $90, but it would have no
protection to the extent the price falls below $90.
The two
options form a put bear spread which provides limited hedge
protection, but also reduces the cost of the hedge to the extent
of the premium received for the written option.
342.
Because a call bull spread or a put bear spread can provide limited protection from unfavorable price or interest rate
changes, some believe such a spread should be accounted for as a
unit if the purchased option meets the criteria to qualify for
hedge accounting.
If it meets those criteria, they believe the
spread should qualify for hedge accounting and the net time value
paid for the spread should be accounted for as the time value of
a purchased option is accounted for. They believe the economic
effects of the transaction will not be reflected if the options
making up the spread are accounted for separately and hedge
accounting is applied to only one of the options.
343.
Others oppose accounting for a call bull spread or a put
bear spread as a unit for reasons similar to the reasons given in
paragraphs 329 and 330.
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*

*

*

*

344.
Advisory Conclusion.
A call bull spread or a put bear
spread should be accounted for as a unit.
Hedge accounting
should be applied to the spread if the purchased option alone
qualifies for hedge accounting.
The spread should be accounted
for in accordance with the guidance for purchased options (AcSEC
13 yes, 1 no, 1 absent and the task force 8 yes). AcSEC and the
task force reached that conclusion because they believe it
reflects the economic effects of the transaction.
*

*

*

*

*

ISSUE 14B: If a call bear spread or a put bull spread meets the
criteria for a written option to qualify for hedge
accounting, should hedge accounting be applied to the
spread as a unit?
345.
In certain circumstances, a call bear spread or a put bull
spread can provide limited protection from the risk of unfavorable price or interest rate changes on an existing position to
the extent of the net premium received for the spread.
To
illustrate: An enterprise owns a security having a market price
of $100 and writes a call on the security with an exercise price
of $95 for a premium of $6 that includes $5 of intrinsic value.
At the same time the enterprise buys a call on the security with
an exercise price of $100 for a premium of $3, all of which is
time value. If the two calls have the same expiration date, the
enterprise has acquired a call bear spread. If at the expiration
of the exercise period the price of the security has fallen to
$96, the purchased call has become worthless, and the written
call is exercised or closed out, the enterprise's loss of $5
($100 less the written call's exercise price of $95) on the
security is offset by the $3 net premium it received on the call
bear spread ($6-$3). At most the call bear spread protects the
enterprise from a decline in the price of the security to the
extent of the net premium received on the spread. That protection is similar to the protection provided by a written call that
hedges a long position.
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346.
The following chart and graph show the combined gain or
loss on the security and the call bear spread at different prices
of the security at expiration.
Price of
Security at
Expiration
of Exercise
Period
80
85
90
95
96
97
98
99
100
105
110
115
120

Gain
(Loss)
on
Security
(20)
(15)
(10)
(5)
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)
0
5
10
15
20

Gain
(Loss)
on
Written
Option
6
6
6
6
5
4
3
2
1
(4)
(9)
(14)
(19)

Gain
(Loss)
on
Purchased
Option
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
2
7
12
17

Gain
(Loss)
on
Option
Spread
3
3
3
3
2
1
0
(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

Combined
Gain
(Loss)
(17)
(12)
(7)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
3
8
13
18
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Profit or Loss
10
Security
8

Written Call
6
Purchased Call
4
Combined
2
0
-

2

- 4
- 6
-

8

88

90 92 94 96 98 100 102 104 106 108 110

Price of Security at Expiration of Exercise Period.
347.
An enterprise could receive similar limited protection for
a short position by entering a put bull spread. An enterprise
with a short position in a security that has a market price of
$100 could write a put on the security at an exercise price of
$105 for a premium of $6, which includes $5 of intrinsic value,
and could buy a put on the security with a strike price of $100
for a premium of $3, which is all time value.
If the two puts
have the same expiration date, the enterprise would have a put
bull spread.
If at the expiration of the exercise period the
price of the security has increased to $105, both puts are
worthless and the $5 loss on the enterprise's short position is
reduced by the $3 net premium ($6-$3) it received for the spread.
To the extent of the net premium received for the put bull
spread, the enterprise is protected from increases in the price
of its short position. The protection provided by the spread is
similar to the protection provided by hedging a short position
with a written put option.
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348.
Because the calls or puts making up the spread must be
considered together to determine the effectiveness of the spread
as a hedge against the risk of unfavorable price or interest rate
changes on existing positions, some believe a call bear spread or
a put bull spread should be accounted for as a unit if the written option meets the criteria to qualify for hedge accounting.
Some who believe those spreads should be accounted for as a unit
if the written option qualifies for hedge accounting also believe
that the spreads provide limited hedge protection similar to the
protection from risk provided by written options. Consequently,
they believe the conclusions in Issues 5, 6 and 7 concerning the
method of accounting for written options used as hedges should
also apply to call bear spreads and put bull spreads used as
hedges.
349 .
Others oppose accounting for a call bear spread or a put
bull spread as a unit for reasons similar to the reasons in
paragraphs 329 and 330.
*

*

*

*

*

350 .
Advisory Conclusion. A call bear spread or a put bull
spread can qualify for hedge accounting only to the extent of the
amount of the net premium received (AcSEC 12 yes, 1 no, 1
abstain, 1 absent).
*

*

*

*

*

351.
[The task force voted 7 no, 1 absent on that advisory
conclusion. It also voted that a call bear spread or a put bull
spread should be accounted for as a unit, hedge accounting should
be applied to the spread if the written option alone qualifies
for hedge accounting, and the spread should be accounted for in
accordance with the guidance for written options (8 yes)].
*

*

*

*

*

ISSUE 14C; If a combination option meets the criteria for hedge
accounting, should hedge accounting be applied to the
combination as a unit?
352.
A combination option, a group of options entered into as a
unit that consists of at least one put and one call, could be
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used by an enterprise to obtain unlimited hedge protection from
price or interest rate risk after a deductible.
To illustrate:
An enterprise having a security with a market price of $100
acquires a combination option consisting of a purchased put with
an exercise price of $95 for a premium of $1 and a written call
with an exercise price of $100 for a premium of $2.
The put
protects the enterprise from decreases in the price of its
security below $95.
The call prevents the enterprise from
participating in appreciation in the security's price.
353.
An enterprise could use a combination option to obtain
limited hedge protection. To illustrate: An enterprise having a
security with a market price of $100 acquires a combination
option consisting of a written call with an exercise price of
$100 for a premium of $2, a written put with an exercise price of
$95 for a premium of $1, and a purchased put with an exercise
price of $92.50 for a premium of $.50. The enterprise receives
some protection from the combination option for declines in the
security's price to $92.50.
That protection is limited to the
$2.50 net premium received for the combination option.
The
purchased put protects the enterprise from losses on the written
put if the price of the underlying security falls below $92.50.
The written call prevents the enterprise from participating in
appreciation in the security's price. The following chart gives
the combined gain or loss on the security and the combination
option at different prices of the security at expiration.
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Price of
Security at
Expiration
of Exercise
Period

Gain
(Loss)
on
Security

Gain
(Loss)
on
Written
Put

80

(20.00)

(14.00)

12.00

2.00

.00

(20.00)

85

(15.00)

(9.00)

7.00

2.00

.00

(15.00)

90

(10.00)

(4.00)

2.00

2.00

.00

(10.00)

91

(9.00)

(3.00)

1.00

2.00

.00

(9.00)

92

(8.00)

(2.00)

.00

2.00

.00

(8.00)

93

(7.00

(1.00)

(.50)

2.00

.50

(6.50)

94

(6.00)

.00

(.50)

2.00

1.50

(4.50)

95

(5.00)

1.00

(.50)

2.00

2.50

(2.50)

96

(4.00)

1.00

(.50)

2.00

2.50

(1.50)

97

(3.00)

1.00

(.50)

2.00

2.50

(.50)

98

(2.00)

1.00

(.50)

2.00

2.50

.50

99

(1.00)

1.00

(.50)

2.00

2.50

1.50

100

.00

1.00

(.50)

2.00

2.50

2.50

105

5.00

1.00

(.50)

(3.00)

(2.50)

2.50

110

10.00

1.00

(.50)

(8.00)

(7.50)

2.50

Gain
(Loss)
on
Purchased
Put

Gain
(Loss)
on
Written
Call

Gain
(Loss)
on
Combined
Option
Gain
Combinations (Loss)
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354.
The time value portion of a combination's net premium
could be zero, a net payment or a net receipt. The time value
portion of the combination in the illustration results in a net
receipt of $1, because the premium of both options consists
entirely of time value, neither option being in the money, and
the time value of the written option exceeds the time value of
the purchased option.
355.
Some believe that if the combination provides unlimited
hedge protection after a deductible, the criteria for a purchased
option should be used to determine if the combination as a unit
qualifies for hedge accounting. If the combination provides only
limited coverage, they believe the criteria for a written option
should be used to determine whether the combination as unit
qualifies for hedge accounting.
356.
Some believe a combination qualifying for hedge accounting
should be accounted for as a unit using hedge accounting to
reflect the economic effect of the transaction, especially if the
time value is accounted for for purchased options used as hedges
differently from the way it is accounted for for written options
used as hedges.
Because the time value portion of the net
premium of a combination could be either a net receipt or a net
payment, some believe the method of accounting for the net time
value of a combination accounted for as a unit should follow the
conclusions for accounting for purchased options if the time
value is a net payment and should follow the conclusions for
written options if the time value results in a net receipt.
357.
Others oppose accounting for an option combination as a
unit for arguments similar to those used by opponents of
accounting for synthetic futures as a unit. Those arguments are
included in paragraphs 329 and 330.
*

*

*

*

*

358.
Advisory Conclusion. A combination other than a synthetic
future should be accounted for as a unit as follows:
°

If the combination provides unlimited protection after a deductible, the criteria for a
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purchased option should be used to determine
whether the combination qualifies for hedge
accounting.
°

If the combination provides only limited
protection, the criteria for a written option
should be used to determine whether the
combination qualifies for hedge accounting.

°

If the combination qualifies for hedge accounting and
the time value paid exceeds the time
value received, the net time value should
be accounted for in accordance with the
guidance for purchased options.
the time value received exceeds the time
value paid, the net time value should be
accounted for in accordance with the guidance for written options. (AcSEC 13 yes,
1 no, 1 absent and the task force 8 yes).

AcSEC and the task force believe
economic effects of the transaction.
*

ISSUE 15:

*

*

that

accounting

*

reflects

*

If an option qualifies for hedge accounting and the
option is intended to provide a hedge on an after-tax
basis, should the gain or loss on the portion of the
option position applicable to the tax effect be
deferred and included as an offset to the related tax
effects in the periods in which those tax effects are
recognized?

359.
Paragraph 21 of FASB Statement No. 52 holds that if a
foreign currency transaction that qualifies for hedge accounting
as a hedge of a foreign currency commitment "exceeds the amount
of the related commitment, the gain or loss pertaining to the
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portion of the hedging transaction in excess of the commitment
shall be deferred to the extent that the transaction is intended
to provide a hedge on an after-tax basis."
Some believe a
similar deferral of gain or loss on an option contract should be
permitted, if the option qualifies for hedge accounting, to the
extent that the amount of the item underlying the contract in
excess of the commitment provides a hedge on an after-tax basis.
They believe that, consistent with the provision in paragraph 21
of FASB Statement No. 52, "[a] gain or loss so deferred shall be
included as an offset to the related tax effects in the period in
which such tax effects are recognized."
Some believe the
deferral of the gain or loss on the portion of the option that
provides a hedge on an after-tax basis should be permitted
because it reflects the economic effect of the hedging strategy.
360.
Some believe that reporting as part of the tax provision
an amount that will never be paid to or reduce payment to tax
authorities is contrary to the guidance provided in APB Opinion
11, which states in paragraph 34 that "income tax expense should
include the tax effects of revenue and expense transactions
included in the determination of pretax accounting income." They
observe that that explanation of the components of income tax
expense does not provide for the modification of income tax
expense for gains or losses on transactions entered into
specifically to offset the tax effect of other transactions.
*
*
*
*
*

361.
Advisory Conclusion.
If an option qualifies for hedge
accounting and the option is intended to provide a hedge on an
after-tax basis, the gain or loss on the portion of the option
position applicable to the tax effect should be deferred and
included as an offset to the related tax effects in the periods
in which those tax effects are recognized (AcSEC 14 yes, 1 absent
and the task force 8 yes). AcSEC and the task force believe the
advisory conclusion is consistent with the guidance in FASB
Statement No. 52 and reflects the intended hedging strategy.
*

*

*

*

*
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ISSUE 16:

Should accounting for options not traded on exchanges
be the same as that for options traded on exchanges?

362.
Options not traded on exchanges are defined in the scope
of this paper as options on fungible items.
Because of the
similarities in the nature, pricing, and use of exchange and
nonexchange traded options, some believe accounting for options
not traded on exchanges should be the same as for options traded
on exchanges. The differences between the two types of options,
they point out, are primarily two.
Options not traded on
exchanges may have quoted prices, but they are not widely
published.
Options traded on exchanges have more readily quoted
market prices.
Options traded on exchanges are liquid? some
options not traded on exchanges are not.
They do not see the
lack of listed prices for options not traded on exchanges as an
obstacle to accounting for them the same as options traded on
exchanges. Further, they believe reliable pricing is obtainable
at reasonable cost through comparisons with listed options or
through changes in the prices of the underlying items.
Prices
may also be obtained from brokers or by using pricing formulas.
363.
Others believe that the determination of current value for
options not traded on exchanges should not be a problem, because
economic considerations as well as accounting considerations make
it necessary for option buyers and sellers to know the value of
their option contracts.
364.
Others note that FASB Statement No. 52 requires current
recognition of changes in value of speculative forward contracts,
though they are not traded on an exchange.
The statement
requires changes to be determined by computations involving
differences between current forward prices and contract prices.
That is similar to the determination of the intrinsic value of
option contracts.
365.
Others note that if the time and intrinsic values are
split and the time value is amortized, changes in the intrinsic
value can e a s i l y be determined if a market price for the item
underlying the option exists.
It would therefore be easy to
apply the same accounting to options traded on exchanges and to
other options.
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366.
Options not traded on exchanges may be less liquid than
options traded on exchanges.
Some observe that forward foreign
exchange contracts are not necessarily liquid, but, nonetheless,
FASB Statement No. 52 requires reporting forward contracts at
market value.
367.
Proponents believe the lack of liquidity and of readily
determinable market value do not prevent the use of the same
accounting for options traded on exchanges and options not traded
on exchanges. They note that certain AICPA audit and accounting
guides for specialized industries require market value accounting
for options not traded on exchanges.
The Audit and Accounting
Guide for Brokers and Dealers in Securities requires that the
fair value of unlisted options be determined by management,
"which considers the price of the underlying securities, the
liquidity of the market, and time remaining to expiration date."
The Exposure Draft of the Proposed Audit and Accounting Guide on
Audits of Investment Companies recommends market value accounting
for options and indicates that the fair value of unlisted options
should be determined by the investment company's board of
directors.
368.
Proponents note that in the advisory conclusions of the
1980 Issues Paper, "Accounting for Forward Placement and Standby
Commitments and Interest Rate Futures Contracts," AcSEC concludes
that forward contracts, should be accounted for the same as
futures contracts and they note forward contracts are not traded
on exchanges. They note also that paragraph 34 of FASB Statement
No. 80 states that
Exclusion of forward contracts from the Statement
should not be construed as either acceptance or
rejection by the Board of current practice for
such contracts, nor should the exclusion be
interpreted as an indication that the general
principles
of
this
Statement
might
not
be
appropriate in some circumstances for certain
forward contracts. At some future date, the Board
may address the accounting for particular types of
forward contracts, and it may address the conceptual
aspects
of
accounting
for
executory
contracts generally.
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369.
Some believe that for options, only market value satisfies
the relevance and reliability tests of Statement of Financial
Accounting Concepts No. 5.
They believe that market value
accounting combined with hedge accounting should be used for both
options that are traded on exchanges and those that are not.
370.
Others oppose using the same accounting for options traded
on exchanges and options not traded on exchanges. They note that
options not traded on exchanges may not be liquid. Not only are
changes in the value of the option contracts not realizable daily
but they may not even be realizable before the exercise date.
They believe liquidity is necessary to assure correlation between
changes in value of the item underlying the option and the
intrinsic value of the option. Consequently, they do not believe
changes in the value of the options before expiration are
relevant.
371. They also point out that an entity entering an option over
the counter depends on the credit worthiness of the other party
to the option for realization of the gain from the option, either
during its term or at its expiration. The clearing house absorbs
that risk for options traded on an exchange. They cite the lack
of a high level of assurance of the realization of gain as the
principal reason they oppose carrying over-the-counter options at
market, a practice they support for options traded on exchanges.
372.
Still others believe the determination of market value
information could be costly and not necessarily accurate. If the
underlying item is not traded on an exchange, it may be difficult
and costly to determine both the intrinsic value and the time
value of options.
They believe it is necessary and worth the
cost for brokers and dealers in securities and for investment
companies to determine the market value of options, because
changes in prices of all positions, options as well as others,
are an integral part of the measurement of those entities'
periodic earnings.
They believe it is impractical and overly
expensive for enterprises in nonfinancial industries to determine
that information for options not traded on exchanges.
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*

*

*

*

373.
Advisory Conclusion. The method of accounting for options
not traded on exchanges should be the same as that for options
traded on exchanges (AcSEC 13 yes, 1 no, 1 absent and the task
force 7 yes, 1 no). AcSEC and the task force believe the method
of accounting for options not traded on exchanges should be the
same as that for options traded on exchanges. They believe that
would be consistent with the method of accounting required in
FASB Statement No. 52 for forward contracts, which are not traded
on exchanges.
They believe that method is consistent with the
guidance in FASB Concepts Statement No. 5. They also believe the
method of accounting for options traded on exchanges should be
consistent with the method of accounting for options that are
not.
*

*

*

*

*
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Illustrations of Application of AcSEC's Advisory Conclusions
374.
This appendix illustrates the method of accounting for
options that would result from AcSEC's advisory conclusions.
A Nonhedge Transaction
375.
On October 10, an enterprise bought 1,000 November stock
index call options on Standard & Poor's 100 with a strike price
of 175 for a premium of $4.375 each. The Standard & Poor's 100
stock index was at 177.625 on that date. In adjusting its books
on October 31, if the option premium on that date is $5.125, the
enterprise would adjust the option to market price and record a
gain of $750 [($5.125 - $4.375) X 1,000]
I
Options
Gain on options

750
750

If the enterprise closed out its option position on November 12
when the premium is $4.75, it would record a loss of $375
[($5.,125 - $4.75) X 1,000] on that date.
Loss on options
Cash
Options

11/12

Cash
10/10
(entry not
illustrated)
4,750

375
4,750
5,125

Balance
4,375

10/31
11/12

(4,375)
375
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Options
10/10
4,375
(entry not
illustrated)
10/31
750
11/12

(Gain) Loss on Options
10/31
11/12

375

5,125

10/10

Balance
4,375

10/31

5,125

11/12

-0-

Balance
750

10/31

(750)

11/12

(375)

A Written Call as Hedge of an Asset Carried at Other than Market
376.
On April 1, an enterprise buys an inventory of 10,000
bushels of corn to be carried at the lower of cost or market when
the market price of corn is $2.50 a bushel. To protect itself
from a decline in the price of corn the enterprise writes six
month call options on 10,000 bushels of corn with a strike price
of $2.30 a bushel for a premium of $2,200. The options qualify
for hedge accounting.
377.
The enterprise made the following journal entries on
April 1 to record the purchase of the corn inventory and the sale
of the options:
Corn inventory
Cash

25,000
25,000
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Cash

2,200
Liability for short option
position

2,200

378.
By June 30 the market price of the corn decreased to $2.27
a bushel and the market price of the option decreased to $500.
The enterprise made the following entries at June 30:
Liability for short option
position
1,700
Corn inventory
1,700
To mark options to market and adjust cost of inventory
for gain on options ($2,200 - $500).
Loss on corn inventory
600
Corn inventory
600
To adjust inventory to the lower of cost or market
[($25,000 - $1,700) - ($2.27 X 10,000)].
379.
If on July 1 prices were unchanged and the enterprise
entered into a closing transaction by buying September 30 call
options for a premium of $500, it would make the following entry:
Liability for short option
position
Cash

500
500

380.
If on July 1 the enterprise decided not to close out its
option position and by August 31 the market price of corn had
increased to $2.55 a bushel and the market value of the option
was $2,600, the enterprise would make the following entries:
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Corn inventory
Loss on short option position
Liability for short
option position

1,700
400
2,100

To mark options to market ($2,600 - $500), to adjust cost
of inventory for the portion of the loss on the options
that equals the gain previously credited to inventory, and
to recognize in income the balance of the loss on the
options.
Corn inventory
600
Loss on corn inventory
600
To reverse inventory writedown in earlier interim
period no longer needed because of market price
recovery.

Because hedge accounting for a written option is limited to the
premium received, the $400 net loss ($2,600 market value less
$2,200 premium received) on the option is not deferred, but
rather is charged to income. The corn inventory writedown in the
earlier interim period is reversed because of market price
recovery, as required in APB Opinion 28, paragraph 14C.
381.
If on September 1 prices were unchanged and the enterprise
entered into a closing transaction by buying September 30 calls,
it would make the following entry:
Liability for short option
position
Cash

2,600
2,600

382.
If on September 1 the options were exercised rather than
closed out, the enterprise would make the following entry:
Cash
Liability for short option
position
Corn inventory
Gain

23,000
2,600
25,000
600
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Thus, if the option is closed out, the $400 loss on the short
option position is recognized but the $500 increase in the market
price of the inventory is unrecognized.
However, if the option
is exercised, the $200 net gain on the transaction (the $600 gain
at exercise less the $400 loss on the short option position) is
recognized.
The $200 gain represents the excess of the cash
received, $2,200 for the option plus $23,000 at exercise, over
the $25,000 cost of the corn inventory.

4/1

Cash
2,200 4/1
25,000
7/1
500
(assume 7/1 transaction did not occur)

9/1
2,600
(assume the above 9/1 transaction did not occur)
9/1

23,000

4/1

8/31
8/31

Corn Inventory
25,000
6/30
6/30
1,700
600
9/1

7/1

Balance
(22,800)
(23,300)

4/1
9/1

(22,800)
(25,400)

4/1
9/1

(22,800)
200

4/1

Balance
25,000

1,700
600

6/30

22,700

25,000

8/31
9/1

25,000
-0-
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6/30
7/1

1,700
500
(assume 7/1 transaction did not occur)
8/31

2,100

9/1
2,600
(assume the above 9/1 transaction did not occur)
9/1

6/30

8/31

2,600

Loss on Corn Inventory
600
8/31

(500)
-0-

6/30
8/31
9/1

(500)
(2,600)
-0-

8/31
9/1

(2,600)
-0-

Balance
600

(Gain) Loss on Short Option Position
400

(Gain) on Inventory
9/1

6/30
7/1

6/30
8/31

600
-0-

Balance
8/31

400

Balance
600

9/1

(600)
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A Purchased Put as a Hedge of an Asset Carried at Other Than
Market
383.
This illustration uses the same facts as the above
illustration except that the enterprise uses purchased put
options instead of written call options to hedge its corn inventory.
For $3,000 the enterprise purchases puts with a strike
price of $2.60 a bushel and a September 30 expiration date. The
premium includes intrinsic value of $1,000 [($2.60-$2.50) x
10,000] and time value of $2,000 ($3,000-$1,000).
The options
qualify for hedge accounting.
384.
The enterprise makes the following entries on April 1 to
record the purchase of the corn inventory and the purchase of the
options:
Corn inventory
Cash
Option - intrinsic value
Option - time value
Cash

25,000
25,000
1,000
2,000
3,000

385.
By June 30 the market price of the options increased to
$3,700 because of the decrease in the price of the underlying
corn to $2.27 a bushel.
The enterprise uses the straight-line
method to amortize the options' time value and makes the
following entries to adjust the intrinsic value of the options to
market [(($2.60 - $2.27) X 10,000) - $1,000], to adjust the
inventories for the change in the options' intrinsic value, and
to amortize the time value from April 1 to June 30:
Option - intrinsic value
Corn inventory

2,300

Hedge expense - option time value 1,000
Accumulated amortization option time value

2,300

1,000
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386.
If on July 1 prices are unchanged and the enterprise
enters a closing transaction by selling September 30 puts for a
premium of $3,700, the following entry would be made to close
the option transaction and to recognize in income the excess of
the unamortized time value over the amount of time value received
on the sale of the put:
Cash
Accumulated amortization time value
Hedge expense - time value
Option - intrinsic value
Option - time value

3,700
1,000
600
3,300
2,000

387.
If on July 1 the enterprise decides not to close out its
option position and by August 31 the market price of corn is
$2.55 a bushel and the option premium is $700, the enterprise
would make the following entries to reduce the intrinsic value of
its purchased options to market [(($2.60 - $2.55) X 10,000) $3,300], to adjust the corn inventory for the change in the
options' intrinsic value, and to amortize time value for the two
months ended August 31:
Corn inventory
Option - intrinsic value
Hedge expense - option time value
Accumulated amortization option time value

2,800
2,800
667
667

388.
If on September 1 prices are unchanged and the enterprise
enters into a closing transaction by selling a September 30 put,
it would make the following entry:
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Cash
700
Accumulated amortization - time
value
1,667
Hedge expense - option time value
133
Option - time value
Option - intrinsic value

Cash

2,000
500

Balance
4/1 25,000

4/1
7/1
9/1

8/31

6/30

3,000

3,700
(assume 7/1 transaction did not occur)
700

4/1Corn Inventory
25,000
6/30
2,800

2,300

Option - Intrinsic Value
4/1
1,000
2,300
7/1
3,300
(assume 7/1 transaction did not occur)
8/31
9/1

2,800
500

4/1
7/1

(28,000)
(24,300)

4/1
9/1

(28,000)
(27,300)

4/1
6/30
8/31

Balance
25,000
22,700
25,500

Balance
4/1
6/30
7/1

1,000
3,300
-0-

6/30
8/31
9/1

3,300
500
-0-
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4/1

Option - Time Value
2,000
7/1
2,000
(assume 7/1 transaction did not occur)
9/1

2,000

Accumulated Amortization - Option Time Value
6/30
1,000
1,000
7/1
(assume 7/1 transaction did not occur)
8/31
9/1

6/30
7/1
8/31
9/1

667

1,667

Hedge Expense - Option Time Value
1,000
600
(assume 7/1 transaction did not occur)
667
133

Balance
4/1
7/1

2,000
-0-

4/1
9/1

2,000
-0-

Balance
6/30
7/1

(1,000)
-0-

6/30
8/31
9/1

(1,000)
(1,667)
-0-

Balance
6/30
7/1

1,000
1,600

6/30
8/31
9/1

1,000
1,667
1,800
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A Synthetic Future as a Hedge of a Firm Commitment
389.
On May 1 an enterprise determined that it would need 5,000
bushels of soybeans at the end of July to fill a fixed price
sales contract at $5.35 a bushel. The price of soybeans on that
date was $5.29 a bushel.
To hedge against fluctuations in
soybean prices, the enterprise acquired a synthetic future
composed of a purchased call and a written put on 5,000 bushels
of soybeans, both options having a strike price of $5.25 a bushel
and a July 31 expiration date. The enterprise paid a premium of
$568.75 for the call, which included $368.75 of time value, and
received a premium of $375 for the put, which was entirely time
value.
The
combination
of options qualified
for
hedge
accounting.
390.
The net time value of a synthetic future qualifying for
hedge accounting is accounted for like the premium or discount on
a futures contract that qualifies for hedge accounting.
The
enterprise determined that its synthetic future did not meet the
criteria in paragraph 6 of FASB Statement No. 80 for recognizing
premium or discount in income and, therefore, it did not split
the time and intrinsic values in accounting for the premiums paid
for the options.
The enterprise recorded its purchase of the
synthetic future as follows:
Purchased options
Cash
Liability for short option
position

568.75
193.75
375.00

391.
The enterprise prepared financial statements on June 30
and adjusted its option positions to market at that date.
The
price of soybeans had fallen to $5.00 a bushel and the market
price of the call option premium had fallen to $100 while the
price of the put had risen to $1,350.
The enterprise made the
following entry to record those price changes:
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Deferred adjustment - soybean
inventory
Purchased options
($568.75 - $100)

1,443.75
468.75

Liability for short
option position
($1,350 - $375)

975.00

392.
On July 31 the price of soybeans had
bushel. The market price of the call option
option was worthless.
The enterprise sold
made the following entries to adjust its
market and to close out its purchased option
Purchased options ($450 - $100)
Liability for short option
position
Deferred adjustment - soy
bean inventory
Cash

increased to $5.34 a
was $450 and the put
the call option and
option positions to
positions
350.00

1,350.00
1,700.00
450.00

Purchased options

450.00

The cost of the soybean inventory acquired at the end of July is
$250.00 more than it would have been if the soybeans had been
bought on May 1 [($5.34 - $5.29) x 5,000].
The net deferred
adjustment to the cost of the inventory resulting from the
synthetic future is a $256.25 reduction in the carrying value of
the inventory. The $256.25 is the difference between the $450.00
received on closing out the option position and the net $193.75
premium paid for the synthetic future.
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Cash
5/1
7/31

5/1
7/31

Balance
193.75

450.00

Purchased Options
568.75
6/30
350.00
7/31

(193.75)
256.25

5/1
7/31

Balance
468.75

5/1
6/30

568.75
100.00

450.00

7/31

-0-

Deferred Adjustment - Soybean Inventory
6/30
1,443.75
7/31
1,700.00

Balance
1,443.75
6/30
7/31
(256.25)

Liability for Short Option Position
375.00
5/1
975.00
6/30
7/31
1,350.00

5/1
6/30
7/31

Balance
(375.00)
(1,350.00)
-0-
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A Put Purchased to Hedge a Bond Carried at Cost
393.
An enterprise bought a three year $1,000,000 Treasury note
on September 1 for $1,060,000. It intended to carry the note at
cost less amortization of the premium because it planned to hold
the note to maturity.
Interest on the enterprise's borrowings
fluctuated with the prime. Those borrowings exceeded $1,060,000.
If interest rates increased, the enterprise would have increased
interest expense without increased interest income on the note.
394.
To hedge against the risk of increased interest rates, the
enterprise paid $1,000 for six month put options on $1,000,000
worth of Treasury notes paying the same interest rate and
maturing on the same date as the note in its portfolio. The puts
had a strike price of 106.
The enterprise made the following
entry to record its purchase of the puts:
Options
Cash

1,000
1,000

395.
Interest rates increased by the expiration date of the
option, causing the price of the note to decrease to $980,000 and
the price of the options to increase to $80,000. The enterprise
would not recognize the loss on the bond.
However, because a
hedge of an asset carried at cost cannot qualify for hedge
accounting, the enterprise would recognize its gain on the
option ($80,000 - $1,000).
The following is the six month
cumulative entry made to adjust the options to market price:
Options
Gain on investment
The enterprise
options:

made

Cash

the

following

79,000
79,000
entry

on

closing

out

80,000

Options

80,000

its
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3/1

Cash
9/1
80,000

9/1
3/1

1,000
79,000 3/1

Gain on Investment
3/1

1,000

Balance
9/1
3/1

(1,000)
79,000

Balance
80,000

9/1
3/1

1,000
- 0 -

Balance
79,000

3/1

(79,000)
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A Purchased Put as a Hedge of an Asset Carried at Market
396.
On November 1, a broker dealer bought puts on 1,000 shares
of AT&T for a premium of $1,875 to hedge against a decline in the
price of 1,000 AT&T shares in its portfolio.
The puts had a
strike price of $22 and expired on January 31.
The stock was
selling at $21 on November 1, consequently, the option premium
included $1,000 of intrinsic value [($22 - $21 x 1,000)] and $875
of time value ($1,875 - $1,000).
The puts qualified for hedge
accounting.
The broker dealer marks its portfolio to market
daily, with changes in value included in income.
397.
The broker dealer would make the following entry to record
the purchase of the options:
Options
Cash

1,875
1,875

The time and intrinsic values of the option premium are not split
and accounted for separately because the hedged item is carried
at market with changes in its price included in income.
398.
Daily changes in the market price of the option premium
are included in income.
If the price of the stock increased to
$23 on November 2 and the market price of the options fell to
$750, the enterprise would make the following entries:
Stock

2,000
Gain on stock

Loss on options
Options

2,000
1,125
1,125

399.
If the stock and option prices remained unchanged until
November 9 when the stock dropped to $20 a share and the price of
the option contracts increased to $2,500, the broker dealer would
make the following entries:
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Loss on s t o c k
Stock

3,000

Options
Gain on o p t i o n s

1,750

3,000
1,750

400.
The company would continue a d j u s t i n g the o p t i o n s t o market
p r i c e d a i l y u n t i l they a r e e x e r c i s e d , c l o s e d o u t , or e x p i r e .

Cash
11/1

1,875

11/1

3,000

11/1
11/2
11/9

Stock
11/2

2,000

11/1

Options
1,875
11/2
1,750

11/9

11/9

11/9

(Gain) Loss on Stock
11/2
3,000

1,125

2,000

11/1
11/2

Balance

Balance

Balance

12/9

11/2
11/9

Balance

(1,875)

21,000
23,000
20,000

1,875
750
2,500

(2,000)
1,000
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11/2

(Gain) Loss on Options
.
1,125
11/9

Balance
1,750

11/2
11/9

1,125
(625)

A Purchased Put as a Hedge of an Anticipated Transaction
401.
On July 1 a bank issued a $5,000,000 90-day Eurodollar
certificate of deposit (CD) paying 8 percent interest. The proceeds of the CD were used to fund a 180-day loan at a fixed rate
of 11.5 percent.
The bank was exposed to interest rate risk
because the CD matured before the loan.
On July 1, the bank
bought put options to hedge the risk that interest rates would
rise.
For a premium of $4,000, it bought put options to sell
$5,000,000 of 90-day Eurodollar deposits at a strike price of
97.95 (an 8.2 percent interest yield) with a September 30 expiration date, the date the CD rolls over.
The market quote for a
90-day Eurodollar deposit was 98.00 on that date (an interest
yield of 8.0 percent); consequently the premium was entirely time
value. The puts qualified for hedge accounting.
402.
The bank made the following entry to record the purchase
of the puts:
Option - time value
Cash

4,000
4,000

403.
If an option hedges a firm commitment or an anticipated
transaction and it qualifies for hedge accounting, its time value
can be either amortized by a systematic and rational method over
the exercise period of the option or included in the measurement
of the transaction. The bank elected to recognize the time value
in income systematically over the life of the options using the
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straight line method of amortization.
It made the following
entry on July 31, August 31, and September 30 to amortize the
time value:
Hedge expense - time value
Accumulated amortization time value

1,333
1,333

404.
By September 30 interest rates had increased to 9 percent,
the market price of the Eurodollar deposits had decreased to
97.75 and the bank closed out its options.
The bank made the
following cumulative adjustment by September 30 to record the
$10,000 increase in the intrinsic value of the options [97.95 97.75) x $5,000,000)]:
Option - intrinsic value
Deferred adjustment - CD

10,000
10,000

405.
The bank made the following entries on September 30 when
it closed out its option position:
Cash

10,000
Option - intrinsic value

Accumulated amortization option time value
Option - time value

10,000

4,000
4,000

406.
The bank amortized the deferred adjustment of $10,000 over
the term of the second 90-day CD as an adjustment to the interest
yield, giving an effective yield of 8.2 percent on that CD. The
amortization began September 30, the date the options expired.
407.
If the bank had included changes in the time value over
the option exercise period in the measurement of the transaction,
the net deferred adjustment amount would equal $6,000, the
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$10,000 intrinsic value less the $4,000 initial time value paid.
The $6,000 deferred amount would then be amortized over the term
of the second 90-day CD, beginning on September 30, as an adjustment to the interest yield, giving an effective yield of 8.52
percent on that CD.
408.
The difference in the interest yield under the two methods
represents the amortization of time value. In the method shown,
the time value is amortized separately over the option exercise
period and is not taken into consideration in determining the
effective yield on the rolled over CD. In contrast, if the time
value is deferred and included in the measurement of the transaction during the CD roll over period, the amortization is
included in the effective yield of the CD.

9/30

Cash
7/1
10,000

Deferred

7/1

Balance
4,000

Adjustment CD
10,000
9/30

Option - Time Value
4,000
9/30

7/1
9/30

(4,000)
6,000

9/30

Balance
(10,000)

Balance
4,000

7/1
9/30

4,000
-0-
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Accumulated Amortization - Option Time Value
7/31
1,333
8/31
1,333
9/30
4,000 9/30
1,334

9/30

7/31
8/31
9/30

Option - Intrinsic Value
10,000 9/30
10,000

Hedge Expense
1,333
1.333
1.334

Balance
7/31
8/31
9/30

1,333
2,666
-0-

Balance
9/30

- 0 -

Balance
7/31
8/31
9/30

1,333
2,666

4,000

YES(8)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Issue 3:*

At the time the option is designated as a hedge it is
probable that changes in the market value of the item
underlying the option will correlate highly with changes
in the market value of the item being hedged, and

YES(13)

The option is designated as a hedge.

YES(13)

A clear economic relationship exists between the price
of the item underlying the option and the price of the
item being hedged, and

YES(13)

YES(13)

The method of accounting for options that qualify as
hedges should differ from the method of accounting for
options that do not.

YES(13)

The accounting for options not traded on exchanges
should be the same as that for options traded on

YES(4)

To qualify for hedge accounting the item to be hedged
must expose the enterprise to price or interest rate risk,
determined on an enterprise basis, and

The option reduces that exposure because

To qualify for hedge accounting the item to be hedged
must expose the enterprise to price or interest rate risk,
determined on a transaction basis, and

*Votes
shown for AcSEC members who voted on issue.
Members abstaining or absent not shown.

Issue 3:*

Hedge

Issue 1:*

Issue 16:*

ACCOUNTING FOR OPTIONS

NO(1)

Issue 2: *

Non-hedge

Non-exchange-traded options

II

YES(11)

NO(2)

Options that do not qualify for hedge accounting should
be carried at market.

Exchange-traded options only

APPENDIX

YES(13)

NO(1)

If the purchased option in a
call bull spread or a put bear
spread qualifies for hedge
accounting, hedge accounting should be applied to the
spread as a unit.
Issue 14B:*

Spreads

YES(12)
NO(1)

A call bear spread or a put
bull spread can qualify for
hedge accounting only to the
extent of the amount of the
net premium received.

*Votes
shown for AcSEC members who voted on issue.
Members abstaining or absent not shown.

Issue 14A:*

YES(13)

An out-of-the-money purchased option can qualify for
hedge accounting under the
correlation criterion.

Basic options

Issue 3A: *

Issue 13: *

YES(1)

YES(O)

A synthetic future that
qualifies for hedge accounting should be split with
each option accounted for
separately.

Synthetic futures

Option spreads and combinations

A synthetic future that
qualifies for hedge accounting should be accounted for
as a unit using the method
of accounting for options
contracts.

Purchased options

YES(13)

A synthetic future that
qualifies for hedge accounting should be accounted for
using the method of accounting for futures contracts.

To qualify for hedge accounting a written option must
meet the criteria purchased
options must meet (as described in issue 3) to qualify
for hedge accounting.

Can qualify for hedge accounting only to the extent of
the amount of the premium
received.

Net time value paid

Use accounting guidance

Net time value received

Use accounting guidance
for written options

Does not qualify

If the combination provides
unlimited coverage after a
deductible, the criteria for a
purchased-option should be
used.

NO(1)

Qualifies

YES(13)

Other than synthetic futures

YES(12)

Issue 6: *

Issue 5: *

If the combination provides
only limited coverage, the
criteria for a written option
should be used.

Issue 14C: *

options

Does not qualify

Combinations

Written

Issue 12:*

Hedged item is an asset, liability, or firm commitment.

Hedged item is an anticipated transaction.

Hedged item is a possible transaction.

Issue 10:*

Hedge accounting should not be applied to a purchased option that meets the usual criteriaforhedge
accounting except that it hedges a possible (but not
probable) exposure and the characteristics of the
exposure can be identified even if the option was not in
the money when acquired.

Hedge accounting should not be applied to an option
that hedges an anticipated transaction unless it meets
the criteria previously set forth for an option to qualify
for hedge accounting and the criteria in paragraph 9(a)
and 9(b) of FASB Statement No. 80.
YES(13)

YES(12)

Hedged item is or will be carried at other than market
value.

Issue 1A: *

Hedged item is or will be carried at market value.

An option that hedges an asset stated at cost or a liability stated at proceeds can qualify for hedge accounting.

Issue 4: *

For purchased options that meet the above criteria,
time and intrinsic values should be split if the hedged
item is carried at market value and changes in the intrinsic value of the option are included in

Issue 7: *

For written options that meet the above criteria, time
and intrinsic values should be split.

NO(8)
(a)

YES(4)

Income or

NO(13)

I s s u e 4: *

Issue 7: *

For p u r c h a s e d options that meet t h e a b o v e criteria,
time a n d intrinsic v a l u e s s h o u l d b e split.

YES(12)

NO(1)

For written options that meet the a b o v e criteria, time
a n d intrinsic v a l u e s s h o u l d b e split.

T i m e value s h o u l d either b e a m o r t i z e d b y a systematic
a n d rational m e t h o d or stated at market at the holder's
(writer's) election.

YES(12)

A separate component of shareholders' or policyholders' equity.

NO(11)

I s s u e 8: *

T i m e value s h o u l d b e a m o r t i z e d by a systematic a n d
rational method.

(b)

T i m e value s h o u l d be stated at market.

NO(2)

T i m e value s h o u l d b e a m o r t i z e d b y a systematic a n d
rational m e t h o d w h e n c h a n g e s in the intrinsic value of
the option are included in

Income

Issue 8 A : *

YES(11)

i s s u e 8: *

T i m e value s h o u l d either b e a m o r t i z e d b y a systematic
a n d rational m e t h o d o r stated at market at the holder's
(writer's) election w h e n c h a n g e s in the intrinsic value of
the option are included in

Market

YES(O)

Equity

Income

YES(1)

YES(6)

If the option is c l o s e d out, a n d the time value received
or paid o n closing out the option differs from the
u n a m o r t i z e d b a l a n c e of the time value, the difference
s h o u l d b e r e c o g n i z e d in i n c o m e w h e n the option is
c l o s e d out.

YES(12)

Amortize

NO(1)

I s s u e 8A:*

If the option is c l o s e d out, a n d the time value received
o r paid o n closing out the option differs from the una m o r t i z e d b a l a n c e of the time value, the difference
s h o u l d b e r e c o g n i z e d in i n c o m e w h e n the option is
c l o s e d out.

YES(12)

* V o t e s s h o w n for A c S E C m e m b e r s w h o voted o n issue.
M e m b e r s abstaining or a b s e n t not s h o w n .

T i m e value s h o u l d b e stated at market w h e n c h a n g e s
in the intrinsic value of the option are included in

YES(O)

YES(1),

Amortize

NO(11)

YES(0)

NO(1)

Equity

YES(1)

Market

Income

YES(12)

Equity

YES(5)

YES(14)

If the option is closed out before the transaction occurs,
the cumulative gain or loss on the option should be
carried forward and included in the measurement of the
related transaction.

*Votes
shown for AcSEC members who voted on issue.
Members abstaining or absent not shown.

Issue 10A: *

Hedged item is an anticipated transaction.

YES(10)

Should be included in determining net income.

Issue 10B: *

Issue 15: *

Issue 11: *

Issue 9: *

Issue 9: *

10(2)

\

YES(14)

When it becomes probable that the amount of an anticipated transaction will be less than that originally
hedged by options, a pro rata portion of the cumulative
gain or loss on the options that would otherwise be
included in the measurement of the subsequent transaction should berecognizedin income.

YES(14)

If the option is intended to provide a hedge on an aftertax basis, the gain or loss on the portion of the option
position applicable to the tax effect should be deferred
and included as an offset to the related tax effects in
the periods in which those tax effects are recognized.

YES(2)

Should be included in a separate component of shareholders' or policyholders' equity.

If changes in the intrinsic value of the option are
included in a separate component of stockholders' or
policyholders' equity, the amortization or changes in
the market value of the time value portion of the option
premium

YES(10)

Adjustments should be limited so that the resulting
carrying amount of the hedged asset does not exceed
(liability is not less than) its fair value.

YES(13)

Adjustments of the carrying amount of the hedged item
should be contingent on continuing high correlation
between the market price of the item underlying the
option and the market price of the item being hedged.

Issue 10C: *

YES(14)

For options which hedge firm commitments or anticipated transactions, changes in the time value of the
option that occur before the transaction occurs may be
included in the measurement of the transaction.

Hedged item is an asset, liability, or firm commitment.

YES(1)

May be included in a separate component of shareholders' or policyholders' equity.
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